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The phenomenon of neuroplasticity was ﬁrst described
about 50 years ago. Neuroplasticity is a primary property
of the nervous system that has been widely observed in
both physiological and pathological conditions. Neuroplasticity in physiological conditions includes developmental
plasticity, learning and memory, compensatory plasticity,
and repair of the adult brain. Neuroplasticity in pathological
conditions include plasticity after injury and removal of brain
tumor, stroke, epilepsy, and neurodegenerative diseases such
as Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, and Huntington’s disease. The current special issue is primarily concerned
with the pathogeneses of common neurodegenerative
diseases and their eﬀects on neuroplasticity.
It is known that the central changes that occur during a
stroke vary widely. Regeneration after ischemic injury and
recovery of lost functions can be attributed to the plasticity
of neurons which enable their ability to reorganize and
rebuild the brain. These neuroplastic changes which include
gene expression and possession of speciﬁc genetic variants
are inﬂuenced by environmental factors and epigenetic
mechanisms. Neuro-, glio-, and angiogenesis processes,
molecular changes occurring after stroke such as synaptic
plasticity and axon growth, are discussed in the article by
J. Dąbrowski et al.

Many rare diseases are due to disorders at the genetic
level such as Waardenburg syndrome (WS). WS is one of
the most common forms of deafness with heterogeneity of
loci and alleles and variable expression of clinical features.
In this issue, W. Li et al. described fourteen mutations in
Chinese patients with WS, including c.808C>G, c.117C>A,
c.152T>G, c.803G>T, c.793-3T>G, and c.801delT on PAX3;
c.642_650delAAG on MITF; c.122G>T and c.127C>T on
SOX10; c.230C>G and c.365C>T on SNAI2; and c.481A>G,
c.1018C>G, and c.1015C>T on EDNRB. Importantly, three
CNV variants were de novo and ﬁve EDNRB mutations were
ﬁrst associated with WS type 1 heterozygous, with a detection
rate of 22.2%. These studies suggest that EDNRB mutations
should be considered as another common pathogenic gene
in WS type 1. More information can be found in the articles
by W. Li et al.
At the cellular level, synaptic plasticity plays an important role in maintaining neuronal connections. Synaptic
plasticity leads to changes in the structure of synapses
and dendritic spines, synaptogenesis, and axonal modiﬁcation. Disturbed contact between neurons leads to senile
changes and elderly diseases such as dementia. Common
causes of dementia include Alzheimer’s disease, vascular
dementia, Parkinson’s disease dementia, dementia with Lewy
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bodies, and frontotemporal dementia. These diseases are
characterized by impaired cognitive function as well as
personality and emotional changes, including psychopathological disorders. The clinical picture may also include
other neurological symptoms such as parkinsonism.
Neuroplasticity at molecular and cellular levels occurs
as short-term plasticity (STP), long-term potentiation
(LTP), and long-term potentiation depression (LTD). Activation of the NMDA receptor especially in the CA1 region
of the hippocampus is necessary for the induction of LTP,
even though LTP may be induced in almost all brain
structures. GABAergic inhibitory transmission is another
important molecular process involved in synaptic plasticity,
learning, and memory. Abnormal GABAergic transmission
is involved in the pathophysiology of fragile X syndrome
(FXS), an inherited neuropsychological disease caused by
silencing of the fmr1 gene and deﬁciency in the mental
retardant protein fragile X (FMRP). Patients with FXS show
neuronal changes that lead to severe intellectual disability.
More information can be found in the articles by F. Gao et al.
Molecular factors responsible for synaptic transmission
disorders include β-amyloid deposition; tau aggregation
forming neuroﬁbrillary tangles; α-synuclein accumulation;
growth factors such as BDNF, NGF, and GDNF impaired
levels; and disorders of the immune system. Experimental
studies using glial cell lines designed to secrete high levels
of neurotrophic factor (human ARPE-19 cells) implanted
in the rat striatum showed a beneﬁcial eﬀect on GDNF distribution throughout the striatum and their neuroprotection. It
seems that GDNF has eﬀective action not only in experimental animals but also in patients with Parkinson’s disease,
stroke, epilepsy, and Huntington’s disease. More information
may be found in the article by D. F. Emerich et al.
Another molecular factor involved in the regulation of
various processes in neurons and synaptic plasticity is glycogen-3β synthase kinase (GSK-3β). Altered GSK-3β expression or deletion in mice may cause behavioral and cognitive
abnormalities. Disturbed GSK-3β activity may lead to the
development of synaptic plasticity dysfunction and development of neuropsychiatric and neurodegenerative disorders.
For more information on GSK-3β contribution to neuropsychiatric and neurodegenerative disorders, refer to the article
by T. Jaworski et al.
Among the factors aﬀecting synapse plasticity and neurogenesis, astroglia need to be considered. Astrocytes are
the most numerous glial cells and play a key role in brain
function. Yet little research has been done on their role in
neurodegeneration. Research done so far on experimental
models indicates the importance of cross signaling pathways between astrocytes and dopaminergic neurons. In
Parkinson’s disease, astrocytes are involved in neuronal
survival and viability. More information on the neuroprotective potential for normalizing astrocyte function in the
animal model of Parkinson’s disease is available in the
article by L. Udovin et al.
Neuroplasticity not only rebuilds brain function but
also repairs developmental disorders and is responsible
for learning and memory. It appears in response to various internal and external insults and factors, including
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age-dependent neurodegenerative diseases and pharmacological treatment.
It is known that the repair of brain damage depends
on the degree and extent of central lesions. This is an
important consideration in the neurorehabilitation and
neuropsychological treatment of patients with central nervous system disorders like Alzheimer’s disease. Recent
studies suggest that intensive and cognitively demanding
physical exercise programs are capable of inducing plastic
brain changes in Parkinson’s disease. The article by E. Palasz
et al. elaborates on physical training that provides protection
for dopaminergic neurons in rodent parkinsonism models
produced by neurotoxins.
We should also mention innovative therapeutic methods
to improve neuroplasticity such as deep brain stimulation
(DBS). DBS is a recognized therapy for Parkinson’s disease.
There is evidence that DBS exerts dopaminergic neuroprotection in animal models with disease-modifying eﬀects.
Rodent studies have shown an increase in cholinergic neurotransmitters, hippocampal neurogenesis, synaptic plasticity,
and reduction of β-amyloid plaques with DBS. The eﬀectiveness of DBS is currently being evaluated in patients with mild
Alzheimer’s disease 65 years of age and older.
Finally, with better understanding of brain plasticity
mechanisms in neurodegeneration, more eﬀective therapies
and improvement in the quality of life for neurological
patients can be achieved.
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Despite the fact that astrocytes are the most abundant glial cells, critical for brain function, few studies have dealt with their possible
role in neurodegenerative diseases like Parkinson’s disease (PD). This article explores relevant evidence on the involvement of
astrocytes in experimental PD neurodegeneration from a molecular signaling perspective. For a long time, astrocytic
proliferation was merely considered a byproduct of neuroinﬂammation, but by the time being, it is clear that astrocytic
dysfunction plays a far more important role in PD pathophysiology. Indeed, ongoing experimental evidence suggests the
importance of astrocytes and dopaminergic neurons’ cross-linking signaling pathways. The Wnt-1 (wingless-type MMTV
integration site family, member 1) pathway regulates several processes including neuron survival, synapse plasticity, and
neurogenesis. In PD animal models, Frizzled (Fzd) neuronal receptors’ activation by the Wnt-1 normally released by astrocytes
following injuries leads to β-catenin-dependent gene expression, favoring neuron survival and viability. The transient receptor
potential vanilloid 1 (TRPV1) capsaicin receptor also participates in experimental PD genesis. Activation of astrocyte TRPV1
receptors by noxious stimuli results in reduced inﬂammatory response and increased ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF)
synthesis, which enhances neuronal survival and diﬀerentiation. Another major pathway involves IκB kinase (IKK)
downregulation by ARL6ip5 (ADP-ribosylation-like factor 6 interacting protein 5, encoded by the cell diﬀerentiation-associated,
JWA, gene). Typically, IKK releases the proinﬂammatory NF-κB (nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells)
molecule from its inhibitor. Therefore, by downregulating NF-κB inhibitor, ARL6ip5 promotes an anti-inﬂammatory response.
The evidence provided by neurotoxin-induced PD animal models guarantees further research on the neuroprotective potential
of normalizing astrocyte function in PD.

1. Introduction
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the second most common neurodegenerative disease following Alzheimer’s disease. It is
characterized by loss of dopaminergic neurons in the midbrain [1, 2] and bradykinesia, rigidity, and tremor as main
clinical symptoms. Regularly, patients also display nonmotor
symptoms like cognitive impairment, mood disorders, sleep
alterations, dysautonomia, and hallucinations [1].

Typical, though not only, histopathological changes are
the progressive loss of the nigrostriatal dopaminergic pathway and hence of the striatal dopaminergic tone [2]. Over
the last 40 years, administration of the amino acid precursor
of dopamine L-DOPA (L-3,4-dihydroxy-L-phenylalanine) to
parkinsonian patients has been considered the most eﬀective
symptomatic treatment [3].
Abnormal accumulation of misfolded protein aggregates
[4] as the Lewy bodies, made of α-synuclein [5], appears to be
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one of the physiopathological hallmarks of the disease. One
major target of α-synuclein is Rab-1 (a member of the Ras
superfamily of monomeric G proteins, Rab GTPase family),
a key molecular switch of the endoplasmic reticulum-Golgi
traﬃc pathway [6]. The α-synuclein accumulation-induced
endoplasmic reticulum stress is likely a leading disruptive
mechanism, responsible for the so-called “unfolded protein
response” adaptive reaction [7], cytoprotective when moderate but deleterious when highly activated [8, 9]. Accumulation of α-synuclein may also originate abnormal synaptic
connectivity or synaptopathy at nigrostriatal pathways and
intrastriatal interneuronal connections, presumably most
apparent at the initial stages of the disease.
Notwithstanding the fact that astrocytes are the most
abundant glial subtype and are critical for brain function,
only a few studies have historically focused on their putative
role in neurodegenerative diseases like PD. Recently, however, several studies have reported that genes known to have
a causative role in PD are expressed in astrocytes and have
important roles in their function [10], suggesting that astrocyte dysfunction may be relevant for PD development. Furthermore, α-synuclein aggregates in astrocytes contributing
to such dysfunction [11].
This review aims at summarizing the evidence for
astrocyte participation in experimental PD genesis, the
probable neuroprotective eﬀect of molecules like GDNF
(glial-derived neurotrophic factor), MANF (mesencephalic
astrocyte-derived neurotrophic factor), and CNTF (ciliary
neurotrophic factor), and the involved pathological cascades
described so far, illustrating the potential use of these ﬁndings in developing new-generation neuroprotective agents.
Following PubMED searches performed using “Parkinson’s
Disease, astrocytes, molecular signaling” strings, relevant
papers published in English or Spanish before January 1,
2018, were included, while reference sections were also scrutinized out of these publications for new studies.

2. Role of Astrocyte Dysfunction in the
Genesis of Experimental Parkinson’s Disease
The glia accounts for over 50% of brain cells, comprising various cell subtypes, of which astrocytes are the most abundant
[12, 13]. Although astrocytes were documented 100 years
ago, relatively few studies have been designed to dig into their
role in neurological disorders and diseases over time. Astrocytes can be both helpful and harmful in PD [14, 15], and a
key aspect of PD pathophysiology is neuroinﬂammation in
the central nervous system (CNS), for long considered a
downstream response to dopaminergic neuronal death,
deﬁnitely including the concurrence of reactive astrocytes
[16, 17]. However, ongoing evidence suggests that astrocytes
have a role in setting up PD pathophysiology. Astrocytes
may have neuroprotective eﬀects by producing factors like
the glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) [18],
the mesencephalic astrocyte-derived neurotrophic factor
(MANF) [19], and the ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF)
[20]. Recently, a relative increase in the astrocytic level of
senescence markers, inﬂammatory cytokines, and metalloproteinases was observed on postmortem substantia nigra
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specimens of ﬁve PD patients compared with ﬁve controls,
illustrating astrocytes’ relevance in PD [21]. Furthermore,
astrocytes and ﬁbroblasts developed senescent phenotypes
when exposed to the neurotoxin paraquat in human cell
cultures, and conversely, neurodegeneration was attenuated
in response to paraquat in a senescent astrocyte-selectively
depleted mouse model [21].
This section reviews evidence from a molecular signaling
perspective about the participation of astrocytes in the genesis of experimental PD and the involved molecular cascades.
2.1. Wnt/β-Catenin Signaling Cascade. The Wnt1 (wingless-type MMTV (mouse mammary tumor virus) integration site family, member 1) pathway has emerged as an
essential signaling cascade regulating diﬀerentiation, neuron
survival, axonal extension, synapse formation, neurogenesis,
and many other processes in developing and adult tissues
[22]. Little is known on the role of Wnt agonists in the midbrain [23]. In healthy human progenitor-derived astrocytes
(PDAs), β-catenin leads to modulation of genes relevant to
regulating aspects of glutamate neurotransmission [24].
However, the expression of Wnt components in adult
astrocytes [25, 26] and the identiﬁcation of activated
midbrain astrocytes as candidate components of Wnt1 signaling suggest that astrocytes may be relevant sources of
Wnt1 [27]. Using the proneurotoxin MPTP- (1-methyl-4phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine-) lesioned mouse model,
92 mRNA species molecular proﬁling in the midbrain
revealed a speciﬁc, robust, and persistent increase in the
expression of the canonical Wnt1 agonist, but not of Wnt3a
or Wnt5a, during MPTP-induced dopaminergic degeneration
[28]. The activated astrocytes rescued mesencephalic dopaminergic neurons from MPP+-induced tyrosine hydroxylasepositive (TH+) neuron toxicity promoting dopaminergic neurogenesis through Wnt1/β-catenin signaling activation [28].
Further evidence supports that the Wnt signaling system
may be reinforced following injury in the adult CNS [29].
Likewise, some studies suggest that Wnt/β-catenin activation
reduces neurodegeneration in mouse models of Alzheimer’s
disease [30, 31].
Growing evidence endorses the critical participation of
Wnt1 in PD genesis. The neuroprotective eﬀects of the Wnt
pathway could be blocked by a Wnt1 antibody [28], and
also, the Wnt1-targeted interfering RNA-induced Wnt1
depletion in midbrain astrocytes resulted in a substantial
decrease in TH+ neuron survival upon serum deprivation
and 6-OHDA or MPP+ treatment in neuron-astrocyte
cocultures [32].
Furthermore, the Fzd-1 immunoﬂuorescent signal largely
increased in the rescued TH+ neurons in dopaminergic DA
neurons cocultured with midbrain astrocytes, oppositely to
the dramatic Fzd-1 receptor downregulation observed in puriﬁed neurons, either in vitro or in vivo, following the neurotoxic insult [32].
Interestingly, exogenous activation of Wnt signaling with
a speciﬁc GSK-3β (glycogen synthase kinase 3) antagonist
sharply ampliﬁed astrocyte-induced DA neuroprotection in
MPP+-treated astroglia-neuron cocultures. Glial inserts or
Wnt1 direct addition to puriﬁed DA neurons just before
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Figure 1: Wnt/β-catenin signaling cascade in Parkinson’s disease. Upon insult, Wnt/β-catenin activation stimulates neurogenesis in mouse
models of Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s diseases. In mammalians, the signaling pathway is activated when the Wnt ligand binds to its Frizzled
(FZD) receptor. The protein complex of FZD, LRP5/6, CK1, and GSK-3β marks β-catenin protein for degradation in the proteasome. Unless
β-catenin undergoes degradation, it will be translocated to the nucleus to regulate the proliferation and survival of dopaminergic neurons.

MPP+ insult largely conferred neuroprotection, which was
blocked by a Wnt1 antibody or the Wnt antagonist Fzd-1cysteine-rich domain, supporting the critical role of Wnt1
in dopaminergic neuron survival [28]. Over and above, pharmacological inhibition of GSK-3β activity increased neuroblasts’ population and promoted their migration towards
the rostral migratory stream and the lesioned striatum in
PD animal models [33]. Inhibiting GSK-3β enhanced dendritic arborization and survival of the granular neurons and
stimulated neural stem cell-to-neuronal phenotype diﬀerentiation in the hippocampus of PD animal models. Figure 1
summarily illustrates the Wnt/β-catenin/Fdz-1 pathway.

tion in PD rat models [41, 42]. Activation of TRPV1 in
a PD rat model was recently associated with a reduced
expression of the TNF-α and interleukin-1β proinﬂammatory cytokines, the reactive oxygen species/reactive nitrogen
species (ROS/RNS) generated by NADPH oxidase at the
microglia, and the inducible nitric oxide synthase or reactive
astrocyte-derived myeloid peroxidase [43]. The relevance of
this pathway to PD is further supported by the increased
TRPV1 and CNTF levels in GFAP+ (glial ﬁbrillary acidic
protein-positive) astrocytes and CNTFRα on dopaminergic
neurons found in PD patients [41]. The TRPV1-CNTF
pathway is summarized in Figure 2.

2.2. Transient Receptor Potential Vanilloid 1 (TRPV1). Transient receptor potential vanilloid 1 (TRPV1), the capsaicin
receptor, is involved in nociception, is highly expressed in
sensory neurons [34], and may also modulate neuronal function in other brain areas [35], control motor behavior [36],
and regulate neuroinﬂammation [37]. The TRPV1 channel
is expressed in neuronal and nonneuronal cells, where it is
involved in the regulation of neurotransmitter release, and
postsynaptically, where it inﬂuences neurotransmitter signaling [38]. In astrocytes, TRPV1 channels are responsible for
Ca2+ entry from the extracellular space, accounting for
nearly 20% of total Ca2+ events occurring in hippocampal
astrocytes. Besides, the TRPV1 channels have been linked
to some forms of long-term potentiation of glutamatergic
transmission and GABAergic transmission regulation [39,
40]. Capsaicin-mediated activation of TRPV1 on astrocytes
increases CNTF endogenous synthesis in vivo, increasing
dopaminergic neuron viability through activation of the
CNTF receptor alpha subunit (CNTFRα) and preventing
neurodegeneration after MPP+ and 6-OHDA administra-

2.3. The JWA Gene (ADP-Ribosylation-Like Factor 6
Interacting Protein 5). Oxidative damage has been considered
a primary pathogenic mechanism of nigral dopaminergic
neuronal cell death in PD [44]. At the molecular level, both
DNA damage and abnormal activation of the known mediator of tissue damage and inﬂammation NF-κB (nuclear factor
kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells) have been
implicated in oxidative damage [45]. The NF-κB protein
complex exists as a cytoplasmic p50/p65 heterodimer which
binds to the IκB inhibitory subunit [46]. The activation of
NF-κB is mediated by the upstream IκB kinase (IKK), a
heterotrimer made of 2 catalytic subunits, IKKα and IKKβ,
and the NF-κB essential modulator regulatory IKKγ subunit
[47]. Exposure to various stimuli like oxidative stress, proinﬂammatory cytokines, and growth factors induces IKK
phosphorylation, leading to IκB polyubiquitination and
proteasomal degradation. In turn, IκB degradation induces
NF-κB translocation to the nucleus, where NF-κB binds to
its cognate DNA sequences and its coactivators to ultimately
regulate gene expression [48].
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Figure 2: TRPV1-CNTF signaling cascade in PD. Capsaicin-mediated stimulation of TRPV1 through activation of CNTFRα and the STAT
pathway increases dopaminergic neuron viability in PD rat models. Activation of TRPV1 has also been associated with a reduced expression
of the proinﬂammatory cytokines and reactive oxygen species/reactive nitrogen species in a PD rat model. TRPV1: transient receptor
potential vanilloid 1 channel; CNTFRα: ciliary neurotrophic factor receptor α subunit.

The ARL6ip5 (ADP-ribosylation-like factor 6 interacting
protein 5) or JWA gene codes for a novel microtubule binding protein regulating cancer cell migration via MAPK
cascades [49] and mediating leukemic cell diﬀerentiation
[50, 51]. It is also a key regulator of base excision repair of
oxidative stress-induced DNA damage by XRCC1 (X-ray
repair cross-complementing 1) stability regulation [52, 53].
Miao and colleagues reported that JWA knockout (KO)
astrocytes showed NF-κB pathway activation in dopaminergic neurons and neurodegeneration [54], suggesting
JWA downregulation of the NF-κB signaling pathway
[54]. Indeed, JWA downregulated the expression of IKKβ
inhibiting NF-κB signaling pathway activation [54].
Figure 3 summarizes the JWA/NF-κB pathway.
2.4. Nrf2-ARE Pathway in Parkinson’s Disease. Free radicals,
regularly produced at physiological levels, are required for
signaling and plasticity in the healthy brain. However,
oxidative stress appears when their production exceeds the
cellular antioxidant defense. High levels of free radicals are
neurotoxic leading to pathological processes and cell death
in time. Oxidative stress has been associated with neuronal
death and involved in the pathogenesis of multiple chronic
neurodegenerative diseases including Alzheimer’s disease,
PD, Huntington’s disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, and
neurological illnesses [55, 56]. The nuclear factor erythroid
2-related factor 2 (Nrf2) antioxidant response element
(ARE) is a key in the Nrf2 antioxidant system pathway
upregulating an array of antioxidant and detoxifying
enzymes. Currently, as Nrf2 is considered a possible therapeutic target for treating oxidative stress-related disorders,
some studies have targeted Nrf2 to confer neuroprotection
in PD [55, 56]. The Nrf2 factor counteracted PD-related

neuronal cell death through the expression of cytoprotective
genes with anti-inﬂammatory and antioxidant properties.
Data from postmortem PD human brains and Nrf2
knockout mice indicate an association between Nrf2-ARE
pathway dysfunction and PD pathogenesis [57]. An Nrf2
deﬁciency increases MPTP sensitivity and exacerbates vulnerability to 6-OHDA both in vitro and in vivo. Transplants of astrocytes overexpressing Nrf2 were protected
from 6-OHDA-induced damage in the living mouse [58–
61]. In postmortem brains of PD patients, p62 (nucleoporin
p62) and NQO1 (NAD(P)H dehydrogenase [quinone] 1)
were found partially sequestered in Lewy bodies, indicating
that Nrf2 compromised neuroprotective capacity [62]. Also,
Nrf2 activation by dimethyl fumarate protected the substantia nigra neurons against α-synuclein toxicity in a murine PD
model, an eﬀect not evident in Nrf2-knockout mice [62, 63].
The activation of Nrf2 upregulated brain heme oxygenase-1
(HO-1) and NQO1 and prevented MPTP-induced neuronal
death in the substantia nigra [62, 63]. Likewise, Nrf2-ARE
pathway activation by siRNA (small double-stranded interfering RNAs) knockdown of Keap1 (Kelch-like ECHassociated protein 1) reduced oxidative stress partially protecting from MPTP neurotoxicity [64]. Some studies suggest
that Nrf2 activation in glial cells may be required to exert its
protective eﬀects in PD and PD models [60, 61]. However,
glial Nrf2 nuclear translocation in the substantia nigra
was not found in PD brains [65], and in vitro studies show
that neuronal Nrf2 activation, even in the absence of glia,
induces neuroprotection against oxidative damage triggered
by parkinsonism-inducing neurotoxins [61, 66–70]. Uric
acid activated the Nrf2-ARE pathway by increasing mRNA
and the expression of Nrf2 and three Nrf2-responsive genes
and inhibited oxidative stress in MPTP-treated mice
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improving behavioral performance and cognition. It also
increased TH+ dopaminergic neurons and decreased GFAP+
astrocytes in the substantia nigra [71]. Astrocyte contribution to neuroprotection and the underlying neuroprotective
mechanisms are yet to be studied. Glutathione secretion from
astrocytes was increased following Nrf2-ARE activation
in vitro [55]. Figure 4 summarizes the Nrf2-ARE pathway.
2.5. Other Pathways Associated with Astrocyte Dysfunction in
PD. This section brieﬂy reviews other less convincingly supported pathways as to their involvement in PD-related astrocytic dysfunction.
The toxic dopamine quinones resulting from cytosolic
mismanagement of dopamine excess can perpetuate dopaminergic dysfunction in PD [72]. They can be competitively
antagonized by other cysteine-rich molecules including
superoxide dismutase, glutathione, and metallothioneins
(MTs). They are a family of ubiquitous low-weight proteins,
of which MT1 appears to be expressed in astrocytes in
response to mechanical or toxic neuronal injury [43, 72, 73].
Interestingly, MT1 attenuated neurotoxin-induced neuronal
death both in vivo and in vitro [72–74].
In humans, the deglycase DJ-1 protein is encoded by the
PARK7 gene, whose mutation causes one of the hereditary
forms of PD [75]. Interestingly, its overexpression in reactive
astrocytes has been reported in sporadic cases of PD [75],
suggesting a pathophysiological role in PD. Indeed, DJ-1
overexpression reduced rotenone neurotoxicity in neuron-

astrocyte cocultures, whereas the opposite was found after
DJ-1 deletion [75, 76]. Its exact mechanism of action in
astrocytes remains elusive, some data suggesting an eﬀect
on mitochondrial function that in turn might favor the
release of paracrine-acting molecules [76, 77].
The enzymatic protein thrombin plays a key role in
the coagulation cascade and is upregulated upon CNS damage [78, 79]. In normal conditions, thrombin activates the
protease-activated receptor (PAR) subtypes PAR-1, PAR-3,
and PAR-4 [78, 79], although it may bind to PAR-2 at high
concentration [79]. To date, the four known PAR subtypes
are associated with G proteins and determine multiple cellular responses [78, 79].
Ishida and colleagues studied the presence of the
thrombin-PAR pathway in human samples of the substantia
nigra pars compacta [78]. The thrombin precursor prothrombin and the PAR-1 were observed only in astrocytes,
expressed at a higher level for the latter along with a higher
density of thrombin-positive vessels in PD brain specimens
compared with controls. In astrocyte cultures, PAR-1 activation by thrombin increased GDNF and glutathione peroxidase expression, albeit not inﬂammatory molecules like IL1b, IL-6, IL-8, and MCP-1 and the nerve growth factor level.
There is conﬂicting evidence on the neuroprotective
potential of GDNF from astrocytic origin [80]. Pretreatment with GDNF attenuated neuronal death in dopaminedepleted corpus striatum [80–82] while the GDNF level
in brain tissue from PD patients was comparable to that
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found in control patients and higher in the nigrostriatal
dopaminergic region [83].

3. Restoring Astrocyte Function as a Preventive
Strategy against Dopaminergic
Neurodegeneration in Parkinson’s Disease
As hereinabove discussed, astrocytic dysfunction may largely
contribute to dopaminergic neurodegeneration [10, 16, 17].
The astrocytes release Wnt1 which may lengthen dopaminergic neuron survival by activating Fzd-1 receptors [84].
Addition of Wnt1 to puriﬁed DA neurons prevented MPP+
neurotoxicity [28], likely disclosing a promising neuroprotective therapy in PD and warranting clinical studies which,
at present, are lacking in this regard.
Capsaicin-mediated activation of astrocytic TRPV1 is
followed by CNTF release and CNTFRα activation on
dopaminergic neurons whose viability increases [41]. Indeed,
pretreatment with capsaicin 0.5 mg/kg largely reduced dopaminergic neurons’ death and improved behavioral outcomes
in MPTP-lesioned mice [43], while treatment with TRPV1
antagonists capsazepine and iodine-resiniferatoxin reversed
both eﬀects. Similar results were observed in 6-OHDAlesioned mice [41, 42]. Capsaicin increased superoxide dismutase and catalase levels and decreased lipid peroxidation
in the brain, suggesting an antioxidant eﬀect [42].
Knocking down JWA in astrocytes has also been related
to DA neurodegeneration, likely by NF-κB disinhibition
[85]. Provided that NF-κB is a potent proinﬂammatory molecule [85], even though neuroprotection following exogenous JWA or related compounds administration has not
been reported, a new experimental PD model unrelated to
dopaminergic neurotoxins may stem out of the above.

Large evidence supporting astrocyte involvement in the
genesis of experimental PD comes from cell culture studies
sparing any interaction with the glia which is functional in
the brain.
The potential neuroprotective eﬀect of GDNF was
studied by inducing its expression in astrocytes through vector transfection in 6-OHDA- and MPTP-treated rats and
mice, respectively [80]. Overexpression of GDNF prevented
neurotoxicity, namely, neuronal death and behavioral abnormalities, even up to 14 weeks after transfection when astrocytic activation and astrogliosis were observed in the MPTP
model [80].
Silibinin or silybin is the major active constituent of the
standardized extract of the milk thistle seeds known as silymarin with potential hepatoprotective and antineoplasic
eﬀects [86, 87] which showed neuroprotective eﬀects in
MPTP-treated mice [88]. Silibinin also reduced glial activation, dependent on extracellular signal-regulated kinase
(ERK) and c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) stress response
kinase activation [89, 90]. Accordingly, in vitro studies demonstrated that silibinin suppressed astroglial activation inhibiting ERK and JNK phosphorylation in primary astrocytes
following MPP+ treatment [88].
Loss of Nrf2-mediated transcription exacerbated vulnerability to the neurotoxin 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) in
a Parkinson mice model and N27 rat dopaminergic neuronal
cell line. Also, astrocytes overexpressing Nrf2 transplantation
induced the Nrf2-ARE pathway protecting from 6-OHDAinduced damage in the living mouse [61]. On the other hand,
Keap1 siRNA administration in striatum primary astrocytes
upregulated the Nrf2-ARE pathway, protected from oxidative stress, and modestly spared from MPTP-induced dopaminergic terminal damage [64]. Uric acid also exerted a
neuroprotective eﬀect improving behavior and cognition in
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Table 1: Potentially neuroprotective molecules upon astrocytic behavior modiﬁcation.

Molecule
Capsaicin
GDNF (vector transfection)
Silibinin

Proposed mechanism of action

Tested PD models

Activation of TRPV1 in astrocytes
GDNF overexpression in astrocytes
Suppression of astrocyte activation (via ERK/JNK phosphorylation)

MPTP (mouse), 6-OHDA (rat)
MPTP (mouse), 6-OHDA (rat)
MPTP (mouse)

GDNF: glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor; MPTP: 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine; TRPV1: transient receptor potential vanilloid 1
channel; ERK/JNK: extracellular signal-regulated kinase/c-Jun N-terminal kinase.

MPTP mice, increased TH+ dopaminergic neurons, and
decreased GFAP+ astrocytes in the substantia nigra [71]. All
in all, experimental evidence supports a key role for astrocytes in the Nrf2-ARE and neuroprotection. The Nrf2-ARE
pathway poses as a promising therapeutic target for reducing
or preventing cell death in PD.
Table 1 summarizes astrocyte-interacting drugs with possible neuroprotective eﬀects.

4. Conclusion
Despite the fact that astrocytes, the most abundant glial cells,
are critical for brain function, their role in PD was long considered a byproduct of neuroinﬂammation. However, the
bulk of ongoing evidence suggests that astrocyte dysfunction
might occupy a central position in the genesis of experimental PD [14, 15].
Three main pathways contributing to PD development
involving astrocytes could be identiﬁed. Firstly, noxious
stimuli increase Wnt1 synthesis in astrocytes [27, 28] modifying gene expression in DA neurons upon Fzd receptor activation and β-catenin nuclear translocation [32]. Secondly,
noxious stimuli and perhaps inﬂammation too stimulate
astrocytic TRPV1 reducing oxidative species generation,
releasing CNTF [41, 42], modifying gene expression, and
improving dopaminergic neuron survival and viability [41].
Last but not least, the JWA gene induces astrocytic ARL6ip5
synthesis, which inhibits IKKβ lowering the level of the active
NF-κB level [54], a potent inductor of inﬂammatory
responses. The relevance of other pathways involving metallothioneins, DJ-1 protein, thrombin, and GDNF is less clear,
though might turn out as equally important.
The pursuit of neuroprotective strategies in PD is a top
priority as once and again negative results have been
obtained so far [91]. The pathways herein discussed disclose
interesting targets to be explored in this regard. Certain molecules like capsaicin [43] and silibinin [88] have shown
unquestionably interesting eﬀects in rodent PD models. They
are naturally found in chili peppers and cardum, respectively;
they have sometimes been used for therapeutic purposes.
Needless to say that before clinical trials in PD may be envisaged, studies in primate PD models are needed. Results are
hitherto encouraging, and more data are hopefully coming
forth in the near future. Overexpression of GDNF by vector
transfection has also shown some eﬃcacy in rodent models
[80] contrasting with the lack of clinical beneﬁt after intraputaminal or intracerebroventricular infusions of GDNF in PD
patients [92, 93]. Nevertheless, an eventual beneﬁt from
GDNF infusion might be limited by its reach to and bioavail-

ability at the site of interest, making drug delivery a crucial
aspect of GDNF therapy worth exploring.
Knocking out JWA increased NF-κB activity in DA neurons [54] presumably depicting a new PD model, eventually
surpassing the limitations of neurotoxin PD models which
do not accurately reproduce full PD pathophysiology [94].
The JWA knockout mouse developed a PD-like phenotype
with selective loss of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia
nigra pars compacta and monoaminergic neurotransmitter
level in the corpus striatum [85]. Constitutive expression of
NF-κB, a known promoter of inﬂammatory responses, participates in neurogenesis, neuritogenesis, and plasticity while
inducible NF-κB expression leads to glial proinﬂammatory
responses, neuronal proapoptotic responses and death, vascular inﬂammation, and increased endothelial permeability
[95]. Inducing experimental inﬂammation, a PD hallmark
[96], might advantageously reproduce the whole spectrum
of the disease bearing other brain areas compromised. Further research is warranted to fully characterize this plausible
new model.
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In neurons, Glycogen Synthase Kinase-3β (GSK-3β) has been shown to regulate various critical processes underlying structural and
functional synaptic plasticity. Mouse models with neuron-selective expression or deletion of GSK-3β present behavioral and
cognitive abnormalities, positioning this protein kinase as a key signaling molecule in normal brain functioning. Furthermore,
mouse models with defective GSK-3β activity display distinct structural and behavioral abnormalities, which model some
aspects of diﬀerent neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders. Equalizing GSK-3β activity in these mouse models by genetic
or pharmacological interventions is able to rescue some of these abnormalities. Thus, GSK-3β is a relevant therapeutic target for
the treatment of many brain disorders. Here, we provide an overview of how GSK-3β is regulated in physiological synaptic
plasticity and how aberrant GSK-3β activity contributes to the development of dysfunctional synaptic plasticity in
neuropsychiatric and neurodegenerative disorders.

1. Neuronal Plasticity
Neural plasticity is an ability of the brain to adapt in
response to normal developmental processes, experience,
or injury. It covers such modiﬁcations in the brain structures
as growth of new neurons, the formation of new networks,
and change within existing networks, that is, changes in
synaptic strengths, resulting in modiﬁcations in function
and behavior.

2. Synaptic Plasticity
Reversible modiﬁcation of synaptic strength underlies synaptic plasticity and is activity dependent. Synaptic strength can
either be enhanced in a process of long-term potentiation
(LTP) or depressed in long-term depression (LTD), and it
aﬀects both pre- and postsynaptic sides. LTP is triggered by
the intense activation of the NMDA receptor producing a
signaling cascade that causes the recruitment of AMPA
receptors into the postsynaptic membrane, whereas LTD is

triggered by weaker and prolonged activation of NMDA
receptors leading to the removal of postsynaptic AMPA
receptors [1]. Majority of the excitatory synapses are located
on dendritic spines, and their growth following LTP and
elimination following LTD are two opposite facts accompanying the bidirectional plasticity of excitatory transmission.
Formation of new spines, as well as their morphological
modiﬁcations in the adult brain, constitutes the structural
bases of neuronal plasticity. The dynamic changes of dendritic spine morphology reﬂect changes in synaptic strength
according to its use or disuse. It should be noted, however,
that other forms of synaptic plasticity exist which add to
the complexity of glutamatergic synapses [2].
On the other hand, inhibitory synaptic transmission
driven by the interaction of GABA and ionotropic GABAA
receptors constitutes a major form of inhibitory synaptic
transmission. Loss of synaptic stability caused by improper
excitatory/inhibitory balance and traﬃcking of synaptic
receptors as well as abnormal density and morphology of
dendritic spines may lead to the disruption of neuronal
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circuits resulting in neuropsychiatric disorders. The underlying mechanisms remain to be elucidated, but they depend
essentially on kinase-dependent signaling pathways [3, 4].

3. Glycogen Synthase Kinase-3
Glycogen Synthase Kinase-3 (GSK-3) is a serine/threonine
protein kinase that was ﬁrst discovered for its role in glycogen synthesis [5]. Later on, extensive studies have implicated
GSK-3 in the regulation of many critical cellular processes
with over 40 diﬀerent proteins identiﬁed as phosphorylation
targets for GSK-3 [6].
GSK-3 exists as two isozymes, GSK-3 alpha (α) and GSK3 beta (β), both of which are encoded by distinct genes [7].
They split from the common ancestor at the emergence of
vertebrates, while birds lost GSK-3α in the evolution [8].
GSK-3α and β share 85% amino acid sequence similarity,
including 98% sequence identity within their catalytic
domains [7]. Despite their structural similarity, GSK-3α
and GSK-3β are not functionally identical because the beta
isozyme is indispensable in development [9, 10]. In mammals, both GSK-3 isozymes are ubiquitously expressed in
all tissues [7], but they are most abundant in the adult brain
where they are crucial for its function [11].
GSK-3 is unique among other kinases because it is constitutively active in quiescence cells under resting conditions
[12, 13]. The extracellular signals such as growth factors,
neurotransmitters and hormones initiate signaling pathways,
which cause the reduction of GSK-3 enzymatic activity by
dynamic serine phosphorylation of GSK-3. This inhibitory
regulation is achieved by a rapid and reversible N-terminal
phosphorylation of Ser21 for GSK-3α and Ser9 for GSK-3β,
which creates a pseudosubstrate that binds to the GSK-3 catalytic domain and prevents access of substrates to the GSK-3
active site [12, 14–17].
Phosphorylation and thus inhibition of GSK-3α/β is
carried out by multiple kinases, including Akt/PKB and
protein kinases A (PKA) and C (PKC) [6]. In contrast, the
dephosphorylation of the N-terminal serine residue by the
serine/threonine protein phosphatase 1 (PP1) and protein
phosphatase 2A (PP2A) results in the activation of GSK-3
[6, 13, 15, 16].
In contrast, the positive regulation of GSK-3 is achieved
by tyrosine phosphorylation: Tyr279 in GSK-3α and Tyr216
in GSK-3β. Tyrosine phosphorylation in GSK-3 occurs
cotranslationally by autophosphorylation or is executed by
diﬀerent tyrosine kinases [18–21].
In the mouse brain, GSK-3β exists as three phosphoisotopes: double phosphorylation at Ser9 and Tyr216, single
phosphorylation at Tyr216, and the nonphosphorylated
isotype, the active form, i.e., phosphorylated at Tyr216
with little Ser9 phosphorylation predominating [22]. In
neurons, changes in membrane electrical potential or
insulin-like growth factor (IGF) treatment aﬀect GSK-3β
activity by dynamic PI3K/Akt-mediated phosphorylation
and PP2A/PP2B-mediated dephosphorylation of Ser9 [23],
while phospho-Tyr216 level remains unchanged [22].
Two independently regulated pools of GSK-3 exist in the
cell: the Wnt signaling pathway (Figure 1(a)) and the PI3K/Akt
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signaling pathway (Figure 1(b)). In the Wnt signaling pathway, in the absence of extracellular Wnt ligands or the presence of Wnt negative modulators such as extracellular
protein Dickkopf-1 (DKK1), the transcriptional coactivator
β-catenin is phosphorylated by GSK-3 in a complex composed of the tumor suppressor adenomatous polyposis coli
(APC) and the scaﬀolding protein Axin. Subsequently, phosphorylated β-catenin is targeted for proteasome-dependent
degradation. In the presence of extracellularly secreted Wnt
proteins, Frizzled receptor and the low-density lipoproteinrelated protein 5 and 6 (LRP5/6) receptors are activated
[24]. This event leads to the recruitment of Dishevelled mammalian homolog Dvl1, resulting in the destabilization of the
Axin-APC-GSK-3β protein complex and its sequestration
into multivesicular bodies (MVB) [25]. GSK-3 inactivation
allows for β-catenin stabilization and facilitates gene expression by the TCF/LEF transcription factors.
In the phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K)/Akt pathway,
growth signals activate the catalytic subunit of PI3K, which
phosphorylates phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2)
to produce phosphatidylinositol-3,4,5-trisphosphate (PIP3)
and activates phosphoinositide-dependent protein kinase-1
(PDK-1). PDK-1 phosphorylates and thus activates therecruited
serine-threonine kinase Akt/protein kinase B. Akt/PKB
phosphorylates GSK-3 to inhibit its activity [6, 12, 15].
GSK-3 controls many neuronal functions by phosphorylating protein substrates involved in the regulation of
gene transcription, metabolism, apoptosis, and cytoskeletal
dynamics (Figure 1(b)). To ensure the proper execution of
these actions, GSK-3 activity must be accurately controlled
by the interplay of phosphorylation, localization, and sequestration by GSK-3-interacting proteins [6, 26, 27].

4. GSK-3 Function in the Developing and
Adult Brain
4.1. Neuronal Progenitors: Proliferation and Diﬀerentiation.
Neural progenitor proliferation and diﬀerentiation are regulated by multiple extracellular signals and intracellular
signaling mechanisms in which GSK-3 is implicated. Early
in neural development, GSK-3 functions to regulate neural
progenitor self-renewal, homeostasis, and apical-basal polarity via β-catenin, Notch, FGF, and Wnt signaling [28].
Establishing neuronal polarity is a consequence of the
reorganization of cytoskeletal elements after the local activation of symmetry-breaking signals. GSK-3 is a key regulator
of neuronal polarity and microtubule-cytoskeleton reorganization [29, 30]. These functions are controlled by GSK-3mediated phosphorylation of microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs), such as collapsin response mediator protein2 (CRMP-2) [31], adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) [32],
Tau [33], microtubule-associated protein 1B (MAP1B) [34],
Doublecortin (DCX) [35], end-binding 1 (EB1) [36], and
cytoplasmic linker-associated proteins (CLASPs) [37], and
subsequent regulation of cytoskeletal dynamics. For example,
APC and CLASPs promote microtubule stability and, upon
phosphorylation by GSK-3, they dissociate from and destabilize microtubules [37, 38]. Therefore, polarized deposition of
polarity proteins underlies asymmetric cell division which is
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Figure 1: Molecular mechanisms of GSK-3β regulation. (a) The Wnt canonical pathway. In the absence of Wnt, β-catenin is degraded within
a destruction complex composed of Axin, APC, and GSK-3β proteins. Following Wnt binding to Frizzled and LRP5/6 receptors, Dvl is
recruited resulting in the sequestration of the destruction complex within the MVB. This allows β-catenin to accumulate, translocate to
the nucleus, and subsequently induce gene expression via the TCF/LEF transcription factors. (b) The PI3K/Akt pathway. The activation of
PI3K following the stimulation of Tyrosine Kinase Receptor leads to the production of PIP3. Akt kinase is recruited and is activated upon
phosphorylation at Thr308 and Ser473 by PDK1 and mTORC2, respectively. The signal is terminated following PIP3 dephosphorylation
by PTEN phosphatase. Akt kinase phosphorylates and inhibits GSK-3β activity by a reversible phosphorylation at Ser9. An incomplete list
of the GSK-3β substrates and cellular processes that it regulates is shown.

necessary for the neurogenic division of neural progenitors.
Indeed, polarized apical deposition of polarity proteins,
including APC, EB1, and cadherin, is disrupted in GSK3α/β-deleted developing cortex [28].

4.2. Neuronal Migration. Following diﬀerentiation of progenitors into neurons, GSK-3 signaling is crucial to neuronal
migration. For example, removal of GSK-3α and GSK-3β in
cortical excitatory neurons leads to the failure of radial
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migration in the cortex [39]. GSK-3 regulates neuronal
migration by phosphorylating key microtubule regulatory
proteins such as APC and other microtubule-associated proteins to rearrange the intracellular cytoskeleton. As mentioned before, APC is a microtubule-associated protein and
is important for microtubule-based cytoskeleton dynamics
[40]. When GSK-3 is inactive, APC stabilizes microtubules
at the leading edge of migrating neurons [38]. When GSK-3
becomes active, it binds to and phosphorylates APC causing
its dissociation from microtubules [41].
Other studies have implicated other GSK-3 interacting
proteins, including β-catenin and DISC1, in neuronal
migration [42–46]. DISC1/GSK-3 interaction may be particularly important for determining the transition of neural
progenitor self-renewal to neuronal migration because
GSK-3 binds to DISC1 during the embryonic stage (E14)
when neural progenitor proliferates but dissociates from
DISC1 during later embryonic stages (E18) when neuronal
migration takes place [46].
4.3. Neuronal Morphology and Synaptic Development. Several
lines of evidence implicate GSK-3 in the regulation of diﬀerent aspects of neuronal morphogenesis, including axon
growth, dendritic branching, and synaptic development.
Pharmacological inhibition of GSK-3 decreases the rate of
axon elongation, increases the size of growth cones [47],
and disturbs polarity, leading to the formation of multiple
axon-like processes in hippocampal neurons [48, 49]. Likewise, genetic elevation of GSK-3β activity causes shrinkage
of dendrites, whereas GSK-3β inhibition enhances dendritic
growth in vivo [50]. Another study showed that neurons with
deleted GSK-3 exhibit markedly abnormally oriented basal
dendrites [39].
GSK-3 also contributes to the regulation of synapse morphology and formation in mature, postmitotic neurons
(Figure 2(a)). Deletion of the GSK-3β gene in the cortex
and hippocampus causes a reduction of spine density, loss
of persistent spines, and reduced stabilization of new spines,
accompanied by a decrease of AMPAR-dependent miniature
excitatory postsynaptic currents [51]. Accordingly, overexpression of GSK-3β alters dendritic branching and reduces
the number of the functional synapses of dentate gyrus granule neurons [52]. A recent study showed that GSK-3β is
involved in the maturation of dendritic spines, because
genetically elevating GSK-3β activity increases the number
of thin spines, whereas removal of the GSK-3β gene increases
the number of stubby spines in the dentate gyrus neurons
[53]. Likewise, pharmacological inhibition of GSK-3β
decreases the number of mature spines favouring an accumulation of immature types [54].
4.4. Neurotransmission. GSK-3α and β are present within the
synapse because they were detected in the synaptosomal fraction which consists of pre- and postsynaptic termini [55].
More speciﬁcally, an electron microscopic study showed
GSK-3β labelling of postsynaptic densities in a subset of
dendritic spines [56].
GSK-3 plays an important role in synaptic plasticity
at GABAergic as well as at glutamatergic synapses. At
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GABAergic synapses, active GSK-3β decreases inhibitory
synaptic strength [50] by phosphorylating the scaﬀolding
protein gephyrin [57].
At glutamatergic synapses, GSK-3β regulates the interaction between two major forms of synaptic plasticity:
NMDA-dependent LTP and LTD (Figure 2(b)). During
LTP, the activation of NMDA receptors causes the inhibition (by Ser9 phosphorylation) of GSK-3β activity via the
PI3K/Akt pathway, whereas the action of PP1 in LTD
causes an increase of GSK-3β activity [58]. Thus, GSK-3β
is crucial for the initiation of NMDA-induced LTD in hippocampal neurons.
Molecular mechanisms requiring the modulation of
GSK-3 Ser21/9 phosphorylation, during experimental LTP
or LTD, are crucial for learning and memory [55, 58, 59].
The phosphorylation of GSK-3β at Ser9 increases following
the training of mice in hippocampus-dependent cognitive
tasks, i.e., inhibitory avoidance and novel object recognition
task [59]. Furthermore, LTP is impaired, whereas LTD is
facilitated, in two diﬀerent transgenic mice overexpressing
active GSK-3β [55, 59]. These LTP deﬁcits can be reversed
by treatment with lithium, a GSK-3 inhibitor [55]. Accordingly, removal of GSK-3β in dentate gyrus excitatory neurons
inhibits hippocampal synaptic transmission and reduces
levels of NMDAR and AMPAR receptors, postsynaptic
PSD93 and drebrin, and presynaptic synaptophysin proteins
causing impairments in spatial and fear memories [60].
Furthermore, GSK-3 contributes to NMDA and AMPA
receptor traﬃcking and function in cortical neurons [61,
62]. GSK-3 causes internalization of NMDARs and forms a
complex between AMPARs, thereby aﬀecting the expression
of LTD. AMPA receptor mobilization is important for LTD
to occur. A critical step in this process is the destabilization
of PSD-95 by GSK-3β [63].
In addition to postsynaptic actions, GSK-3 also participates in presynaptic functions in developing and mature
synapses [64]. For example, high GSK-3 activity reduces glutamate release from the presynapse causing impairments in
LTP [55, 65]. Additionally, retrieval of synaptic vesicles at
the presynapse by endocytosis requires the regulation of
dynamin 1 by GSK-3 [66]. Moreover, GSK-3β negatively
regulates synaptic vesicle fusion events via interfering with
Ca(2+)-dependent SNARE complex formation which is
required for eﬃcient neurotransmitter release [67]. These
observations show that GSK-3 is crucial for synapse assembly and function, although the GSK-3 synaptic phosphoproteome has not been described yet. Overall, GSK-3 regulates
neuronal excitation/inhibition balance. Dysregulated excitatory/inhibitory control has been reported in diﬀerent neuropsychiatric disorders.

5. Implications of GSK-3 Dysregulation
5.1. GSK-3 Knockout and Transgenic Mouse Models. The
dysfunction of GSK-3 signaling pathways is associated with
the pathogenesis of diﬀerent neurological and neuropsychiatric
disorders. Several mouse models lacking or overexpressing
GSK-3α or β have been generated that mimic pathological conditions observed in diﬀerent neuropsychiatric and neurological
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Figure 2: GSK-3β at glutamatergic synapse. (a) Role of GSK-3β in the structural plasticity of glutamatergic synapse. (Left) Under normal
conditions, synapse function is maintained by homeostatic mechanisms that depend on the cycling of glutamate receptors within the
synapse. Transient changes in GSK-3β activity will support molecular mechanisms required for these processes. (Middle) Synaptic
destabilization following LTD or chronic stress decreases synaptic density and causes synapse atrophy. High GSK-3β activity is required
for pre- and postsynaptic molecular mechanisms to support the occurrence of LTD. Increased GSK-3β activity has been reported in
diﬀerent neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders. (Right) Following LTP stimuli, GSK-3β is inhibited to enable synaptic growth. LTP
stimuli also increase BDNF and Wnt proteins which act to inhibit GSK-3β during LTP. (b) GSK-3β determines the direction of NMDA
receptor-mediated plasticity. (Right) During LTD, activation of PP1 causes dephosphorylation and thus activation of GSK-3β by the Ser9
mechanism. Simultaneously, active PP1 inhibits Akt preventing Ser9 phosphorylation of GSK-3β. During LTP, the activation of NMDA
receptors stimulates the PI3K-Akt pathway, which phosphorylates and inhibits GSK-3β activity to prevent the induction of LTD.
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disorders. These mice recapitulate pathological conditions
with aberrant GSK-3 activity and thereby point at GSK-3
as a critical regulator of diﬀerent physiological neurological processes.
Total removal of GSK-3β is lethal in late embryonic
development due to liver apoptosis or heart defects [9, 10].
Removal of only one GSK-3β allele causes behavioral abnormalities, including aggressive behaviors, increased anxiety,
and memory deﬁcits, in GSK-3β heterozygous (+/-) mice
[68, 69].
In contrast, homozygous mice lacking GSK-3α are viable
but male mice are infertile [70]. They show minor abnormalities in brain anatomy, such as an altered neuronal architecture of the hippocampus [70] or a lower number of Purkinje
cells in the cerebellum [71]. These two mouse strains show
minor neurobehavioral abnormalities such as reduced exploratory activity, increased anxiety, and decreased social motivation and associative memory [70, 71].
Postnatal neuronal speciﬁc GSK-3β knockout mice
(GSK-3βn-/-) together with GSK-3α mice (GSK-3αn-/-) were
developed based on the Cre/loxP system to omit the developmental problems of GSK-3β deﬁciency [72]. Neurological
examination showed that GSK-3βn-/- mice have reduced
dentate gyrus volume [73] and decreased stability of dendritic spines [53], while GSK-3αn-/- mice have a reducedsize CA1 pyramidal blade and pre- and postsynaptic deﬁcits
[70], suggesting distinct synaptic functions of GSK-3 isozymes in the adult brain.
Transgenic mice that overexpress human GSK-3β
employ the S9A mutant form of the kinase to prevent its
inhibitory phosphorylation [74]. The thy1 gene promoter
employed drives the expression of GSK-3β(S9A) postnatally
in neurons. This transgenic mouse displays a twofold higher
GSK-3β level and activity relative to wild-type mice. Consequently, increased tau phosphorylation is evident, but only
in older GSK-3β(S9A) mice. These mice have decreased
brain weight and volume counterbalanced by a higher cortical neuronal density and decreased size of their cell bodies
and of their somatodendritic compartments [75]. The
decreased brain size was further conﬁrmed in a recent study
showing a decreased dentate gyrus volume in GSK-3β(S9A)
mice [73]. Biochemical analysis showed increased brainderived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and Akt1 levels in the
hippocampus and decreased levels of PPP2R3A (PP2A regulatory subunit) and GSK-3α in the striatum in GSK-3β(S9A)
mice [76]. Furthermore, overexpression of GSK-3β was
shown to result in the diﬀerential expression of a large number of proteins, including the downregulation of MAP2 [77].
Despite increased tau phosphorylation and decreased hippocampus volume, GSK-3β(S9A) mice display normal memory
in the Morris water maze test [74]. However, follow-up studies demonstrated impairments in hippocampal-dependent,
species-typical behavioral tasks [73] and passive inhibitory
avoidance [59]. Furthermore, GSK-3β(S9A) mice show
hyperactivity and lower immobility time in the forced swim
test (FST) which recapitulate symptoms of schizophrenia or
the manic phase of bipolar disorder [76].
These mouse studies show that while GSK-3β is important during development, in the adult brain both GSK-3
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isozymes have important nonredundant functions in the regulation of learning, memory, and behavior, which may result
from similar but not the same spectrum of protein substrates
in neurons [78].
Altogether, a delicate balance of GSK-3β activity is
important for the regulation of diﬀerent aspects of neuronal
plasticity at the developmental stage as well as in adulthood.
Not surprisingly, the dysregulation of GSK-3β activity may
have deleterious consequences leading to brain disorders.
5.2. Alzheimer’s Disease. Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is characterized by a progressive loss of episodic memory and by cognitive and behavioral impairments and ultimately death.
Synaptic dysfunction and hence memory impairments come
early in the disease process. Histopathological hallmarks at
postmortem analysis are extracellular senile plaques made
up of amyloid-β (Aβ) protein and intracellular neuroﬁbrillary tangles (NFTs) composed of hyperphosphorylated tau
protein. Since its initial discovery as a tau protein kinase
[79], GSK-3β is considered to be essential to AD pathogenesis [80]. It plays a fundamental role in pathological events
such as Tau phosphorylation, Aβ formation, neurotoxicity,
neuritic dystrophy, impaired cognition, neuronal survival,
and neurodegeneration [74, 81–84]. Increased levels of
GSK-3 have been reported in brains from AD patients compared to age-matched control samples [85]. Furthermore, a
spatial and temporal pattern of increased active GSK-3β
expression correlates with the progression of neuroﬁbrillary
tangles (NFT) composed of hyperphosphorylated forms of
Tau, Aβ formation, inﬂammatory markers, and neurodegeneration [86]. Accordingly, increased GSK-3β activity has
been used to replicate neuronal dysfunctions in mouse
models of AD [74, 84]. GSK-3β has been shown to be the
major tau kinase in vivo [74], and it phosphorylates at least
36 residues in tau protein [87]. Furthermore, comparative
phenotypic analysis of two bigenic mouse lines APP.V717Itau.P301L and GSK-3β.S9A-tau.P301L reveals that amyloid
or GSK-3β leads to a similar tau phosphorylation pattern
and NFT accumulation [84]. Additionally, Aβ has been
shown to activate GSK-3β signaling in vitro [88]. Altogether,
GSK-3β is the mediator of amyloid action on tau phosphorylation and neurodegeneration in AD.
It should be noted that changes in the GSK-3β kinase
activity, besides being involved in the regulation Aβ or tau
phosphorylation, will negatively aﬀect synaptic plasticity
essential for learning and memory [55, 58, 59, 65]. For example, overexpression of GSK-3β in transgenic mice impairs
memory [89, 90]. Pharmacologically balancing normal levels
of GSK-3β activity recues memory deﬁcits [90, 91]. This
GSK-3β-induced cognitive impairment is mediated by tau
protein because the genetic deletion of tau as well as GSK3β inhibition blocks Aβ-induced impairments of LTP [92].
Furthermore, the genetic deletion of tau in GSK-3β-overexpressing mice ameliorates memory deﬁcits [93].
5.3. Parkinson’s Disease. Parkinson’s disease (PD), the second
most common neurodegenerative disease, is a chronic movement disorder resulting from the progressive loss of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta, leading
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to pathological and clinical abnormalities, including bradykinesia (slowness and minimal movement), rigidity, resting
tremor, and postural instability. Additional symptoms
include cognitive decline, depression, anxiety, and sleep disturbances resulting from neurodegeneration in the cortex
and brainstem [94, 95]. The loss of dopaminergic neurons
and thus decreased dopamine levels in the striatum is
accompanied by an intracellular buildup of alfa-synuclein
inclusions called Lewy bodies (LB) and hyperphosphorylated tau [96].
Evidence for GSK-3β involvement in PD comes from
genetic studies in which single-nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) in the GSK-3β gene (rs334558 and rs6438552) are
associated with PD [97]. The T allele (rs6438552) alters the
GSK-3β splicing pattern resulting in the augmentation of
GSK-3β activity [97]. Other studies in diﬀerent populations
have also linked SNPs in the GSK-3β gene to PD [98–100].
Accordingly, an increased GSK-3β expression has been
reported in postmortem PD brains [101]. Furthermore,
GSK-3β colocalizes with α-Synuclein in the Lewy bodies
(LBs) [101]. In vitro GSK-3β phosphorylates α-Synuclein at
Ser129 facilitating its toxic misfolding, aggregation, and
accumulation leading to the degeneration of dopaminergic
neurons [102]. Furthermore, GSK-3β contributes to Tau
pathology associated with PD [102], corroborating the
genetic data [100, 103]. Speciﬁcally, in a cell model of PD
alpha-synuclein, pSer396/404-Tau and pGSK-3β coimmunoprecipitate following MPP(+) treatment [104]. Moreover,
GSK-3β inhibitors prevent MPP(+)-induced death, increased
α-synuclein accumulation, and pTau formation [104]. Studies from animal models demonstrated that in mice expressing
a constitutively active, human GSK-3β(S9A) mutated form,
levels of p-α-synuclein-S129 and pTau (S396/404) rise in
TH+ dopaminergic neurons along with animal aging [102].
In α-synuclein A53T mutant mice, elevated levels of α-synuclein together with increased levels of pTau (pSer202,
396/404) and the active form of pGSK-3β (pTyr216) were
detected in the striatum by western blot analysis; all of these
components were also found to aggregate together, as conﬁrmed by immunohistochemical stainings [105].
In line with these results, GSK-3β inhibitors were considered to counteract the degeneration of dopaminergic neurons.
Accordingly, chronic treatment with lithium prevented the
degeneration of dopaminergic neurons in the mouse model
of PD [106]. Likewise, more speciﬁc GSK-3β inhibitors
such as indirubin-3 ′ -oxime and AR-A014418 suppress the
loss of dopaminergic neurons and restore dopamine concentration [107].
Cautiously, human study demonstrated that chronic lithium treatment itself can induce parkinsonian pathological
features, including impaired motor coordination accompanied by neuronal loss in the basal ganglia [108]. Therefore,
considerations such as designing speciﬁc GSK-3 inhibitors,
preventing their side eﬀects, and determining optimum levels
of GSK-3β inhibition have to be taken into account in planning GSK-3-based therapeutic strategies.
5.4. Lithium: GSK-3 Inhibitor. For many years, lithium has
been used as a mood stabilizer in the treatment of mental
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disorders, including bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, and
depression. Despite that many molecular targets have been
identiﬁed, lithium is best known as a GSK-3 inhibitor [109,
110]. Lithium directly inhibits GSK-3α and GSK-3β [109]
both in cells [110] and in the brain in vivo [111] at an IC50
of 2 mM, which is slightly higher than the therapeutic concentration of 0.5-1.5 mM [109]. The direct mechanism by
which Li+ ions inhibit GSK-3 is that they compete for the
binding of magnesium, which is a cofactor of diﬀerent
kinases, including GSK-3 [112]. Lithium can also indirectly
inhibit GSK-3 by activating the Akt kinase or by disrupting
the β-arrestin complex [113–115].
A large number of studies on the eﬀects of lithium conﬁrmed that GSK-3 is associated with diﬀerent diseases,
including fragile X syndrome (FXS) and schizophrenia. Lithium or the speciﬁc pharmacological modulation of GSK-3
activity has been shown to correct behavioral deﬁcits in
mouse models of these diseases [116, 117]. This highlights
GSK-3 as a valid target of lithium; however, it must be noted
that lithium is a nonspeciﬁc GSK-3 inhibitor (it inhibits
many other kinases) with high in vivo toxicity.
5.5. Fragile X Syndrome. Patients with FXS have intellectual
disability. Fragile X syndrome (FXS) results from the lack
of expression of the functional fragile X mental retardation
protein (FMRP) due to the expansion of CGG triplets
resulting in the overmethylation of the gene promoter.
FMRP is an RNA-binding protein that controls cellular
mRNA translocation.
Since mRNA translocation towards dendrites and local
translation play a pivotal role in neuronal function, FXS is
characterized by several behavioral and brain structural
abnormalities. Mice lacking the FMRP expression (FMRP
KO mice), which model FXS, display similar characteristics
as patients with FXS. FMRP KO mice exhibit impaired
structural synaptic plasticity characterized by an increased
dendritic spine length and number, accompanied by a
reduced maturation of spines, as compared to control mice
[118–120]. Indeed, other reports showed that FMRP plays
a role in the normal maturation of synaptic connections
[118, 121]. In addition, FX mice display distinct functional
synaptic alternations such as enhanced metabotropic glutamate receptor- (mGluR-) dependent long-term depression
(LTD) in the hippocampal CA1 neurons. Interestingly,
further research showed aberrant mGluR signaling to
GSK-3 in FX mice, and lithium treatment normalized
increased mGluR-dependent LTD at CA1 synapses in
these mice [122].
GSK-3 inhibition following the administration of lithium
or more speciﬁc inhibitors in these mice led to corrections of
multiple functional and structural FX-related phenotypes,
such as normalization of hyperactive locomotor and social
behaviors and improvement of passive avoidance learning
as well as normalization of dendritic spine length and density
and synaptic transmission [116, 123].
5.6. Schizophrenia. Schizophrenia is a widespread mental disorder, characterized by progressive functional decline and
lifelong disability. Common symptoms are typically
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categorized into positive (hallucinations and delusions),
negative (disruption of normal emotions and behavior),
and cognitive (disruption of executive performance and
memory). People with schizophrenia often have additional
mental health problems such as anxiety or depression.
Schizophrenia is thought to be caused by a combination of
environmental and genetic factors.
Genetic studies have supported the association between
AKT1 genetic variants and schizophrenia [124, 125], suggesting that impaired AKT/GSK-3 signaling contributes to the
pathogenesis of schizophrenia [125, 126]. AKT1 protein level
is signiﬁcantly reduced in the hippocampus and frontal cortex in postmortem brain samples. Consequently, the activity
of the major AKT1 target—GSK-3—is altered in patients
with schizophrenia [125]. Additionally, GSK-3β promoter
polymorphism rs3755557 that results in a higher promoter
activity [127] is associated with schizophrenia in the Chinese
population [128].
A recent study showed that increased GSK-3β activity
early in development predisposes to altered synaptic plasticity, dendritic spine loss, and cognitive disability in a rat neurodevelopmental model of schizophrenia [54]. Accordingly,
chronic treatment with antipsychotics such as clozapine, risperidone, or haloperidol increases the inhibitory phosphorylation of GSK-3β in the rat prefrontal cortex and striatum
[129, 130].
Dysregulated dopamine neurotransmission is thought to
underlie schizophrenia pathophysiology as dopamine D2
receptor antagonists are antipsychotic drugs. Akt/GSK-3 signaling is important for dopamine D2 receptor function,
because mice lacking GSK-3β have an impaired function of
the striatal D2 receptor [131]. Molecularly, the D2 receptor
stimulates the formation of a signaling complex made up of
β-arrestin-2, Akt, and PP2A—the latter inactivates Akt by
the dephosphorylation of its regulatory Thr308 residue
[132]. Accordingly, the regulation of Akt by dopamine is
impaired in mice devoid of β-arrestin-2 [132]. Akt inhibition
is known to activate GSK-3, suggesting that GSK-3 signaling
is involved in the regulation of dopamine-dependent locomotor behavior. Likewise, pharmacological or genetic abolishing of GSK-3 activity decreases dopamine-dependent
locomotor behavior [133].
5.7. Major Depressive Disorder. Major depressive disorder
(MDD) is the most frequent psychiatric disorder with a prevalence of 17% in the general population, although gender disproportion exists [134]. MDD negatively aﬀects personal life
and general health. The most widely used animal model of
depression is the chronic unpredictable mild stress (CUMS)
model in rats. CUMS results in the augmentation of GSK3β activity [135–137]. Accordingly, lithium and speciﬁc
GSK-3β inhibitors ameliorate cognitive deﬁcits induced by
CMS [135–137].
One of the associated symptoms of MDD are disturbances in the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis (HPA
axis) connected with an incorrect response of the glucocorticoid receptor to chronic stress [138]. Chronic administration
of corticosterone that models depression in mice impairs
synaptic plasticity and upregulates GSK-3β activity—both
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of which are ameliorated by the administration of an antidepressant drug [139].
The GSK-3β gene may have a role in determining
regional grey matter (GM) volume diﬀerences in MDD.
Analysis of single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) of
GSK-3β with regional GM volume diﬀerences in patients
with MDD showed the most signiﬁcant association for
rs6438552 [140]. In a diﬀerent study, the activating allele T
of the functional polymorphism rs334558 was signiﬁcantly
associated with remission in MDD [141].
5.8. Bipolar Disorder. Bipolar aﬀective disorder is characterized by manic episodes that are interspersed with depression.
Inadequate serotonin (5HT) neurotransmission may be a key
factor driving depression. Evidence suggests that increased
serotonergic activity following the administration of antidepressants inhibits GSK-3β in the brain by the Ser9 mechanism [142]. Thus, GSK-3β may not be properly inhibited in
conditions of decreased 5HT levels in depression. Indeed,
lower phosphorylated GSK-3β Ser9 levels were detected in
platelets of patients with schizophrenia [143]. Indeed, animal
studies provide further support that overactive GSK-3
contributes to depression. Transgenic mice with GSK-3β
overexpression show increased locomotor activity as seen in
the manic phase of bipolar disorder [76]. Furthermore, the
administration of the GSK-3β peptide inhibitor, ATP competitive inhibitor, and lithium and the genetic reduction of
GSK-3β in GSK-3β+/- mice produce antidepressant behavioral eﬀects, such as decreased immobilization time in FST,
which is indicative of depressive behavior [69, 144, 145].
5.9. Epilepsy. Epilepsy, which is estimated to aﬀect over 50
million people worldwide, comprises a group of neurological
diseases characterized by epileptic seizures resulting from an
excessive neuronal activity [146]. In addition to seizures, epilepsy is usually associated with cognitive impairments. Epilepsy frequently accompanies various mental conditions,
such as autism spectrum disorders or schizophrenia. Development of epilepsy, known as epileptogenesis, may take
months or even years following brain injury, stroke, brain
tumors, brain infections, or birth defects, whereas a small
proportion of the cases are due to genetic mutations [147,
148]. Epileptogenesis can be reproduced in animal models
using electrical or chemical kindling with pentylenetetrazole
(PTZ), whereas the status epilepticus is induced by kainic
acid (KA) or pilocarpine [149]. Even though extensive
research shows that GSK-3 contributes to brain excitability
and seizure-induced pathology, the existing data are conﬂicting [150–153]. For example, GSK-3β phosphorylation at
Ser9 was reported to increase or decrease in brain tissue
extracted from epileptic patients [154, 155]. Furthermore,
kainic acid- (KA-) triggered epileptogenesis was shown to
either increase or inhibit GSK-3β activity [152, 156]. Acute
PTZ injection rapidly increases GSK-3β Ser9 phosphorylation and PTZ-induced kindling also gradually increases
phosphorylation at Ser9 [53, 151], whereas pilocarpineinduced seizures transiently inactivate GSK-3β [150]. Pharmacological studies aimed at elucidating the role of GSK-3β
inhibition in epilepsy showed a neuroprotective eﬀect of
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GSK-3β inhibition against glutamate-induced toxicity
in vitro and in vivo [157]. Accordingly, the GSK-3β inhibitor
TDZD-8 protects against seizure-induced damage [152].
Consistently, a recent study reported the anticonvulsant
properties of two distinct GSK-3 inhibitors (Indirubin and
BIO-acetoxime) in three diﬀerent animal models of epilepsy:
the PTZ-treated zebraﬁsh, the pilocarpine rat model for limbic seizures, and the 6 Hz refractory seizure mouse model
[158]. In contrast, lithium was shown to exert proconvulsive
[159] or anticonvulsive eﬀects [160].
More complexity comes from recent animal studies. It
was shown that genetically increasing as well as decreasing
the activity of GSK-3β exacerbated seizure-induced brain
damage after KA injection into the amygdala [161]. In a different study, GSK-3β decreased the susceptibility to kainic
acid-induced epileptiform discharges and the progression of
kainic acid-induced epileptogenesis [162]. Similarly, the
neuronal deﬁciency of GSK-3β exacerbated the magnitude
and severity of PTZ-induced seizures in GSK-3βn-/- mice
(with postnatal neuronal deﬁciency) [53].
Regardless of these discrepancies, GSK-3β is considered
an important contributor to the development of epilepsy.

6. Conclusions
Evidence convincingly shows that GSK-3β is critically
involved in various aspects of brain function starting from
early brain development, to distinct aspects of its function
in the adult such as proper synaptic development and neurotransmission. GSK-3β is regulated at multiple levels and precise balance of its activity is important to execute its functions
in neurons. Not surprisingly dysregulation of GSK-3β activity either in the early development or in the adulthood may
predispose to neuropsychiatric and neurological disorders.
GSK-3β is thus a relevant target for treatment of these diseases. Few GSK-3 inhibitors are currently undergoing clinical
trials for various disorders such as progressive supranuclear
palsy, Alzheimer’s disease or cancer [163]. Pharmacological
targeting of this kinase, however, may be problematic
because of its involvement in diﬀerent signaling pathways
as well as because of overlapping functions with GSK-3α
isozyme. Therefore, generating novel inhibitors with
increased speciﬁcity, designing co-treatments and preventing side eﬀects are of importance in pharmacological targeting of GSK-3.
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Physical training confers protection to dopaminergic neurons in rodent models of parkinsonism produced by neurotoxins. The
sparing eﬀect of physical training on dopaminergic neurons can be tested with training applied during chronic MPTP
treatment, while the neurorestorative eﬀect when training is applied after completing such treatment. In this study, the eﬀect of
the onset of training respective to chronic MPTP treatment was speciﬁcally addressed. Three groups of mice were injected with
10 doses of MPTP (12.5 mg/kg/injection) over 5 weeks. The ﬁrst group remained sedentary; the second one underwent early
onset training, which started 1 week before commencing MPTP treatment, continued throughout 5 weeks of treatment and 4
weeks thereafter; the third group underwent late-onset training of the same length and intensity as the former group, except that
it started immediately after the end of MPTP treatment. Two groups served as controls: a saline-injected group that remained
sedentary and saline-injected group, which underwent the same training as the early and late-onset training groups. Both early
and late-onset physical training saved almost all nigral and VTA dopaminergic neurons, prevented inﬂammatory response, and
increased the BDNF and GDNF levels to a similar extent. From these results one may conclude that early and late-onset
training schedules were equipotent in their neuroprotective eﬀect and that the mechanism of neuroprotection was similar. The
sparing eﬀect of early onset training may be satisfactorily explained by assuming that the increased level of BDNF and GDNF
prevented the degeneration of dopaminergic neurons. To explain a similar number of dopaminergic neurons detected at the end
of the early and late-onset training, one should additionally assume that the former training schedule induced neurogenesis.
Results of this study support the view that physical activity may be neuroprotective even at a more advanced stage of PD and
justify starting physical activity at any point of the disease.

1. Introduction
Since most of the symptoms of Parkinson’s disease (PD)
are caused by a deﬁciency of dopamine (DA) in the brain,
many drugs are designed to temporarily supplement the
level of this neurotransmitter or mimic its action. Currently
available treatments are only symptom targeting, their eﬀectiveness decreases with the progression of the disease, and
they have many side eﬀects. All these facts highlight the need
to seek new treatments supporting the pharmacological
therapy of PD. One nonpharmacological approach that supports PD patients is physical exercise. Physical activity alleviates and slows down the development of PD symptoms as

demonstrated by improvement in muscle strength, balance,
speed and length of stride, daily activities, general wellbeing,
and the extended time of independence [1–7]. However,
these may be unspeciﬁc eﬀects of physical activity, and question arises whether this activity is also a disease-modifying
factor. This is suggested by the epidemiological studies,
which demonstrated an inverse relationship between physical exercise and the risk of the occurrence and development
of PD [8, 9].
The experimental data show that the goal-based exercise and aerobic training can enhance brain plasticity, which
plays a key role in improving motor and cognitive functions in people with PD [10]. Current knowledge about the
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mechanism of the neuroprotective properties of physical
training on the functional state of dopaminergic neurons is
based on data obtained from animal studies. Many of these
studies suggest that exercise can prevent or slow down neurodegenerative processes and rebuild disturbed signaling pathways [11–13]. The neuroprotective eﬀect of physical training
is associated with the activation of the neurotrophin signaling pathways [14, 15], synaptogenesis [16], angiogenesis
[17] and neurogenesis strengthening [18, 19], reduction of
inﬂammatory processes [20–22], and stabilization of calcium
homeostasis [23]. Physical activity prevents the loss of
dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc) and also increases the DA level and the sensitivity of its receptor [24, 25]. In the literature, there are a
number of reports that physical exercise leads to increased
expression of endogenous trophic factors and reduced
expression of proinﬂammatory markers, thereby reducing
the vulnerability of dopaminergic neurons to oxidative stress
and death. The study performed by Lau et al. [26] has
revealed that the neuronal and behavioral recovery produced
by exercise in the chronic 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP) mouse model of PD was associated
with an improved mitochondrial function and an increase
in the brain region-speciﬁc levels of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF). In turn, Zhao et al. [27] have
shown that vibration training could signiﬁcantly increase
the number of nigrostriatal dopaminergic neurons and
the levels of striatal DA and BDNF in the MPTP mice.
Using the 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) model of PD
in rats, Tajiri et al. [25] have demonstrated the eﬀects of
forced treadmill training on the nigrostriatal dopaminergic
projection, neurotrophic factors level, and motor skills of
experimental animals.
Recent evidence suggests that physical activity can lead
to the reduction of inﬂammatory processes in the brain of
PD patients in the course of neurodegenerative diseases
[28]. In a progressive MPTP mouse model of PD, Sconce
et al. [20] have noticed recovery of motor skills, increased
vesicular monoamine transporter 2 (VMAT2) expression,
decreased glycosylated dopamine transporter (DAT) expression, reduced levels of vesicular glutamate transporter 1
(VGLUT1), glutamate transporter-1 (GLT-1), and lower
levels of the inﬂammatory marker, component 3 of the
nuclear factor of activated T-cells (NFATc3), and of the
astrocytic marker, glial ﬁbrillary acidic protein (GFAP), in
MPTP/exercised mice as compared to MPTP mice without
exercise. In turn, a four-week swimming training attenuated
motor and cognitive impairment, prevented the increase
in reactive oxygen species (ROS) and interleukin 1 beta
(IL-1β) levels, glutathione S-transferase (GST), and glutathione reductase (GR) activity, prevented the inhibition
of glutathione peroxidase (GPx) activity, restored the levels
of DA and its metabolites in the striatum of mice administered with 6-OHDA [21]. Similarly, Jang et al. [29] have
noticed that 8-week treadmill training after chronic MPTP
administration in mice restores motor coordination abilities,
increases tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) level in the striatum and
SNpc, and decreases α-synuclein expression in the striatum
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resulting in downregulation of toll-like receptor 2 (TLR2)
signaling molecules such as myeloid diﬀerentiation primary
response 88 (MyD88), tumor necrosis factor receptorassociated factor 6 (TRAF6), and phosphorylated transforming growth factor-β-activated protein kinase 1 (p-TAK1).
In animal models of PD, the neuroprotective eﬀect of
physical exercise was examined when training was applied
before, during, and after parkinsonism inducing treatment.
In addition, these studies have used an acute [25, 30–33] or
chronic regime of neurotoxin administration [34]. The studies of Ahmad et al. [34] and Lau et al. [26] demonstrated that
physical exercise applied during application of the MPTP
neurotoxin prevents, at least partly, the loss of TH-positive
nigrostriatal neurons and likely those in the ventral tegmental area (VTA), while the same dose and duration of neurotoxin administration causes moderate loss of these neurons
in sedentary mice. Studies on the restorative eﬀect of exercise
applied after neurotoxin application show disparate results:
from no eﬀect to partial or complete recovery of the number
of TH-positive nigrostriatal neurons.
Although these data suggest that physical exercise is
eﬀective regardless of whether it starts, there are no data that
compare the eﬀectiveness of diﬀerent physical training
onsets. Thus, the aim of this study was to examine precisely
the eﬀect of only one factor: the timing of exercise application
with respect to the intoxication period. For this purpose, the
eﬀects of treadmill training applied before, during, and after
induction of the chronic model of PD were compared with
the eﬀects of treadmill training of the same intensity and
duration applied after completing the MPTP treatment. We
applied the chronic PD model in mice [34] in which the
induction of parkinsonism takes 5 weeks, during which time
10 injections of MPTP are administered. Such treatment
causes neurological deﬁcits resembling PD. Unlike the most
commonly used acute and subacute MPTP treatments, after
which neurological and behavioral deﬁcits soon spontaneously reverse, the eﬀects of this chronic PD model last at
least 6 months. To elucidate the role of exercise alone,
training was applied in non-MPTP-treated mice. In order
to gain insight into the mechanisms of neuroprotection
and neurorestoration, the levels of neurotrophic factors
and markers of inﬂammation were examined. To our
knowledge, such comparison of the eﬀect of exercise timing
relative to MPTP treatment has not been performed in one
and the same study yet.

2. Methods
2.1. Animals and Treatments. All animal experimental procedures used in this study were approved by the First Warsaw
Local Ethics Committee for Animal Experimentation and
carried out in accordance with the Polish Law on the Protection of Animals and National Institute of Health’s Guide for
Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (publication no. 85-23,
revised 1985) and the European Union Council Directive
(63/2010/EU). Studies were performed on 12-week-old male
C57BL/6J mice purchased from the Medical University of
Bialystok (Poland) and delivered to the Nencki Institute of
Experimental Biology 1 month prior to experiments. The
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Table 1: Experimental groups used in the study.

Group
C
(Control)
CTT
(Control + treadmill training)
M
(MPTP)
METT
(MPTP + early onset treadmill training)
MLTT
(MPTP + late-onset treadmill training)

Description of the treatment

Number of Treadmill The total duration of the
mice (n)
training
experiment (weeks)

Saline (s.c.) and DMSO (i.p.) injections

15

NO

10

Saline (s.c.) and DMSO (i.p.) injections,
10 weeks of treadmill training

11

YES

10

MPTP (s.c.) and probenecid (i.p.) injections

15

NO

10

13

YES

10

13

YES

16

MPTP (s.c.) and probenecid (i.p.) injections
10 weeks of treadmill training started
1 week before the intoxication
MPTP (s.c.) and probenecid (i.p.) injections
10 weeks of treadmill training started
immediately after the intoxication

mice were housed at a 12 : 12 h dark light cycle, with constant
temperature and humidity (23 ± 1° C, 55 ± 5%), and had free
access to both food and water. For the chronic paradigm of
MPTP administration, mice received 10 subcutaneous (s.c.)
doses of MPTP (12.5 mg/kg in saline; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Cat. No. sc-206178; Axon Medchem, Cat. No. 1075) in
combination with intraperitoneal (i.p.) injections of probenecid (250 mg/kg in dimethyl sulfoxide, DMSO; SigmaAldrich, Cat. No. P8761) for 5 weeks [34]. Control mice
received saline and DMSO injections only. Mice were subdivided into a control group (C, n = 15), control treadmill
training group (CTT, n = 11), MPTP-injected group (M,
n = 15), MPTP-injected trained group, which started treadmill training 1 week before the induction of parkinsonism
(METT, MPTP + early onset treadmill training, n = 13), and
MPTP-injected trained group, which started treadmill training immediately after the induction of parkinsonism (MLTT,
MPTP + late-onset treadmill training, n = 13). Table 1 presents the experimental groups used in the study. Animals
from the groups assigned to treadmill training performed
exercises 40 min/day, 5 days/week for 10 weeks. The
40-minute long treadmill protocol consisted of 5 steps: 5
minutes at 10 cm/s, 5 minutes at 15 cm/s, 20 minutes at
20 cm/s, 5 minutes at 25 cm/s, and 5 minutes at 20 cm/s [34].
2.2. Immunohistochemistry. The brains of ﬁve animals from
each group were used for immunohistochemical staining.
The animals were deeply anesthetized with Vetbutal and
transcardially perfused with cold (4°C) phosphate-buﬀered
saline (PBS) containing 5 IU of heparin per 1 ml of buﬀer,
followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PVA) in PBS and 5%
glycerol with 2% DMSO in PBS. The brains were removed,
placed for 1 hour (h) in 4% PVA, and then immersed for
cryoprotection in 10% glycerol with 2% DMSO (24 h) and
subsequently in 20% glycerol with 2% DMSO (24 h). Forty
μm thick frozen sections were washed in PBS (3 × 5 min),
incubated with 1% H2O2 for 30 min at room temperature
(RT) to block endogenous peroxidases, and blocked for 1 h
at RT in a 5% normal serum solution (NRS). Sections were
then incubated with primary antibody diluted in PBS containing 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA), 0.3% Triton X,
5% NRS for 1 h at RT, and overnight at 4°C. In the

subsequent step, sections were washed in PBS (3 × 5 min)
and incubated for 1 h at RT with secondary antibody diluted
to working concentrations in PBS with 5% NRS, 1% BSA, and
0.3% Triton X-100 (see Table 2). Incubation with ﬂuorescent
antibodies was carried out in the dark to prevent photobleaching. When 3,3′-diaminobenzidine (DAB, 0.025%)
was used as a chromogen, visualization was preceded by a
1-hour incubation at RT with Vectastain ABC kit (Vector
Laboratories). Sections were mounted onto slides using
UltraCruz® Aqueous Mounting Medium with 4′,6-diamidyno-2-fenyloindol (DAPI, Santa Cruz Biotechnology) or
DePeX (SERVA Electrophoresis GmbH) for ﬂuorescent and
enzymatic labels, respectively.
2.3. Densitometric Analysis of Dopaminergic Neurons. Sections
were imaged using a Nikon Eclipse Ni-E microscope. The
computerized densitometric image analysis (NIS-Elements
BR4.30.00, Nikon Instruments) of TH-immunoreactive (-ir)
neurons was performed in SNpc (bregma −3.15 to −3.51)
and VTA (bregma −2.79 to −3.07) identiﬁed in accordance
with the Mouse Brain Stereotaxic Atlas [35]. Regions of interest were outlined using the software’s X-Y plotting system that
measures the square area (mm2) of the marked frame, and
TH-ir neurons were counted at 400x magniﬁcation. The following criteria were used in the quantitative analysis: neuronal somata were TH-ir, and the cell nucleus and the proximal
segment of one or two dendrites was well visible within
the counting frame. These criteria enabled the exclusion
of noncomplete remnants of neurons. Cell counts per section were then corrected with Abercrombie’s formula [36],
and the packing density of dopaminergic neurons was calculated as a function of the rostrocaudal level and of location within the VTA and SNpc by using the obtained cell
counts and the square area of the marked frames in each
analyzed section.
2.4. Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay. Mice were
sacriﬁced by cervical dislocation, the brains were rapidly
removed, and the striatum and midbrain containing substantia nigra (SN) were dissected. Tissue samples were weighed
and homogenized in 20 volumes of ice-cold homogenization
buﬀer to wet tissue weight. After centrifugation, protein
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Table 2: List of antibodies, their suppliers, and dilutions used in this study.

Primary antibody
Antityrosine hydroxylase
(TH, AB152)
Antivesicular monoamine
transporter 2
(VMAT 2, sc-15314)
Antiglial cell-derived
neurotrophic factor
(GDNF, sc-328)
Anti-brain-derived
neurotrophic factor
(BDNF, sc-20981)
Anti-CD11b (MCA711G)
Antiglial ﬁbrillary acidic
protein
(GFAP, Z0334)
Anti-ionized calcium
binding adaptor molecule 1
(Iba1, ab5076)

Supplier

Primary
antibody
dilution

Merck

1 : 1000

Santa Cruz
Biotechnology

1 : 200

Santa Cruz
Biotechnology

1 : 500

Santa Cruz
Biotechnology

1 : 500

Bio-Rad

1 : 200

Dako

1 : 1000

Abcam

1 : 500

Secondary antibody
Biotinylated Goat
Anti-Rabbit IgG Antibody
(BA-1000)
Biotinylated Goat
Anti-Rabbit IgG Antibody
(BA-1000)
Biotinylated Goat
Anti-Rabbit IgG Antibody
(BA-1000)
Biotinylated Goat
Anti-Rabbit IgG Antibody
(BA-1000)
Goat anti-Rat IgG (H+L) Cross-Adsorbed
Antibody, Alexa Fluor 488
(A-11006)
F(ab’)2-Goat anti-Rabbit IgG (H + L)
Cross-Adsorbed Antibody, Alexa Fluor 488
(A-11070)
Rabbit Anti-Goat IgG
Antibody, HRP conjugate
(AP106P)

concentrations in the supernatants were determined using
Protein Assay Dye Reagent Concentrate (Bio-Rad). Enzymelinked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) was used to quantify
IL-1β (ab100705, Abcam), GFAP (NS830, Merck), BDNF
(CYT306, Merck), and GDNF (e0043m, EIAab) concentrations in the brain regions of interest. All steps of quantiﬁcation were performed according to the manufacturer’s
recommendations. Standards and samples were added to
the microtiter plate in triplicate, the optical density of each
well was determined at 450 nm (Thermo LabSystems, Multiskan RC Microplate Reader), and protein concentrations were
calculated from the standard curve. Results were expressed in
pg/ml for BDNF, GDNF, and Il-1β or in ng/ml for GFAP.
2.5. Statistical Analysis. All data sets are expressed as group
mean ± SD. A comparison between experimental groups
was carried out with 1-way or 2-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) followed by post hoc comparison using
Newman-Keuls test. The diﬀerences between groups were
considered statistically signiﬁcant for p ≤ 0 05 or below. Statistical analysis was performed using STATISTICA 12 software (StatSoft Polska, http://www.StatSoft.pl).

3. Results
3.1. The Eﬀect of Chronic MPTP Administration and Physical
Training on Dopaminergic Neurons Plasticity. TH is the ﬁrst
and rate-limiting enzyme involved in the biosynthesis of catecholamines from tyrosine. From this point, TH is considered as a useful marker of dopaminergic neurons. In order
to calculate the number of TH-ir neurons, the brain sections
of animal groups, C (n = 5), CTT (n = 4), M (n = 5), METT

Supplier

Secondary
antibody
dilution

Vector
Laboratories

1 : 200

Vector
Laboratories

1 : 200

Vector
Laboratories

1 : 200

Vector
Laboratories

1 : 200

ThermoFisher

1 : 1000

ThermoFisher

1 : 1000

Merck

1 : 500

(n = 3), and MLTT (n = 3), were used for anti-TH immunohistochemical staining. The focus was placed on the
SNpc and VTA, structures where the dopaminergic neurons are located. A substantial reduction in TH staining
intensity was observed in both SNpc (Figure 1(a)) and VTA
(Figure 1(b)) of MPTP-treated mice (M group) when
compared to any other examined group. In addition, a
computer-assisted densitometric analysis of packing density
of dopaminergic neurons in these structures was performed
separately for the left and right hemisphere. In all experimental groups, there were no signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the mean
number of TH-ir neurons between the two hemispheres,
therefore Figures 1(c) and 1(d) present averaged data of both
hemispheres. The densitometric analysis showed a 65%
decrease in the number of TH-positive neurons in the SNpc
(Figure 1(c); two-way ANOVA, p < 0 05) and a 45% decrease
in the VTA (Figure 1(d); two-way ANOVA p < 0 001) in animals injected with MPTP compared to the control group.
Reduction in the number of dopaminergic neurons in the
SNpc and VTA of MPTP-treated mice is comparable to the
extent of degeneration of dopaminergic neurons observed
in the human brain of PD patients. In turn, in both MPTP
groups with treadmill training, there was an increase in the
number of TH-positive neurons in the SNpc and VTA compared to MPTP sedentary animals. Mice that started training
on the treadmill 1 week before the induction of parkinsonism
(METT group) showed a 50% increase in TH-positive neurons in the SNpc and 42% in the VTA, while mice that started
training on the treadmill shortly after the induction of parkinsonism (MLTT group) showed 55% increase in the number of dopaminergic neurons in the SNpc and 38% in the
VTA compared to sedentary MPTP animals (group M).
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Figure 1: Packing density of TH-immunoreactive neurons in the midbrain regions in the ﬁve experimental groups. Representative
microphotographs of TH immunohistochemical staining in the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc) (a) and ventral tegmental area
(VTA) (b), mean packing density of TH-immunoreactive neurons in the SNpc (c) and VTA (d), and microscopic images of VMAT2
immunohistochemical staining in the SNpc (e). C: control; CTT: control + treadmill training; M: treatment with MPTP; METT: MPTP
treatment + early onset treadmill training; MLTT: MPTP treatment + late-onset treadmill training group. Scale bar: 100 μm. Statistical
comparisons were performed with two-way ANOVA followed by Newman-Keuls post hoc test; ∗∗ p < 0 001, ∗ p < 0 05.

A 10-week treadmill training either used before (METT
group) or after (MLTT group) MPTP administration prevented the loss of TH-ir cells in both SNpc and VTA (METT
vs. CTT group; MLTT vs. CTT group, Figures 1(c) and 1(d)).
There was no diﬀerence in the number of TH-ir cells in both
analyzed structures (METT vs. MLTT group, Figures 1(c)
and 1(d)) depending on whether the treadmill training
started before or after MPTP administration. Neuronal function was also assessed using anti-VMAT2 staining. VMAT2,
which in addition to TH is considered to be one of the useful
markers of dopaminergic neurons, pumps cytosolic dopamine into synaptic vesicles in an ATP-dependent way. A
lower intensity of immunostaining against this protein was
found in the SNpc in the M group as compared to the other
experimental groups (Figure 1(e)) thus conﬁrming the results
obtained for anti-TH staining.
3.2. The Eﬀect of Chronic MPTP Administration and Physical
Training on the Level of BDNF and GDNF. Neurotrophins, such as BDNF and GDNF, that play an important

role in the diﬀerentiation, trophic support, and survival of
dopaminergic neurons are considered to contribute to the
neuroprotective eﬀect of exercise [37–39].
The impact of physical training and MPTP administration on BDNF and GDNF expression was explored using
immunohistochemistry staining against these proteins in
the SNpc and an ELISA assay in the midbrain and in the striatum. The immunohistochemical staining in the SNpc
showed a signiﬁcant increase in staining intensity against
BDNF (Figure 2(a)) and GDNF (Figure 2(b)) in the METT
and MLTT groups as compared to the CTT group as well
as to the C group. Additionally, anti-GDNF staining showed
a slight increase in intensity in the M group.
ELISA assay revealed signiﬁcant upregulation of BDNF
concentration in the midbrain both in the METT and
MLTT groups as compared to the other experimental groups
(Figure 2(c), p < 0 001) and higher concentration of GDNF
in the METT and MLTT groups in comparison to the M
group (Figure 2(d), p < 0 05). In the striatum, statistical
analysis revealed that 10 weeks of treadmill training
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Figure 2: Eﬀect of MPTP and treadmill training on the brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and glial cell-derived neurotrophic factor
(GDNF) level in the midbrain and striatum. Immunohistochemical staining against BDNF (a) and GDNF (b) in the substantia nigra pars
compacta (SNpc), quantitative analysis of BDNF and GDNF in the midbrain (c, d), and striatum (e, f). C: control; CTT: control
+ treadmill training; M: treatment with MPTP; METT: MPTP + early onset treadmill training; MLTT: MPTP + late-onset treadmill
training group. Scale bar: 100 μm. Statistical comparisons were performed with one-way ANOVA followed by Newman-Keuls post hoc
test; ∗∗ p < 0 001, ∗ p < 0 05.

increased the concentration of BDNF in the CTT group as
compared to the C and M groups (Figure 2(e), p < 0 05).
The physical training accompanied by MPTP administration (METT and MLTT groups) increased also the BDNF
concentration in comparison with the C and M groups
(Figure 2(e), p < 0 05). In respect to GDNF, an increase
in its concentration in the CTT group as compared to
the C and M groups (Figure 2(f), p < 0 001) and opposite
direction of GDNF concentration change between groups C
and M was observed (Figure 2(f), p < 0 05). In addition,
GDNF concentrations in both METT and MLTT groups
were signiﬁcantly higher than in other experimental groups
(Figure 2(f)). The highest concentration of GDNF was
found in the METT group; it was even signiﬁcantly
(p < 0 05) higher than the GDNF concentration in the
MLTT group (Figure 2(f)).
3.3. Reactivity of Astrocyte and Microglia in Response to
Chronic MPTP Administration and Physical Training.
Glial cells play an important role in maintaining homeostasis of the central nervous system (CNS); however,
under certain conditions, long-term stimulation of
microglia may activate astrocytes leading to chronic

neuroinﬂammation or even to neurodegeneration. Several
studies have highlighted the role of glial cells in the toxic
mechanism of MPTP [40–42].
To focus on the neuroinﬂammatory proﬁle induced by
MPTP treatment and hypothetical neuroprotective properties of treadmill training on the functioning of dopaminergic
neurons, an immunohistochemical analysis of GFAP, Iba1,
integrin CD11b in the SNpc and VTA, and immunoenzymatic analysis of GFAP and Il-1β in the midbrain and
striatum were performed. Microscopic analysis showed a signiﬁcant increase in the intensity of staining against GFAP
(Figures 3(a) and 3(d)), Iba1 (Figures 3(b) and 3(e)), and
CD11b (Figures 3(c) and 3(f)) in the SNpc (Figures 3(a)–
3(c)) and VTA (Figures 3(d)–3(f)) in the M group compared
with the C group. It seems that only in the M group, there
was an increase in the number of microglia as a result of their
proliferation (Figures 3(b), 3(c), 3(e), and 3(f)). At the same
time, the morphological transformation of resting microglia
into activated cells which resembled amoeboid phagocytic
cells was visible in the MPTP-treated group (Figures 3(b)
and 3(e) insertions, M group). The mobilization of microglia
in mice with induced parkinsonism was observed both for
anti-Iba1 and anti-CD11b staining. The higher intensity of
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Figure 3: Immunohistochemical staining against the glial ﬁbrillary acid protein (GFAP) (a, d), ionized calcium binding adaptor molecule 1
(Iba1) (b, e), and integrin CD 11b (c, f) in the SNpc (a, b, c) and VTA (D, E, F). C: control; CTT: control + treadmill training; M: treatment
with MPTP; METT: MPTP + early onset treadmill training; MLTT: MPTP + late-onset treadmill training group. Scale bar: 200 μm (a); 400 μm
and 10 μm (insertions) (b); 50 μm and 10 μm (insertions) (c); 100 μm (d, f). 400 μm and 100 μm (insertions) (e).

staining against GFAP (Figures 3(a) and 3(d)) in mice
exposed to the MPTP neurotoxin indicates that increased
activation of astrocytes may contribute to the inﬂammatory
response to dopaminergic neurons injury. It seems that in
the METT and MLTT groups, physical training mitigates
the proinﬂammatory response of microglia and astrocytes
both in the SNpc and in the VTA (Figures 3(a)–3(f)).
Quantitative ELISA assessment conﬁrmed data from the
microscopic analysis and revealed a signiﬁcant increase in
the level of GFAP and a proinﬂammatory cytokine Il-1β
both in the midbrain (Figure 4(a), p < 0 001 for GFAP
and Figure 4(b), p < 0 05 for Il-1β) and in the striatum
(Figures 4(c) and 4(d), p < 0 05 for GFAP and Il-1β) in the
M group as compared to the rest of the experimental groups.
The level of GFAP and Il-1β in groups subjected to intoxication and training did not diﬀer signiﬁcantly from the level of
both proteins in the sedentary and training control groups
(Figures 4(a) and 4(d)).

4. Discussion
The present work compared the eﬀect of long-term physical
activity initiated before and after parkinsonism induction
on the number of midbrain dopaminergic neurons, the level
of neurotrophic factors, and inﬂammatory process in dopaminergic structures in a chronic MPTP mouse model of PD.
4.1. The Neuroprotective Eﬀects of Treadmill Training on
Dopaminergic Neurons. It has long been recognized that

physical activity tends to have a positive eﬀect in humans in
the context of motor skills and proper functioning of the
CNS, including the inﬂuence on cognitive functions. There
is also an increasing body of evidence that physical exercises
help recovery and lessen the risk of CNS damage and development of neurodegenerative diseases in animal models.
Although there are reports in the literature on the neuroprotective eﬀects of various forms of physical exercise of diﬀerent duration and intensity on the state of dopaminergic
neurons, there is still no deﬁnite answer to the question
of which form of physical activity gives the best results.
In the conducted study, modiﬁed forced treadmill training
described by Ahmad et al. [34], and then also veriﬁed by
Pothakos et al. [43] and Lau et al. [26], was implemented.
Such training schedule, in contrast to voluntary training or
the enriched environment, provides more comparable experimental conditions. The present study tested the eﬀectiveness
of two treadmill training schedules: the ﬁrst one (i) started
one week before the beginning of neurotoxin treatment,
lasted throughout the 5 weeks of neurotoxin administration,
and was continued 4 weeks after neurotoxin treatment (preceding training), while the second one (ii) started immediately after 5 weeks of neurotoxin treatment and lasted 10
weeks (follow-up training). It was found that 10 weeks of
exercise, applied both before and after induction of parkinsonism, eﬀectively protects dopaminergic neurons in the
SNpc and VTA against the toxic action of MPTP.
It has been shown in animal models of PD that physical
exercise is neuroprotective when applied before, during,
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Figure 4: The quantitative analysis of glial ﬁbrillary acid protein (GFAP) (a, c) and interleukin 1 beta (Il-1β) (b, d) concentration in the
midbrain (a, b) and striatum (c, d). C: control; CTT: control + treadmill training; M: treatment with MPTP; METT: MPTP + early onset
treadmill training; MLTT: MPTP + late-onset treadmill training group. Statistical comparisons were performed with one-way ANOVA,
followed by Newman-Keuls post hoc test; ∗∗ p < 0 001, ∗ p < 0 05.

and after parkinsonism inducing treatment. This means that
physical exercise may have preventive, protective, or restorative eﬀects, respectively. The preventive eﬀect of exercise
was shown by Gerecke et al. [31] who found that intensive exercise on the running wheel performed by mice for
3 months before acute administration of MPTP completely
prevented the loss of dopaminergic neurons in the SNpc
and that less intensive exercise or/and performed for a
shorter time produced only partial neuroprotection or no
protection at all. However, complete neuroprotection was
not accompanied by a complete recovery of DA level in the
striatum. Fisher et al. [30] found that 30 days of treadmill
training in C57 BL/6J mice applied 4 days after acute MPTP
administration resulted in a signiﬁcant downregulation of
striatal DAT in the MPTP-treated exercised mice compared
to MPTP-treated nonexercised mice but in no signiﬁcant difference in the TH protein levels. No observation on the number of DA nigrostriatal neurons has been reported. Kintz
et al. [32] found that 37 days of exercise starting 5 days after

acute MPTP administration did not increase DA striatal level
reduced by this neurotoxin. Zhao et al. [27] have shown that
vibration training in mice, applied after 1 week of MPTP
treatment and lasting 4 weeks, brought the number of nigrostriatal dopaminergic neurons almost to the level noted in
control mice and signiﬁcantly above that in MPTP-treated
nontrained mice. A similar result was obtained for striatal
DA level. Jang et al. [33] found that 6 weeks of treadmill
training applied four weeks after one week lasting MPTP
treatment (25 mg/kg daily) resulted in a number of
TH-positive neurons almost equal to that in control mice
and in the recovery of the TH and DAT levels. Also, in a
rat model, Tajiri et al. [25] found signiﬁcant preservation
of TH-positive ﬁbers in the striatum and TH-positive neurons in the SNpc caused by 4 weeks of treadmill training
applied 24 hours after a 6-OHDA lesion of right striatum
of female rats.
In order to examine the bona ﬁde neuroprotective role of
exercise, training should be applied concomitantly with
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induction of parkinsonism. Such possibility is oﬀered by the
chronic PD model in mice, in which induction of parkinsonism takes 5 weeks, during which time 10 injections of MPTP
are administered. Such treatment causes neurological deﬁcits
showing many features resembling PD [44]. Ahmad et al.
[34], using this chronic model of PD, have demonstrated that
the treadmill training starting one week before, continued
over 5 weeks of MPTP treatment and 4 or 12 weeks thereafter, protected dopaminergic neurons in the VTA. Shorter
training produced a signiﬁcant although a small increase in
the number of VTA TH-positive cells comparing to sedentary MPTP mice, whereas longer training returned their
number to that observed in the nonparkinsonian control
mice. Pothakos et al. [43] using a similar chronic model
and starting treadmill training one week before MPTP treatment, maintaining it during 5 weeks of intoxication and 8-12
weeks thereafter, found neither reduction in depletion of
striatal DA nor sparing of TH-positive neurons in the SNpc
in MPTP-treated exercising mice vs. MPTP-treated sedentary ones. Of possible importance, the diﬀerence between
these two studies was that the MPTP dose in the latter
study was twice that used in the former one, i.e., 12.5 vs.
25 mg/kg/injection. The signiﬁcance of the dose seems to be
conﬁrmed by Lau et al. [26], who used the same chronic
model and 18-week treadmill training starting 1 week before
the commencement of MPTP treatment. In contrast to
Pothakos et al. [43], they observed a signiﬁcant though
incomplete recovery of the number of TH-positive neurons
in the SNpc and, similarly, a signiﬁcant though incomplete
restoration of the striatal DA level when compared to that
in control mice. The diﬀerence in MPTP dosing seems to
be reﬂected by the loss of TH-positive neurons, with a dose
of 15 mg MPTP/kg/injection used in Lau et al.’s study [26];
55% of these neurons were lost vs. 72% in the study of Pothakos et al. In Al-Jarrah et al.’s study [45], four weeks of aerobic
training following 5 weeks of chronic MPTP treatment with
25 mg/kg/injection and 1 week of pretraining resulted in a
minimal rise of nigrostriatal TH and DA in mice as compared to sedentary MPTP-treated ones. Koo et al. [46] have
investigated the eﬀects of 8 weeks of progressive treadmill
exercise applied 2 weeks after the completion of chronic
MPTP treatment. Despite using the 25 mg/kg/injection
dose of MPTP, i.e., the same as Pothakos et al. [43] and
Al-Jarrah et al. [45], these investigators found a signiﬁcantly
reduced dopaminergic neuron loss in the SNpc and similar
restitution of the TH and DAT level in MPTP-treated
exercising mice. Of note is the 50% loss of TH-positive
neurons in sedentary MPTP-treated mice, closer to that
observed by Lau et al. [26] who used 15 mg/kg/injection
than to that noted by Pothakos et al. [43] who applied
25 mg/kg/injection.
However, there are also studies in which there was no
eﬀect of physical training on TH-positive cell number,
despite a marked improvement in motor performance [20,
43, 47]. The inability to observe the neuroprotective eﬀect
of physical activity on dopaminergic neurons may be due to
insuﬃcient time needed to restore the proper level of dopaminergic neuronal markers or to the experimental design,
e.g., the animals used (species, strain, and age), the applied
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therapeutic intervention method (treadmill vs. wheel running, brief vs. continual, low vs. high intensity, and light vs.
dark cycle), the nature of neurotoxin administration, and
the type and dose of the neurotoxin used [48].
Although there are a number of reports in the literature
about the protective eﬀect of exercise on the reduction of parkinsonian symptoms in animals, there are no data comparing
the eﬀectiveness of physical exercise applied before and after
PD induction. The present study evaluated the eﬀect of physical exercise depending on the time of its application: before
or after induction of parkinsonism. The comparison of both
training schedules in one experiment, in which elements of
the procedure were comparable, convincingly demonstrated
that both early onset and late-onset physical training exert
a beneﬁcial eﬀect on the survival and/or restoration of midbrain dopaminergic neurons, as well as on the expression of
trophic factors and the degree of inﬂammation in the brain
in response to the toxic action of MPTP. It is very intriguing
that the training applied after intoxication was as advantageous as the training preceding the induction of parkinsonism. Emphasizing this point may bring about substantial
progress in the clinical treatment of PD patients with physical exercises as a complementary therapy.
4.2. Training on the Treadmill Raises the Level of
Neurotrophins. Since the reduction of the BDNF [49] and
GDNF [50] levels in PD brains has been observed, a new concept has emerged that an increase in the concentration of
neurotrophic factors, which are considered to be capable of
supporting neuronal survival, may be neuroprotective in
PD [51, 52]. In recent years, a number of clinical trials have
been carried out by directly injecting neurotrophins into
the brain and implanting genetically modiﬁed neurotrophinproducing cells or gene vectors to protect dopaminergic neurons [53]. It seems, however, that less invasive methods, such
as long-term physical exercise, may also be neuroprotective
and neurorestorative and lead to increased levels of endogenous neurotrophic factors.
In the present study, the eﬀect of 10 weeks of treadmill
training, starting both before and after MPTP administration, resulted in an increase of BDNF concentration in the
midbrain and in the striatum compared to MPTP-treated
sedentary mice. Furthermore, an increase in BDNF in the
midbrain in both MPTP groups with treadmill training was
also observed, compared to sedentary control and control
with treadmill training, and in the striatum compared to
sedentary control. It seems that the eﬀect of training was
potentiated by MPTP treatment. This phenomenon is absent
in the striatum, wherein training, irrespective of whether
accompanied by MPTP treatment or not, increases signiﬁcantly and to a similar degree, the BDNF levels in CTT,
METT, and MLTT groups.
Changes in the GDNF levels in the striatum strongly
resemble those of the BDNF levels in the midbrain. There is
also evident potentiation of the eﬀect of training by MPTP
treatment. However, late-onset training caused a somewhat
smaller, though statistically signiﬁcant, rise of the GDNF
level than the early onset one. The GDNF levels in the
midbrain are slightly elevated by early onset and late-onset
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training and signiﬁcantly higher only in comparison with
sedentary MPTP-treated mice. These observations correspond with those presented by Lau et al. [26]. In their
study, the eﬀects of chronic treatment with MPTP were compared in sedentary vs. early trained mice, i.e., 18 weeks
of training starting 1 week before the 5 weeks of MPTP
(15 mg/kg/injection) treatment. As in our study, this kind of
training signiﬁcantly rises BDNF in the SNpc and GDNF in
the striatum as compared to control and mice chronically
treated with MPTP. Training also raises the striatal BDNF
levels, but the increase does not attain statistical signiﬁcance,
and also increases the nigral GDNF level slightly but signiﬁcantly above that in sedentary chronically MPTP-treated
mice. Qualitatively, the results of Lau et al. and ours agree.
Moreover, in our study, in contrast to Lau et al.’s study, there
is a training control group; thus, the eﬀects of exercise alone
can be elucidated.
An increased midbrain level of BDNF, induced by training, may have a protective role on dopaminergic neurons as
normalization of the striatal TH and DA level was observed
in parkinsonian MPTP mice [26]. In turn, Tajiri et al. [25],
using rats with 6-OHDA lesion, also demonstrated an eﬀect
of treadmill training on the upregulation of the BDNF and
GDNF level in the striatum of the exercise group. Available
literature provides several additional arguments supporting the thesis of the key role played by BDNF and GDNF
in dopaminergic neuroprotection. Boger et al. [54] have
observed an accelerated and age-related decrease in TH
immunostaining in the SN in GDNF+/- mice as compared
to control animals. In turn, Gerecke et al. [55] have demonstrated that BDNF+/− mice allowed 90 days of unrestricted
exercise were not protected from MPTP-induced dopaminergic neuron loss in the SNpc, while control mice allowed
90-day exercise demonstrated complete protection against
MPTP-induced neurotoxicity. Furthermore, blocking the
action of BDNF, using tropomyosin receptor kinase B (TrkB)
antagonist, suppressed exercise-induced protection against
lipopolysaccharide- (LPS-) induced damage to dopaminergic
neurons [56]. A similar conclusion was made by Real et al.
[57], who found that the neuroprotective eﬀect of physical
training in the 6-OHDA rat model was not observed when
a blocker of BDNF receptors was used. These results suggest
that physical activity may be neuroprotective and may reduce
the sensitivity of dopaminergic neurons to toxins by activating signaling cascades triggered by the increased availability
of BDNF and GDNF.
4.3. Physical Training Attenuates the Inﬂammatory Process
Induced by Chronic MPTP Administration. Although the etiology of Parkinson’s disease is not fully understood, chronic
inﬂammation plays an important role in the development of
PD. On the other hand, it is not yet clear whether inﬂammation is a primary or secondary phenomenon that is a consequence of neuronal death [58]. Characteristic features of
neuroinﬂammation include activated microglia and reactive
astrocytes known to produce cytokines, chemokines, prostaglandins (PG), protein complement cascades, ROS, and reactive nitrogen species (RNS) [59]. The immunoﬂuorescence
staining against GFAP, in the presented study, showed an
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increased number of astrocytes in SNpc and VTA in MPTP
sedentary mice as compared to all other groups. GFAP concentration was also veriﬁed using the ELISA method. The
ELISA results were consistent with the immunohistochemical GFAP staining, i.e., the highest GFAP concentration was
observed in the MPTP group. These observations concerned
both midbrain and striatum. On the other hand, treadmill
training caused reduced GFAP concentration in both
MPTP-trained groups (METT and MLTT), comparable to
the concentration of GFAP observed in the control groups
(C and CTT). Similar results were described by Sconce
et al. [20], who showed an increased GFAP level in the SN
in animals treated with an increasing dose of MPTP for 4
weeks. The diﬀerence in results obtained by Sconce et al.
and those presented in this study was that the group treated
with MPTP and exercised had an elevated GFAP level compared to the control group; however, it was still much lower
than in the MPTP sedentary animals. Furthermore, staining
against CD11b and Iba1, markers of microglia, also showed
higher intensity in SNpc and VTA in MPTP mice without
treadmill training compared with the results obtained in controls and both MPTP groups with treadmill training. Additionally, higher magniﬁcation of anti-Iba1 staining in the
SNpc indicated a change of microglial cell phenotype from
resting to amoeba-like proinﬂammatory shape.
It seems that during the development of neurodegenerative diseases, a proinﬂammatory way of activation plays a
pivotal role. The mutual activation of microglia and astrocytes depends mainly on the inﬂammatory cytokines secreted
by them or the interaction of their receptors [60]. In addition,
it was shown that cytokines secreted from activated microglia
can lead to activation of astrocytes, which are cytotoxic to
neurons, and these reactive astrocytes potentiate ongoing
inﬂammation [60, 61]. Il-1β and/or TNF-α, key proinﬂammatory cytokines, are considered to be implicated in the early
signaling pathways leading to astrogliosis [62]. Although
Il-1β is secreted mainly by activated microglia [60], reactive
astrocytes also show Il-1β expression [63]. In the present
study, it was found that concentration of Il-1β was elevated
in the MPTP sedentary group, both in the midbrain and in
the striatum, while Il-1β concentration in MPTP mice with
early and late training was similar to that observed in the
control groups. These results suggest that MPTP administration leads to activation of the proinﬂammatory phenotype of
glial cells and that physical training alleviates this activation
and may inhibit the inﬂammatory process within the brain.
The hypothesis that the inﬂammatory process is involved in
the degeneration of dopaminergic neurons and is associated
with the administration of MPTP and that treadmill exercise
inhibits the activation of microglial cells in treated mice was
previously demonstrated by another research groups [64].
Both subtypes of glial cells, astrocytes and microglia,
may be activated in two diﬀerent ways, resulting in the
formation of proinﬂammatory (classical M1 activation) or
anti-inﬂammatory (alternative M2 activation) response.
Alternatively stimulated microglia show increased expression
of cytokines recognized as anti-inﬂammatory, such as IL-10,
TGF-β, IGF-1, NGF, and BDNF [65]. Astrocytes, like
microglia, also secrete anti-inﬂammatory agents into the
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environment, including neurotrophic factors (e.g., GDNF,
BDNF, and MANF (mesencephalic astrocyte-derived neurotrophic factor)), which stimulate the survival and revive
damaged dopaminergic neurons [66]. In addition, in in vitro
conditions, it was shown that endogenous IL-1β may induce
gene expression, synthesis, and secretion of GDNF [67]. It is
possible that physical training applied in MPTP mice with
parkinsonism launches an alternative neuroprotective activation of microglia rather than reduces proinﬂammatory
glial activation. Such neuroprotective activation could result
from increased synthesis of trophic factors induced by prolonged physical exertion. Then, there is no proinﬂammatory proliferation and activation of glial cells because
dopaminergic neurons, protected by neurotrophins, do
not degenerate and do not send signals that mobilize the
inﬂammatory response.
4.4. Equipotent Neuroprotective Eﬀect of Early Onset and
Late-Onset Training. To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst
study in which the impact of the timing of physical training
on the neuroprotective eﬀect observed in a murine model
of PD has been precisely addressed. This was achieved by
using the same murine strain, dose, and mode of neurotoxin administration (i.e., chronic treatment with 10 injections of 12.5 mg/kg/injection of MPTP) and the same
kind, duration, and intensity of physical eﬀort but diﬀerent
onset of training: the training started either 1 week before
and continued over the 5-week period of MPTP treatment
and beyond (for 4 weeks) or the training started immediately after the conclusion of the neurotoxin treatment and
also lasted 10 weeks.
It was found that both the early onset and late-onset
training (1) almost completely preserved the number of
dopaminergic neurons in SNpc and VTA, (2) increased to a
similar degree the BDNF level in the midbrain and the GDNF
level in the striatum, and (3) entirely prevented inﬂammatory
response evoked by chronic MPTP treatment. A possible
explanation of the neuroprotective eﬀect of late-onset training should account for the greater number of dopaminergic
neurons in late-onset training MPTP-treated mice than in
sedentary MPTP-treated mice. Their number should have
been similarly reduced in both groups at the end of 5 weeks
of chronic MPTP treatment as these groups were treated in
the same way during this period. It may be assumed that
there was a further decline in the number of dopaminergic
neurons in sedentary MPTP-treated mice, during the 4
weeks, from the termination of MPTP treatment to brain isolation. During the same 4 weeks, physical training induced
preservation or reduced decline of dopaminergic neurons in
late-onset training MPTP-treated mice. This decline of dopaminergic neurons in the former group and their preservation
in the latter group would account for the diﬀerence in the
number of these neurons between groups.
Preservation of dopaminergic neurons might be due to
increased midbrain level of BDNF, what in turn prevents
the degeneration of these neurons and restrains inﬂammatory response, as reﬂected by the diminished level of
inﬂammatory markers in late-onset training MPTP-treated
group. This hypothesis implies that degeneration of
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neurons progresses also after the termination of MPTP
treatment. Subsistence of the inﬂammatory process 4 weeks
after the cessation of neurotoxin treatment was conﬁrmed
in our study by a signiﬁcantly higher level of inﬂammatory
markers in sedentary MPTP-treated mice. This is in agreement with others’ observations that such degeneration continues 3 weeks after MPTP/probenecid treatment and is
accompanied by a signiﬁcant inﬂammatory response [68].
Training-induced preservation of dopaminergic neurons
may not account for the fact that in early onset training
MPTP-treated group, the number of dopaminergic neurons
was similar to that in the late-onset training MPTP group.
If training exerted its neuroprotective eﬀect already during
MPTP treatment, then the number of dopaminergic neurons
after cessation of this treatment should be higher in the early
onset training MPTP group than that in the late-onset training MPTP group. The sparing eﬀect would be present during
4 weeks following the termination of MPTP treatment, as
both groups trained at that time, but preservation alone
could not result in a similar number of dopaminergic neurons. Adding increase in number of dopaminergic neurons
would explain their similar number in both groups. It is
known that spontaneous regeneration of dopaminergic neurons occurs in acute MPTP mice models [69, 70]. The
chronic treatment with MPTP, such as applied in this study,
is claimed to prevent this regeneration [68]; however, it is
possible that also in such model of parkinsonism training
leads to recovery by inducing neurogenesis [25, 33] or by
restoring neurotransmitter phenotype [71]. In order to
make recovery a more plausible explanation of our observations, one can postulate that the time window for this
process starts with some delay after the end of MPTP
treatment, thus allowing for an increase in a number of
dopaminergic neurons during the last 6 weeks of training of
late-onset MPTP-treated mice. If neurogenesis and/or restoration of neurotransmitter phenotype takes place, the importance of continued physical activity in PD patients should be
strongly underpinned.

5. Conclusions
This study supports the view that physical eﬀort is neuroprotective also after the neurotoxic assault. Furthermore, it suggests a similar mechanism of neuroprotection of early and
late-onset physical training. Although the actual sequence
of events remains to be elucidated, it seems that neurotrophic
factors prevent neurodegeneration and in this way prevent
the appearance of the inﬂammatory response. These results
underscore the conviction that physical activity may be neuroprotective also at a more advanced stage of PD and justify
the rationale of starting physical activity at any point of the
disease, as long as it is feasible.
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Methods. Human ARPE-19 cells engineered to secrete high levels of the glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) were
encapsulated into hollow ﬁber membranes. The devices were implanted into the rat striatum 1 week prior to striatal quinolinic
acid injections. Animals were evaluated using a battery of validated motor tests, and histology was performed to determine the
extent of GDNF diﬀusion and associated prevention of neuronal cell loss and behavioral deﬁcits. Results. Encapsulated
cell-based delivery of GDNF produced widespread distribution of GDNF throughout the entire implanted striatum.
Stereological estimates of striatal neuron number and volume of lesion size revealed that GDNF delivery resulted in near
complete neuroprotection. Conclusions. Delivery of neurotrophic molecules such as GDNF using encapsulated cells has reached
a technological point where clinical evaluation is justiﬁed. Because GDNF has been eﬀective in animal models of Parkinson’s
disease, stroke, epilepsy, and Huntington’s disease, among other debilitating neurodegenerative diseases, encapsulated cell-based
delivery of GDNF might represent one innovative means of slowing the neural degeneration seen in a myriad of currently
untreatable neurological diseases.

1. Introduction
Treating neurodegenerative diseases is an urgent challenge.
Neurotrophic factors are attractive therapeutic candidates
because they can enhance neuronal functioning, are neuroprotective, and have the potential to reverse ongoing neurodegeneration that causes neurological deﬁcits. While
neurotrophic factors have been consistently eﬀective in animal models [1–8], clinical development and evaluation has
been limited. A major reason for the delayed development
of eﬀective neurotrophic therapies has been the inability to
deliver them across the blood-brain barrier (BBB) directly
to target sites in a stable, controlled, and continuous manner
[9–13]. Several strategies are under development to optimize

the diﬀusion and spread of trophic factors into the brain tissue. These include direct brain infusion [14], various gene
therapy approaches [7, 8], cell therapies [15], and
biomaterial-based drug-delivery systems [15]. Each approach
has its own advantages and limitations, but none have yet
produced signiﬁcant enough eﬃcacy to justify widespread
clinical evaluation.
Here, we describe a novel means of delivering very high
concentrations of neurotrophic factors directly to the site of
neuronal damage using an encapsulated cell therapy technology [16, 17]. Cells are enclosed in a semipermeable capsule,
which is then implanted into the brain. The capsule membrane allows oxygen and nutrients to enter and nourish the
encapsulated cells while also allowing the therapeutic
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molecule of interest to leave the capsule and diﬀuse into the
surrounding brain tissue. Immunological reactions to the
encapsulated cells are reduced because the semipermeable
membrane prevents elements of the host immune system
from gaining access to the cells, thereby protecting against
rejection. Indeed, even under xenograft conditions, the cells
within the capsule remain viable without the need for
immunosuppression. Furthermore, using human cells as
the delivery vehicle further reduces the chances of immunological reactions. The cell line was produced using a
transposon-based gene expression system resulting in high
protein secretion 1-2 orders of magnitude higher than that
used in previous cell encapsulation studies [18–20]. The cells
were encapsulated within devices containing an optimized
cell scaﬀolding previously shown to promote long-term cell
viability in both animal models [21, 22] and recent human
clinical trials in Alzheimer’s patients [23]. In this study, we
tested the hypothesis that encapsulated cell-based delivery
of the neurotrophic molecule glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) could result in widespread, but targeted, delivery of biologically active GDNF to the striatum.
GDNF-secreting devices were implanted into the rodent striatum prior to quinolinic acid (QA) lesions. Comprehensive
histological analysis and neurological testing revealed that
GDNF was distributed throughout the striatum to exert a
potent, essentially complete, neuroprotective eﬀect. Together
with previous demonstrations of long-term, controlled, safe,
and targeted delivery of GDNF in small and large animal
models, these data provide ongoing support for continued
clinical development of this approach.

2. Methods and Materials
2.1. Subjects. Adult male Sprague-Dawley rats (Harlan
Laboratories), ∼3 months old and weighing 225-250 grams,
were housed in groups of 4 in a temperature- and
humidity-controlled colony room maintained on a 12-hour
light/dark cycle. Food and water were available ad libitum
throughout the experiment. All experimentation was conducted in accord with National Institutes of Health guidelines.
2.2. Cell Culture. ARPE-19 cells were cultured using standard
plating and passaging procedures in T-175 ﬂasks with growth
medium; DMEM+glutamax (1x) was supplemented with
10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco). Routine culture consisted
of feeding the cells every 2-3 days and passaging them at
70-75% conﬂuence. Cells were incubated at 37°C, 90%
humidity, and 5% CO2.
2.3. Cell Line Establishment. Human GDNF cDNA optimized
for human cell line expression was produced by Invitrogen,
Denmark, and subsequently cloned to replace NGF in the
expression vector pT2.CAn.hNGF [21], resulting in the plasmid pT2.CAn.hoG. ARPE-19 cells were transfected with this
vector using the Sleeping Beauty (SB) transposon system as
previously described [21, 22]. Brieﬂy, cells were cotransfected
with the plasmid pT2.CAn.hoG and the SB vector
pCMV-SB-100x. As the SB vector does not contain a eukaryotic selection marker cassette, it is only transiently expressed.
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The transient expression window allows for the active,
transposase-mediated integration of the SB transposon, i.e.,
the inverted repeat SB substrate sequences and the sequences
contained within these repeats, including the GDNF expression and neomycin antibiotic resistance cassettes. Clones
were selected using G418 (Sigma-Aldrich, Copenhagen, Denmark), and single colonies were expanded and isolated based
on their GDNF release levels.
2.4. Device Fabrication. Cells were encapsulated into hollow
ﬁber membranes manufactured from 7 mm segments of polyethersulfone membrane (Akzo, Germany) internally ﬁtted
with ﬁlaments of polyethylene terephthalate yarn scaﬀolding
for cell adhesion. Prior to ﬁlling, cultured cells were dissociated and suspended in HE-SFM at a density of 8,333 cells/μl.
6 μl of cell solution (5 × 104 cells in total) was injected into
each device using a custom-manufactured automated
cell-loading system. Devices were kept in HE-SFM at 37°C
and 5% CO2 for either 3 weeks (low-dose group) or 12 weeks
(high-dose group) prior to surgical implantation.
Previous studies [24] used scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) to examine the morphology of these membranes. SEM
cross sections of the polyethersulfone membrane conﬁrmed
that the membrane possessed a typical isoreticulated morphology with a relatively dense, thin outer skin and an open,
much thicker macroporous substructure. Measures of membrane cross sections revealed an inner diameter of 481 μm, an
outer diameter of 663 μm, and a corresponding wall thickness of approximately 90 μm.
2.5. Surgery. Rats were anesthetized with isoﬂurane (3-4%)
and placed into a stereotaxic instrument (Stoelting Inc.). A
midline incision was made in the scalp, and a hole drilled
for the unilateral placement of a device (7 mm in length) into
the striatum using a stainless-steel cannula mounted to the
stereotaxic frame. The coordinates for implantation with
respect to the Bregma were as follows: AP: 0.0, ML: 3.2, and
DV: -7.5. After placement of the device, the cannula was
withdrawn and the skin sutured closed.
One week following device implantation, the rats were
anesthetized with isoﬂurane and positioned in a stereotaxic
frame for the injection of the QA (225 nmol). A 28-gauge
Hamilton syringe was connected to the stereotaxic frame
and lowered into the previously implanted striatum at the
following coordinates with respect to the Bregma: AP: 1.0,
ML: 2.6, and DV: -5.0. The QA was infused in a volume of
1 μl per site over 5 minutes. The needle was left in place for
an additional two minutes to allow the QA to diﬀuse from
the injection site then removed and the skin sutured closed.
The treated rats were allotted to 3 experimental groups: QA
lesion only (n = 8), QA+GDNF low-dose (n = 8), and QA
+GDNF high-dose (n = 6).
2.6. Neurological Evaluation. Using a validated battery of
tests [25], the rats were evaluated to provide a behavioral
measure of the extent of the lesion as well as the magnitude
of beneﬁt provided by the GDNF implants. All tests were
conducted 24 hours prior to device implantation (baseline),
24 hours prior to QA injection (prelesion), and again 2 and
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4 weeks postlesion. All testing was performed in a dim light
testing room and the individual tests included (in order of
testing) the following.
2.6.1. Cylinder Test of Spontaneous Forelimb Use. The rats
were placed individually in an acrylic cylinder (20 cm in
diameter and 40 cm in height), and left and right forepaw
contacts with the wall of the cylinder were quantiﬁed. Twenty
total forepaw contacts were required to complete each testing
session.
2.6.2. Spontaneous Forelimb Placing Use. The forelimb placing test assessed the rat’s ability to make directed forelimb
movements in response to sensory stimuli. The rats were held
with their limbs hanging unsupported and the length of their
body parallel to the edge of a table. They were then raised and
their whiskers were stimulated by brushing each side against
the edge of the table. In naïve rats, this elicits a same-side
forelimb response by placing the paw on the top of the table.
Each rat received 10 consecutive trials with each forelimb.
2.6.3. Stepping Test. Rats were placed on a ﬂat surface and
their hind legs gently lifted by raising their tail upward leaving the forelimbs resting on the table surface. The animal was
pulled steadily backward, 1 meter over 30 seconds, and the
adjusting steps were recorded for each forepaw.
2.7. GDNF ELISA. GDNF secretion from cell-loaded devices
was conﬁrmed prior to implantation and again following
retrieval from the brain. Immediately following retrieval, all
devices were incubated at 37°C in HE-SFM. Media samples
(4-hour incubation) were collected the next day to quantify
GDNF release using a commercially available kit (DuoSet®
for human GDNF; R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN).
2.8. Immunohistochemistry. Rats were deeply anesthetized
and transcardially perfused with 200 ml of 0.9% ice-cold
saline. Following saline perfusion, the rats were decapitated
and the devices were removed and processed for GDF secretion as described below. The brains were placed into Zamboni’s ﬁxative for 1 week and then transferred to 25% sucrose
for 48 hours. Frozen, 40 μm thick coronal sections throughout the striatum and substantia nigra were cut and saved.
An immunoperoxidase labeling method was used to visualize
the volume of GDNF distribution in the rat striatum and substantia nigra while NewN-immunoreactive neurons were
assessed in the striatum only. Endogenous peroxidase was
quenched by 20-minute incubation in 0.1 M sodium periodate, and background staining was blocked by 1-hour incubation in a solution containing either 2% bovine serum albumin
or 5% normal horse serum. Tissue sections were immunostained for GDNF (R&D Systems, AF-212-NA; 1 : 500) and
NeuN (Millipore, MAB377; 1 : 1000) overnight at room temperature. After 6 washes, the sections were sequentially incubated for 1 hour in biotinylated horse anti-goat IgG (Vector
Laboratories; 1 : 200) for GDNF and horse anti-mouse IgG
(Vector Laboratories; 1 : 200) for NeuN followed by the Elite
avidin-biotin complex (Vector Laboratories; 1 : 500) for 75
minutes. The immunohistochemical reaction was completed
with 0.05% 3,3′-diaminobenzidine, 0.005% H2O2, and
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0.05 M nickel (II) sulfate. Sections were mounted on
gelatin-coated slides, dehydrated through graded alcohol,
cleared in xylene, and cover-slipped with Cytoseal (Richard-Allan Scientiﬁc, Kalamazoo, MI).
2.9. Quantiﬁcation. Optical fractionator unbiased sampling was
used to estimate the total number of NeuN-immunoreactive
neurons within the striatum [26, 27]. In each rat, we evaluated
equispaced sections throughout the striatum length from its
most anterior extent (Bregma + 2 2 mm) to the caudal level
of the optic chiasm (Bregma − 1 3 mm). The striatum was outlined through a 1.25x objective using the Stereo Investigator
software (MicroBrightField, VT), and the total number of
NeuN-immunopositive neurons within the striatum was calculated for each animal. The Cavalieri estimator [26–28] was
used to assess the volume of the striatum, the extent of QA
lesion, and the GDNF distribution. Serial coronal sections
extending throughout the striatum were sampled as described
above using a 100 × 100 μm point grid with a 10x objective.
The volume of the QA lesion was assessed by quantifying the
extent of the absent area, whereas GDNF distribution was
quantiﬁed by measuring the spreading of GDNF immunoreactivity, and the eﬀects of QA injections and GDNF treatments
on the striatal neural population were assessed by counting
NeuN-immunostained neurons. Quantiﬁcation of the relative
optical density (OD) of striatal GDNF immunoreactivity was
performed using an Olympus microscope coupled to a
computer-assisted morphometry system (Scion Image 1.63;
NIH), as described previously [27]. The GDNF immunostaining throughout the striatum was identiﬁed and manually outlined. The OD was then automatically measured by using the
NIH image software. To account for diﬀerences in background
staining intensity, background OD measurements in each section were taken from corpus callosum-lacking GDNF immunoreactive proﬁles and then subtracted from the OD of each
GDNF-stained striatum to provide a ﬁnal OD value.

3. Results
3.1. GDNF ELISA. GDNF secretion from cell-loaded devices
was conﬁrmed prior to implantation and again following
retrieval from the brain. In all animals, the implanted devices
were easily retrieved with no host tissue adhering to the capsule wall, they were removed intact, and there was no evidence that any capsule broke either in situ or during the
retrieval procedure. All implants were located centrally
within the striatum. Dorsally, the devices extended through
the corpus callosum, the overlying cortex, and extended ventrally to approximately the level of the anterior commissure.
Prior to implantation, device secretion corresponded to 163
± 5 0 ng/24 hours and 1056 ± 194 0 ng/24 hours for the
GDNF low- and GDNF high-dose groups, respectively. Following the 4-week implant, GDNF levels were elevated relative to preimplant values reaching secretion levels of
893 9 ± 205 6 ng/24 hours in the low-dose group and
2046 2 ± 381 0 ng/24 hours in the high-dose group.
3.2. Histology. Immunohistochemical staining of GDNF
secreted from encapsulated cells revealed robust distribution
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Figure 1: Widespread distribution of GDNF in the rat striatum. Photomicrographs of widespread GDNF immunoreactivity in the striatum of
rats implanted with the lower dose GDNF-secreting device (a) and associated immunoreactivity in the substantia nigra (c). Histograms of the
mean (±SEM) of the volume (b) and optical density (d) of GDNF staining. ∗ p < 0 05.

of the growth factor in all animals. Intense GDNF immunoreactivity was seen throughout the striatum and into the globus pallidus and ventral pallidum. Immunoreactivity was
also observed in the corpus callosum and the overlying cortex
adjacent to the implant site (Figure 1(a)). Neurons within the
pars compacta of the substantia nigra stained positive for
GDNF, consistent with the retrograde transport of the protein (Figure 1(c)). The volume of striatal GDNF was 10 99
± 1 1 mm3 for the low-dose group and 12 69 ± 1 24 mm3
for the high-dose group (Figure 1(b)). In these cases, the volume of GDNF distribution accounted for approximately 82%
and 90% of the total striatal volume, respectively. Quantitative measures of the OD of GDNF staining conﬁrmed the
high levels of GDNF although no diﬀerences were noted
between the low- and high-dose GDNF groups (Figure 1(d)).
Immunohistochemical staining for NeuN conﬁrmed that
QA injections produced a marked spherical-shaped lesion
that encompassed much of the striatum at the level of the
injection (Figure 2(a)). Quantitative estimates of neuronal
numbers conﬁrmed both the magnitude of the QA lesion
and the robust neuroprotection induced by GDNF. While
neuronal numbers were decreased approximately 80% in
QA-lesioned animals, this loss was largely prevented by
GDNF with animals exhibiting a modest 15% and 6% neuronal loss in the low- and high-dose GDNF groups, respectively
(Figure 2(b)). Lesion volume determinations showed a

similar pattern with large volumetric losses induced by QA
that were signiﬁcantly prevented by GDNF (Figure 2(c)).
QA injections produced a lesion that occupied approximately
65% of the total striatal volume. In contrast, treatment with
GDNF resulted in a robust neuroprotective eﬀect that manifests as small lesions encompassing only 4-5% of the
implanted striatum (Figure 2(d)).
3.3. Behavioral Function. QA produced a signiﬁcant loss in
body weight that was attenuated by treatment with GDNF
(Figure 3). While nontreated animals lost >20% of their initial weight and did not begin to regain weight for approximately 1 week postlesion, the GDNF-treated animals
exhibited only a transient loss of weight lasting for approximately 24 hours that was then followed by a typical pattern
of weight gain thereafter. The loss in weight was attenuated
by both doses of GDNF, and this beneﬁt was slightly more
pronounced, but not statistically signiﬁcant, in the
high-dose group.
Tests of forelimb function in the cylinder, placing, and
stepping tests conﬁrmed that all groups of rats displayed normal forelimb use prior to the initiation of the study (preimplant; Figures 4(a)–4(c), respectively). Implantation of
GDNF devices did not impact performance on any of the
behavioral tasks. In contrast, the QA lesion produced significant behavioral deﬁcits in all 3 tests. This eﬀect was
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Figure 2: Protection of striatal neurons against QA toxicity. Photomicrographs of NeuN immunoreactivity illustrating an extensive loss of
striatal neurons (a) that is largely prevented by prior implantation with the lower dose GDNF-secreting device (c). Quantiﬁcation of
striatal neurons (b) conﬁrmed the extensive neuroprotection induced by GDNF with greater beneﬁts observed in those animals receiving
the higher dose implants. Quantiﬁcation of the striatal volume further illustrated both the extensive nature of the QA lesion and the
robust neuroprotection in GDNF-treated animals (d). ∗ p < 0 05; ∗∗∗ p < 0 001.

consistent and did not vary when the animals were tested at 2
versus 4 weeks postlesion. Relative to the intact forelimb, performance on the contralateral, impaired forelimb was
decreased 69%-73%, 82%, and 49-56% (p’ s < 0 05) in these
control animals on the cylinder, placing, and stepping tests,
respectively. In contrast, the GDNF-treated rats displayed a
notable, dose-related improvement in performance with the
higher dose of GDNF resulting in a virtually complete recovery of behavior.

4. Discussion
Every year millions of people worldwide are diagnosed with a
neurodegenerative disorder that is ultimately fatal. Unfortunately, despite signiﬁcant stepwise advances in our understanding of the underlying causes of many of these diseases,
eﬀective treatments have yet to be developed. This is particularly true for treatments capable of slowing or even reversing
the insidious and progressive nature of many degenerative

diseases. Despite identifying trophic proteins that protect
and/or augment the function of targeted populations of neurons in multiple animal models of human diseases, the dream
of translating preclinical success to the clinic has not yet been
realized.
While many factors play a role in the diﬃculty of translating preclinical work into an eﬀective therapy, an overriding issue across therapies is delivering proteins to the brain
at therapeutic levels. Direct brain delivery is usually required
due to the remarkably eﬀective protective physiology and
anatomy of the blood-brain barrier (BBB) that restricts entry
of the majority of systemically delivered molecules [29].
Attempting to bypass this barrier by directly injecting drugs
and proteins into the brain tissue also tends to be ineﬀective
because poor diﬀusion from a point source of infusion reducing exposure of the targeted tissue and limiting any therapeutic impact [13]. These problems are compounded by the fact
that systemically delivered drugs, in particular proteins, are
large charged molecules that tend to be unstable and have a
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Figure 3: GDNF prevents the loss in body weight following QA
lesion. QA alone produces a signiﬁcant loss in body weight
postlesion that is prevented by GDNF. While a trend towards
greater beneﬁt was observed with the higher secreting devices, this
eﬀect did not reach overall statistical signiﬁcance. ∗∗ p < 0 01.

high propensity to aggregate and misfold that renders them
ineﬀective and potentially toxic. Even if a protein can cross
the BBB, it will be widely distributed and mistargeted
throughout all brain parenchyma elevating the possibility
for serious side eﬀects such as those seen with mistargeting
of proteins including the glial cell line-derived neurotrophic
factor.
Here, we describe the use of polymer-encapsulated cells
as a platform technology approach that has matured over
the past 25 years and has now emerged as a viable therapeutic
option capable of providing targeted, long-term, continuous,
de novo synthesized delivery of very high levels of therapeutic molecules that can be distributed over signiﬁcant portions
of the brain [30]. In this approach, cells are enclosed or
“encapsulated” within a capsule that has a semipermeable
outer wall or membrane that can be implanted directly into
the desired brain region [31–33]. The capsule wall morphology can be controlled to provide a pore structure that allows
oxygen and nutrients to enter and nourish the cells while
simultaneously providing a route for cell-secreted proteins,
small molecules, antibodies, etc. to diﬀuse from the capsule
and into the adjacent brain tissue. Immunological reactions
that would typically occur against unencapsulated cells are
prevented because the same porous structure that permits
bidirectional ﬂow eliminates entry of damaging elements of
the host immune system into the capsule. Using
human-derived cells even further eliminates any potential
immunological reactions against the encapsulated cells. Of
note, the present study used 2 diﬀerent doses of GDNF
obtained by simply extending the duration that the encapsulated cells were maintained in culture prior to implantation.
We chose this pragmatic method only as a means of demonstrating a potential dose diﬀerence over the short duration of
this study recognizing that such an approach would be

insuﬃcient for longer term dose diﬀerentiation as the encapsulated cells would simply reach capacity and equilibrate.
Several more reliable and precise techniques of dose control
could be used in clinical development including modifying
the numbers of implants, changing the size of the devices
including both the diameter and length, obliterating the center of the devices to alter the numbers of cells encapsulated,
or selecting clonal cell lines with diﬀerent secretion rates.
Intrastriatal injections of QA have been used as a model of
Huntington’s disease (HD) because the resulting excitotoxic
lesion produces morphological changes similar to those seen
in HD [34]. Trophic factors including GDNF and its family
member neurturin have shown promise in animal models of
several diﬀerent neurodegenerative disorders, including HD
[35–45]. The use of trophic factors has some unique appeal
as a potential therapeutic in HD because genetic testing
permits the identiﬁcation of mutated gene carriers destined
to suﬀer from HD [46]. Accordingly, identifying the genetic
marker provides the potential opportunity to intercede prior
to the development of symptoms secondary to neuronal
degeneration. Still, the acute onset of toxicity produced by
QA does not adequately capture the genetically driven onset
and progression of neurodegeneration seen in the human
disease, and the studies described here should be augmented with data obtained from studies using genetic
mouse models of HD.
Ultimately, to be feasible, several essential prerequisites
would need to be satisﬁed to treat the chronic and progressive
nature of diseases such as HD. Here, we demonstrate that
encapsulated cell technology can be used to provide widespread and targeted delivery of high levels of GDNF. These
studies are enabled by the development of cell lines produced
using a transposon-based gene expression system resulting in
high GDNF secretion together with optimized cell scaﬀolding
and membranes shown to promote long-term cell viability
in vivo [21–23]. Additional studies have shown that the
increases in striatal GDNF are persistent and stable for at least
6 months in the minipig putamen and 14 months in the rat
striatum (the longest time point examined). The widespread
GDNF diﬀusion was associated with pronounced behavioral
protection and preservation of striatal anatomy as measured
by sparing of NeuN-positive neurons and preservation of the
striatal volume. While encouraging, subsequent studies should
provide a more detailed analysis of striatal neuronal subtypes
including more precise indices of individual neuron morphology and function. While not shown here, we have recently
published several papers in animal models [31, 32], including
excitotoxic lesions [33], that used GFAP immunohistochemistry to conﬁrm the lack of inﬂammatory response following
trophic factor delivery for longer periods of time than demonstrated in the current studies. Immunohistochemistry was also
used to conﬁrm GDNF receptor engagement. GDNF signals
through a multicomponent receptor, ﬁrst binding the GDNF
family receptorα1 (GFRα1) with the resulting complex recruiting the transmembrane receptor kinase Ret or the neural cell
adhesion molecule (NCAM) to initiate downstream signaling
pathways. We found that treatment with GDNF dramatically
increased the receptor expression and also highly increased
RET phosphorylation [32].
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Figure 4: Performance in all the cylinder, placing, and stepping tests is signiﬁcantly impaired at 2 and 4 weeks following intrastriatal
injections of QA. In contrast, performance on each of these tests is preserved, in a dose-related manner, by EC-GNDF implants with
the higher dose-treated animals performing comparably to presurgery levels (preimplantation and prelesion). ∗ p < 0 05; ∗∗ p < 0 01;
∗∗∗
p < 0 001.

Formal, GLP-compliant safety/toxicology studies conducted at Gloriana Therapeutics (unpublished data) have
also conﬁrmed the safety and tolerability of this approach
by demonstrating that minipigs receiving bilateral implants
of clinical-sized GDNF devices show no changes in food consumption/weight gain or behavior, no changes in blood
chemistries, no production of anti-GDNF antibodies, and
no surgery- or GDNF-related histopathological alterations
were noted when the brains and peripheral organs were
examined by a board-certiﬁed neuropathologist.
In conclusion, the encapsulated cell-based delivery system described here represents a greatly improved version of
previous encapsulated cell-based systems to deliver trophic
factors to the brain and to our knowledge is the ﬁrst cellular
delivery system capable of establishing the essential prerequisites of sustained, targeted, long-term delivery of suﬃcient
quantities of GDNF to the CNS. As such, this approach represents a potentially novel and eﬀective treatment for HD
and other chronic neurodegenerative diseases.
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Background. Waardenburg syndrome (WS) is one of the most common forms of syndromic deafness with heterogeneity of loci and
alleles and variable expressivity of clinical features. Methods. The technology of single-nucleotide variants (SNV) and copy number
variation (CNV) detection was developed to investigate the genotype spectrum of WS in a Chinese population. Results. Ninety WS
patients and 24 additional family members were recruited for the study. Fourteen mutations had not been previously reported,
including c.808C>G, c.117C>A, c.152T>G, c.803G>T, c.793-3T >G, and c.801delT on PAX3; c.642_650delAAG on MITF;
c.122G>T and c.127C>T on SOX10; c.230C>G and c.365C>T on SNAI2; and c.481A>G, c.1018C>G, and c.1015C>T on
EDNRB. Three CNVs were de novo and ﬁrst reported in our study. Five EDNRB variants were associated with WS type 1 in the
heterozygous state for the ﬁrst time, with a detection rate of 22.2%. Freckles occur only in WS type 2. Yellow hair, amblyopia,
congenital ptosis, narrow palpebral ﬁssures, and pigmentation spots are rare and unique symptoms in WS patients from China.
Conclusions. EDNRB should be considered as another prevalent pathogenic gene in WS type 1. Our study expanded the
genotype and phenotype spectrum of WS, and diagnostic next-generation sequencing is promising for WS.

1. Introduction
Waardenburg syndrome (WS) is a rare genetic disorder with a
reported frequency estimated to be approximately 1 : 40000 in
the general population but is present in approximately 3% of
all patients with congenital deafness [1, 2]. The disorder is
characterized by the presence of pigmentation abnormalities,
including depigmented patches of the skin and hair, heterochromia iridis, and sensorineural hearing impairment.
Dystopia canthorum, musculoskeletal abnormalities of the

limbs, or Hirschsprung disease, are used for the clinical classiﬁcation. Four subtypes of WS have been described based on
the clinical manifestations. Six genes are involved in this
inherited disorder, including PAX3 (encoding the paired box
3 transcription factor), MITF (microphthalmia-associated
transcription factor), SOX10 (encoding the Sry box 10 transcription factor), EDNRB (endothelin receptor type B),
EDN3 (endothelin 3), and SNAI2 (SNAIL homolog 2). WS
type 1 (OMIM # 193500) was ﬁrst described by Waardenburg
[3]. Dystopia canthorum, an outward displacement of the
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inner canthus of the eyes, is the most penetrant feature of WS
type 1. PAX3 mutations account for the majority of WS type 1
cases. Features of WS type 2 (OMIM #) show marked interfamilial and intrafamilial variability. There are 3 genes linked to
WS type 2, namely, MITF, SOX10, and EDNRB. However,
pathogenic genes cannot be detected in 70% of WS type 2
cases [4]. WS type 3 is associated with limb deformities
together with the symptoms observed in type 1. PAX3 mutations have also been found in the heterozygous or homozygous state in WS type 3 (OMIM # 148820) [5]. WS type 4
(OMIM # 277580), also called the Shah-Waardenburg syndrome, is characterized by the association of deafness,
depigmentation, and intestinal aganglionosis (called Hirschsprung disease (HD)). The endothelin pathway (endothelin 3
(EDN3), endothelin receptor type B (EDNRB), and Sry box
10 (SOX10)) was found to be involved in WS type 4 [6, 7].
It has been determined that pathogenic mutations were
not and still cannot be detected in a considerable number
of WS cases. Other types of variations may exist, given the
limitations of conventional detection technology. Copy number variation (CNV) is a new topic of increasing interest in
genetic research. In addition, CNV has been reported to be
associated with WS [8–10]. Recently, one study addressed
the molecular etiology investigation of WS in individuals
mostly from southeastern Brazil by sequential Sanger
sequencing of all coding exons of the 6 WS-associated genes,
followed by CNV detection by multiplex ligation-dependent
probe ampliﬁcation (MLPA) of the PAX3, MITF, and
SOX10 genes, and revealed novel pathogenic mutations
[11]. Traditional sequencing methods are designed for point
mutation detection without considering the possibility of
CNV. Exon capture sequencing for simultaneous SNV and
CNV detection in WS has been developed in our study.
To date, there is no large cohort on the genotype and phenotype spectrum of WS patients from China. In this study,
we aimed to investigate the genetic etiology and phenotype
diﬀerences using target exon capture of 6 known causative
genes in WS.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Patients and Family Members. The patients diagnosed
with WS were examined occasionally at the Otology Clinic
and training schools for deaf and mute individuals in China
from September 2006 to February 2018. There were 114 participants, including sporadic WS cases and 18 families
(Figure 1, Table 1). All the WS patients were clinically evaluated by at least one otologist. The clinical signs and symptoms of the 90 patients diagnosed with WS are presented in
Table S1. Two hundred randomly selected normal hearing
individuals were included in this study. Blood samples
(4-6 ml) were extracted from the peripheral veins of all the
participants for DNA extraction. The ethics committee of
Xiangya Hospital, Central South University, had approved
this study, and signed informed consents were obtained
from each of the subjects or their guardians.
2.2. Clinical Evaluation. A comprehensive clinical history
was collected by questionnaire and telephone inquiry. The
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audiological examinations consisted of otoscopy, pure-tone
audiometry (PTA) or auditory brainstem response (ABR),
immittance, and distortion product otoacoustic emission
(DPOAE). Special attention was given to the color of the skin,
hair, and irises and other developmental defects. Assessment
of dystopia canthorum on the basis of ocular measurements
was described by Farrer et al. [12].
2.3. Exon Capture Sequencing for Simultaneous SNV and
CNV Detection in WS. The primer sequences for 6
WS-related genes were designed for the target regions
(Table S2), and the regions of interest were captured and
enriched. PCR ampliﬁcation was divided into two rounds.
The ﬁrst round of PCR ampliﬁcation was to amplify the 6
relevant WS genes. The ampliﬁcation region includes the
promoter regions (~500 bp), 5′untranslated region (5′UTR),
coding regions, splice sites (~8 bp), and 3′untranslated
region (3′UTR) (Table 2). The multiplex PCR ampliﬁcation
system can amplify 20-30 gene fragments at the same time.
Each sample requires approximately 4 multiplex PCRs to
complete the ﬁrst round of enrichment. The second round of
PCR added the 4 multiplex PCR products above into a mixture
by amplifying the universal sequence. Indexes were added to
distinguish between diﬀerent samples. After these two rounds
of ampliﬁcation were ﬁnished, the WS sequencing library was
constructed. Bidirectional sequencing validation of the target
segments was performed by 2x 250 bp sequencing with an
Illumina MiSeq Sequencer. The average eﬀective sequencing
depth for each sample was 300x, with all bases having
greater than 20x sequencing depth (Figure 2)
The CNV detection technique utilizes ligase to hybridize
and ligate the region of interest. Then, diﬀerent lengths of the
ligated products corresponding to the loci were obtained by
introducing nonspeciﬁc sequences of diﬀerent lengths to
the ends of the ligation probes and performing a ligation
reaction. The PCR product was ampliﬁed by ﬂuorescently
labeled universal primers. The ampliﬁed products were separated by ﬂuorescence capillary electrophoresis and analyzed
by electrophoresis. The peak height at each site was analyzed
2.4. Bioinformatics Analysis. After mapping WS-related gene
sequences to the DNA samples, the results were aligned with
the reference genome. Sequencing data quality was assessed
through the sequencing depth of each fragment of each sample. Inconsistent sites were detected by comparison with the
reference genome, which is called SNV calling. Then, SNVs
were functionally annotated and functional candidate sites
were determined.
2.5. Sanger Sequencing for the Segregation of Candidate
Variants. DNA samples of aﬀected siblings and their available ﬁrst-degree relatives were collected for segregation analysis of candidate variants. For validation and segregation
analyses, the primers were designed to amplify the regions
ﬂanking the variant as previously described [4, 13]. Segregation analysis by Sanger sequencing was also performed in 200
ethnically matched individuals with normal hearing. These
included variants annotated as nonsense mutations, splicing
mutations disrupting either a splice donor or acceptor site,
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Figure 1: Eighteen WS families with at least 2 DNA samples and clinical information collected in the study. Family ID and Subject ID were
added to the individuals with DNA samples. A table with all data for family cases was shown in Table 1.

frameshift or non-frameshift-causing InDels, and missense
mutations predicted as damaging by at least one of the following methods: SIFT, Polyphen2_HVAR, Polyphen2_
HDIV, MutationTaster, and CADD [14–16]. Nonsynonymous SNVs with a SIFT score < 0 05, Polyphen2_HVAR
score ≥ 0 047, Polyphen2 HDIV ≥ 0 0453, MutationTaster
score > 0 85, or CADD score > 15 were considered

signiﬁcantly deleterious. To sort potentially deleterious variants from benign polymorphisms, Perl scripts were used to
ﬁlter the SNVs against those in the 1000 Genomes and
esp6500si_all databases. We also tested all the variants for
their allele frequencies in the Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC) (http://exac.broadinstitute.org/) to further support the pathogenicity of the new variants detected. The SNV
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Table 2: WS-associated genes and their PCR target regions.
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Figure 2: Multiple PCR target enrichment and next-generation Sequencing of WS-related genes.

recorded in the population database with a minor allele frequency of <1/100000 in the population from the database
was considered disease causing and therefore remained.

3. Results
Most proteins associated with the known WS genes are
involved in melanocyte migration and neural crest and inner
ear cell development. The clinical symptoms of WS result
from neural crest embryonic cell defects. Sensorineural hearing loss is one of the most common signs and symptoms
(93.3%, 84/90) in the 90 cases meeting the diagnostic criteria
for WS. Auditory function is variable within and between

families, ranging from normal to profound deafness. Bilateral
deafness is much more common than unilateral, as only one
case in our study was found to have unilateral hearing loss.
The reported prevalence of temporal bone abnormalities varies from 0 to 50% [17]. Vestibular aqueduct dilatation,
together with Waardenburg syndrome, was discovered in 2
cases (Subjects 113 and 114) in our study. No vestibular dysfunctions were found in any of the participants. A white
forelock was present in 15.6% (14/90) of all 90 cases. Interestingly, 4 patients of Chinese Han race WS patients presented with yellow hair before reaching 3 years old. All
reported hair color in WS patients was prematurely graying
and turning white, but the normal hair color in the Chinese
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Han race is black. Hypoplastic iridis, particularly brilliant
blue eyes, was present in 86.7% (78/90) of WS patients.
The heterochromia was observed to be complete or
segmental. The following prevalent phenotype included
freckles on the face (20.0%, 18/90), which seems to be a
special clinical sign in the Chinese population, given its
high occurrence rate. The rate of hypopigmented skin
lesions was more rare than that in other populations [18],
with only 3 in 90 cases (3.3%) being found. Pigmentation
spots (2.2%, 2/90) on the skin might be a special subtype
of skin pigmentation disturbances. Other rare and unreported phenotypes, including amblyopia, congenital ptosis,
and narrow palpebral ﬁssures, were recorded to accompany
WS, but no clear evidence has been found showing that
these phenotypes relate to neural crest embryonic cell
defects at present (Figure 3).
The subtypes of WS were deﬁned on the basis of the
presence or absence of additional symptoms. WS type 1
was characterized by dystopia canthorum and WS type 2
with no additional features. Type 4 was also called ShahWaardenburg syndrome, Hirschsprung disease included.
Twenty-seven cases were diagnosed as WS type 1, 57 as WS
type 2, and 6 as WS type 4. There were no WS type 3 cases
recruited. WS types 1 and 2 were more frequent than type
4. The diagnostic next-generation sequencing in all 114 participants revealed 119 variants (Table S3); however, only 90
cases were diagnosed as WS according to the widely
accepted diagnostic criteria [19]. Of the 90 WS patients, 49
were considered causative in WS and recorded in the
Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD) with a known
disease mutation detection rate of 53.3% (49/90). Fourteen
unreported mutations were detected and selected for
further bioinformatics pathogenicity analysis (Table 3).
Three CNVs discovered are listed separately in Table 4.
Figure 4 shows the position in the protein domains of the
new SNVs detected in our study. WS type 2 is mainly
caused by heterozygous pathogenic variants in genes MITF
(24/57, 42.1%), PAX3 (10/57, 17.5%), and SOX10 (9/57,
15.8%). Homozygous deletions in SNAI2 were also reported
to associate with WS type 2 cases [20]. One variant was
detected in our research, which indicated that SNAI2
mutations seem to be rare in WS type 2 among Eastern and
Western populations. In contrast with the reported
ﬁndings, EDN3 mutations were also detected in the WS
type 2 cases (Subjects 72, 76, and 104) in our study. Even
after extensive analysis of the 6 known genes, a percentage
of the WS type 1 and type 2 cases, 14.8% (4/27) and 26.3%
(15/57), respectively, remained molecularly unexplained
(Figure 4). No WS type 3 cases were recruited in our study.
The EDNRB, EDN3, and SOX10 mutations [21, 22] are
related to WS type 4, and close to 80% of the WS type 4
cases were found to be caused by mutations in SOX10 in
our study.
Two CNVs and 3 SNVs, including c.110_219del110bp in
MITF, the whole-gene deletion in SOX10, c.801delT on
PAX3, c.642_650delAAG on MITF, and c.127C>T on SOX
10, resulted in a truncated protein with a premature termination, which were loss-of-function (LoF) mutations and therefore considered to be cause of disease. The last CNV meant a
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duplicate sequence from promoter 2 to exon 1 on MITF,
which might be one of the reasons for a gain-of-function
(GoF) mechanism. Therefore, protein function is activated.
The expression or degradation of proteins resulted in
increased protein dosage. All the remaining missense substitutions were selected for pathogenicity prediction and population frequency, and the forecast results and data are shown
in Table 3.

4. Discussion
WS is a genetic disorder with locus heterogeneity and variable expressivity of clinical features [23]. WS type 1 and type
2 are conspicuously diﬀerentiated by the presence or absence
of dystopia canthorum among populations [18]. In this present study, we have identiﬁed mutations in PAX3 in cases
(Subjects 2, 4, 6, 49, 51, 54, 90, 91, 98, and 104) without dystopia canthorum, typical WS type 2 characteristic; conversely, Subjects 67, 68, and 110 with the clinical feature of
WS type 1 (with the presence of dystopia canthorum) were
found to carry MITF variants. Thus, it is diﬃcult to establish
a link between a genotype and a classical WS phenotype in
our cohort. This implies that other factors including interactions between genes, gene-environment interactions, and
ethnic background may modulate WS phenotypes.
Overall, 55.5% (15/27) of the cases of WS type 1 are
caused by pathogenic variants in PAX3. A recent study suggests that homozygous mutation in EDNRB can cause the
WS type 1 phenotype [24], whereas in our study, heterozygous mutations in EDNRB (Subjects 48, 65, 66, 85, 108, and
111) were related to WS type 1 for the ﬁrst time, with a detection rate of 22.2% (6/27).
Six pathogenic genes have been associated with the clinical manifestations so far. Overall, 81 pathogenic or likely
causative variants were associated with WS in our sample
of 90 WS patients, including the probands and their available
family members, and consisting of 27 variants located in
MITF (33.3%, 27/81), 25 in PAX3 (30.9%, 25/81), 15 in
SOX10 (18.5%, 15/81), 9 in EDNRB (11.1%, 9/81), 3 in
EDN3 (3.7%, 3/81), and 2 in SNAI2 (2.5%, 2/81).
In the group of 27 participants with WS type 1, 15 were
found to carry mutations in PAX3, which corresponds to a
detection rate of 55.5% (15/27). In the review by Pingault
et al. [18], it is stated that 90% of WS type 1 patients have
mutations in the PAX3 gene. On the other hand, in the sample from Caucasian [25], mutations in PAX3 were detected in
33.6% of 119 patients with clinical suspicion of WS. In the
latter study by Bocángel et al. [11], 11 variants were located
in PAX3 (57.9%). Our data were very similar to the results
of Bocángel et al. [11]. Genetic analyses in a study by Morimoto et al. [24] revealed that the proband had a missense
mutation (p.R319W) in the EDNRB gene. In our study, 4
PAX3-negative WS type 1 patients (Subjects 48, 85, 108,
and 111) were found to carry at least one novel EDNRB heterozygous mutation, suggesting that EDNRB is the second
most prevalent pathogenic gene and should be considered
for screening analysis in WS type 1 patients.
Three mutations in MITF were linked to WS type 1, and
10 variants in PAX3 were related to WS type 2. Dystopia
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Total = 145

Total = 79
Heterochromia iridis
Hearing loss
Premature white hair
Dystopia canthorum

Yellow hair
Constipation
Pigmentation spots

Total = 21
Heterochromia iridis
Hearing loss
Amblyopia

Heterochromia iridis
Hearing loss
Premature white hair
Freckles
Yellow hair
Amblyopia

Congenital ptosis
Pigmentation spots
Narrow palpebral fissures
Hypopigmented skin lesions
Intellectual disability

Total = 245
Congenital ptosis
Congenital megacolon

Heterochromia iridis
Hearing loss
Premature white hair
Dystopia canthorum
Freckles
Yellow hair
Amblyopia

Congenital ptosis
Constipation
Congenital megacolon
Pigmentation spots
Narrow palpebral fissures
Hypopigmented skin lesions
Intellectual disability

Figure 3: The proportion of phenotypes detected in WS types 1, 2, and 4. Dystopia canthorum was the most frequent sign in WS type 1
(100%, 27/27), followed by sensorineural hearing loss (88.9%, 24/27), heterochromia iridis (81.5%, 22/27), hair hypopigmentation (14.8%,
4/27), constipation (1/27, 3.7%), and pigmentation spots (1/27, 3.7%). In WS type 2, sensorineural deafness (94.7%, 54/57) and
heterochromia iridis (87.7%, 50/57) were still the most common clinical signs and symptoms, followed by freckles (31.6%, 18/57), hair
hypopigmentation (24.6%, 14/57), hypopigmented skin lesions (5.3%, 3/57), and congenital ptosis (3.5%, 2/57). Amblyopia (1.8%,
1/57), congenital ptosis (1.8%, 1/57), and narrow palpebral ﬁssures (1.8%, 1/57) are rare and unique symptoms in WS type 2 in the
Chinese population.

canthorum is considered as the most reliable feature for WS
type 1 classiﬁcation due to its very high penetrance [19]. In
fact, Asian individuals generally have a wider and lower nasal
root than European and American individuals, suggesting
that the classiﬁcation criteria cannot be applied to all populations and molecular genetic testing may be a complementary
tool for establishing the diagnosis. In the group of 57 individuals with WS type 2, mutations in 4 other causative subtype
genes are 51.1% (24/47) in MITF, 19.1% (9/47) in SOX10,
6.4% (3/47) in EDN3, and 2.0% (1/47) in SNAI2. Compared
to Pingault et al.’ s review [18], in which the overall detection
rate in WS type 2 is approximately 50%, our detection technology (73.7%, 42/57) has absolute advantages. SNAI2 and
EDN3 mutations in WS type 2 are not observed frequently,
which is similar to our data. Three CNVs overlapping the

MITF and SOX10 genes were found in 3 patients (Subjects
9, 22, and 33).
It is also remarkable that known disease mutations were
inherited from unaﬀected fathers in Families 1 (Subjects 2
and 3), 3 (Subjects 17, 18, and 19), and 4 (Subjects 20
and 21). The c.238C>G in PAX3 is a known diseasecausing mutation. It is puzzling is that there are no
WS-related clinical manifestations appearing in Subject 3
who harbors the same mutation. The results found in our
study greatly expanded the database of hotspot and novel
mutations in WS types 1, 2, and 4. PAX3 is a transcription
factor expressed during embryonic development [26] and
four structural motifs, paired domain, octapeptide
sequence, homeodomain, and a Pro-Ser-Thr-rich COOH
terminus, were included in PAX3. The 6 mutations in
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4
4
2
2
2
1
1
1

7,8

20
102
76
76
17
85
92
111

Chr22(q13.1)
Chr22(q13.1)
Chr22(q13.1)
Chr8(q11..21)
Chr8(q11..21)
Chr13(q22..3)
Chr13(q22..3)
Chr13(q22..3)

Chr3(P13)

Chr2(q36.1)
Chr2(q36.1)
Chr2(q36.1)
Chr2(q36.1)
Chr2(q36.1)
Chr2(q36.1)
Chr2(q36.1)

SOX10
SOX10
SOX10
SNAI2
SNAI2
EDNRB
EDNRB
EDNRB

MITF

PAX3
PAX3
PAX3
PAX3
PAX3
PAX3
PAX3

Gene

Protein
mutation

c.808C>G
p.R270G
c.117C>A
p.N39K
c.808C>G
p.R270G
c.152T>G
p.L51R
c.793-3T>G
NA
c.803G>T
p.S268I
c.801delT p. F267Lfs∗17
c.642_
NA
650delAAG
c.122G>T
p.G41V
c.127C>T
p.R43X
c.122G>T
p.G41V
c.230C>G
p. S77C
c.365C>T
p.A122V
c.481A>G
p.K161E
c.1018C>G
p.H340D
c.1015C>T
p.L339F

Mutation

T
D
D
D
D
T
D
T

NA

NA
T
D
D
NA
D
T

B
NA
B
B
P
P
D
D

NA

D
D
D
D
NA
D
NA

SIFT_ Polyphen2_
pred HVAR_pred

B
B
D
P
D
B
D
D

NA

NA.
D
B
D
NA
D
P

D
A
D
D
D
D
D
D

NA

D
D
D
D
D
D
NA

15.9
35
15.9
21.3
25.2
23.3
32
23.2

NA

32
25.9
32
29.5
12.22
33
NA

0.0082
—
0.0082
0.0045
0.0015
—
—
—

—

—
0.0109
—
0.0109
0.004
0.001
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

0.000077
—
0.000077
—
—
—
—
—

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

De novo
De novo
De novo
De novo
De novo
De novo
De novo
De novo

De novo

Novel
Novel
Novel
De novo
Novel
De novo
De novo

Pathogenicity prediction
Population frequency
Inheritance
Polyphen2_ MutationTaster_ CADD13_ 1000g_ ExAC_ esp6500si_
status
HDIV_pred
pred
PHRED
EAS
EAS
all

Novel refers to variants that were absent in 200 control subjects; de novo refers to variants that were absent in the parents and 200 control subjects. “NA” means “not applicable.” “—” means none. SIFT D:
deleterious (sift ≤ 0 05); T: tolerated (sift > 0 05). Polyphen2_HVAR D: probably damaging (≥0.909); P: possibly damaging (0 447 ≤ pp2 hvar ≤ 0 909); B: benign (pp2 hvar ≤ 0 446). Polyphen2_HDIV_pred D:
probably damaging (≥0.957); P: possibly damaging (0 453 ≤ pp2 hdiv ≤ 0 956); B: benign (pp2 hdiv ≤ 0 452). MutationTaster_pred A: disease_causing_automatic; D: disease_causing; N: polymorphism; P:
polymorphism_automatic. CADD13_PHRED D: CADD Phred > 15; InDel is not applicable. “EAS” means East Asian populations.

2
2
1
1
1
1
1

WS Chromosome
type
location

49
51
109
112
65,66
113,114
113,114

Subject ID

Table 3: Summary of the new SNV results of the molecular screening of WS-related genes, including location of mutations, pathogenicity predictions, and population data.
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Table 4: Summary of new structure variation (SV) or CNV-detected results of the molecular screening of WS-related genes, including
location of mutations and population data.
WS type

Chromosome
location

9

2

Chr3(P13)

22

2

33

2

Subject ID

Gene

Mutation

Genomic position
Start
End

MITF c.110_219del110bp
110
219
Duplication of
Chr3(P13)
MITF
Promoter2 Exon01
exons 01 and 02
Large fragment
deletions including
Chr22(q13.1) SOX10
Promoter2 Exon04
the whole SOX10
gene

Population frequency
1000g_EAS ExAC_EAS esp6500si_all
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

“—” means none.

PAX3, c.808C>G, c.117C>A, c.152T>G, c.793-3T>G,
c.803G>T, and c.801delT, are located in the highly conserved domain of PAX3. Alterations in this domain may
lead to a decrease in DNA binding aﬃnity or a change in
DNA binding speciﬁcity. MITF is also a transcription factor. A basic helix-loop-helix zipper motif is vital for the
survival and development of melanocytes. The MITF mutation, c.642_650 delAAG, results in a premature termination
codon, and the mutant protein is void of functional
domains. The variant likely results in disease through the
mechanism of haploinsuﬃciency. SOX10 is a member of
the group E SOX genes. A central high-mobility group
(HMG) domain and a C-terminal transactivation domain
were included in the protein [27]. In this study, we identiﬁed two novel SOX10 mutations, c.122G>T and c.127C>T,
as associated with WS type 2 in the Chinese population. As
described in Table 3, c.122G>T in SOX10 was not considered causative due its frequency, which was >1/10000 in
the population database of ExAC_EAS. In addition,
c.122G>T in SOX10 can be observed in Figure 4 that this
mutation aﬀects an amino acid residue located outside the
high-mobility group box domain of SOX10. More speciﬁcally, the c.122G>T variant in SOX10 (Subjects 20 and 21,
Figure 1) was inherited from the unaﬀected mother. The
c.127C>T variant on SOX10 was regarded as likely causative, because of its in silico predictions of pathogenicity
and it is absent in 200 normal controls and with no frequency in population databases.
The SNAIL-related zinc-ﬁnger transcription factor
SNAI2 (Slug) is a member of the SNAIL family of zincﬁnger TFs that share an evolutionarily conserved role in
mesoderm formation [28]. SNAI2 is expressed in migratory
neural crest cells (NCCs) and is indispensable for melanoblast survival or migration. We had detected 2 variants
(c.230C>G and c.365C>T) in SNAI2 in the cohort of WS participants that were not considered causative due to their frequency (>1/10000) in the population database. Therefore,
SNAI2 has a minor involvement in WS in the Chinese
population. The endothelins are a group of three peptides
(ET1, ET2, and ET3) [29]. In vertebrates, Ednrb (encoding
the endothelin receptor type B (ETB)) is ﬁrst expressed at
the dorsal tip of the neural tube, then in NCCs in both dorsoventral and dorsolateral pathways [30]. The c.469A>G,
c.553G>A, c.481A>G, c.1015C>T, and c.1018C>G mutations in EDNRB were detected in patients with WS type 1

in the present study in the Chinese population for the ﬁrst
time. Six cases were found to carry c.49G>A in EDN3 that
has been linked to WS type 4 in the HGMD database.
The clinical manifestations of WS vary widely between
diﬀerent populations. In the present study, heterochromia
iridis and sensorineural deafness were the most frequent features of both WS type 1 and WS type 2. Freckles were not
observed in WS type 1 patients but were present in 31.6%
(18/57) of type 2 patients, which might be a preidentiﬁed
indicator between types 1 and 2 in Chinese populations.
The present study and those of Silan et al. [31] and Tamayo
et al. [32] were the primary screening programs in the institutionalized deaf populations in China, Turkey, and Colombia. In general, the distribution of WS type 2 is more
common than that of type 1, which was in agreement with
Silan et al. [31] and Tamayo et al. [32]. However, the majority
of reports [33] presented more cases of WS type 1. We were
looking for WS cases in hospitals or schools for deaf and
mute individuals. Hearing loss is more common in WS type
2, which might be the reason resulting in the consequence.
A white forelock was reported and estimated to be present
in at least one-third of both WS type 1 and 2 cases [18]. However, the proportion of this phenotype in our population was
much lower, which is diﬀerent from the deaf populations in
Turkey [31] and Colombia [32] and could be considered a
diﬀerence among diﬀerent populations. Ethnic migration
may be the reason underlining this diﬀerence. Hypopigmented and depigmented patches on the skin can also be seen in
previous reports from other populations [31, 32, 34]. Other
associated symptoms described, such as cleft/lip palate, spina
biﬁda, and musculoskeletal anomalies, were not found in the
present study. In contrast, some speciﬁc signs recorded in our
study are rare and were not reported in other populations,
such as yellow hair, amblyopia, congenital ptosis, and narrow
palpebral ﬁssures.
Three cases (Subjects 70, 72, and 100) with genotypes
linked to WS type 4 have type 2 phenotype characteristics
in the present study. The observation of diﬀerent phenotypes
in Family 2 with the same mutations may be due to heterochromia penetrance associated with a SOX10 mutation (Subjects 14 and 15). The presence versus absence of WS features
in MITF (Subjects 28 and 29, Family 6) also argues for the
inﬂuence of the genetic background, which supports the
hypothesis that there is an interplay between genetic and
environmental factors.
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Figure 4: The proportion of genotypes detected in WS types 1, 2, and 4 and the position in the protein domains of the new SNVs detected in
our study.

Wildhardt et al. [25] had screened PAX3, MITF, and
SOX10 CNVs by MLPA and detected PAX3 and MITF in
the search for pathogenic variants. However, other associated
genes were not included in their cohort. Bocángel et al.

carried out the molecular investigation of WS by sequential
Sanger sequencing of all 6 coding exons; then, CNV detection
by MLPA of PAX3, MITF, and SOX10 genes in selected cases
followed [11]. Detection by repeated Sanger sequencing

Neural Plasticity
would be time-consuming and expensive. Captured sequencing, also called diagnostic next-generation sequencing, has
speciﬁcally targeted regions. Compared with whole-exome
sequencing, the cost is greatly reduced and the depth of
coverage can reach to 300x. The target region capture system
in our study was designed to amplify and detect 6 WS pathogenic genes in one reaction system. The observations in
our study have also proved that this technology would be a
promising tool to identify the molecular etiology in WS.
However, the molecular etiology of a variable fraction of
cases remained unexplained [18, 35], indicating that noncoding regions should also be included for molecular analysis.
Moreover, it is possible that novel disease-causing genes are
implicated in WS. Zazo Seco et al. [36] identiﬁed mutations
in KITLG in WS families. Whole-exome sequencing and even
whole-genome sequencing will fully reveal candidate and
novel genes in molecularly unexplained cases of WS.
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Stroke is the second cause of death and more importantly ﬁrst cause of disability in people over 40 years of age. Current therapeutic
management of ischemic stroke does not provide fully satisfactory outcomes. Stroke management has signiﬁcantly changed since
the time when there were opened modern stroke units with early motor and speech rehabilitation in hospitals. In recent decades,
researchers searched for biomarkers of ischemic stroke and neuroplasticity in order to determine eﬀective diagnostics, prognostic
assessment, and therapy. Complex background of events following ischemic episode hinders successful design of eﬀective
therapeutic strategies. So far, studies have proven that regeneration after stroke and recovery of lost functions may be assigned
to neuronal plasticity understood as ability of brain to reorganize and rebuild as an eﬀect of changed environmental conditions.
As many neuronal processes inﬂuencing neuroplasticity depend on expression of particular genes and genetic diversity possibly
inﬂuencing its eﬀectiveness, knowledge on their mechanisms is necessary to understand this process. Epigenetic mechanisms
occurring after stroke was brieﬂy discussed in this paper including several mechanisms such as synaptic plasticity; neuro-, glio-,
and angiogenesis processes; and growth of axon.

1. Introduction
According to the new deﬁnition of stroke by the AHA/ASA
from 2013, it includes any objective evidence of permanent
brain, spinal cord, or retinal cell death due to a vascular cause
[1]. In clinical terms, stroke is diagnosed when neurologic

deﬁcit in a form of speech, visual disturbance, muscle weakness, or cerebellar dysfunction lasts more than 24 h. In case
of symptoms lasting for a shorter period of time, transient
ischemic attack (TIA) is diagnosed provided without focus
of ischemia in neuroimaging exams [2]. Terms utilizing
duration of neurologic symptoms are currently being
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redeﬁned with use of high-tech imaging methods such as
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with implementation of
diﬀusion-weighted imaging (DWI) where early ischemic
lesions demonstrate increased water level in echo-planar
imaging [3]. Pathophysiology deﬁnition of ischemic stroke
occurs when the blood ﬂow to an area of the brain is interrupted, resulting in some degree of permanent neurological
damage [4]. The common pathway of ischemic stroke is lack
of suﬃcient blood ﬂow to perfuse cerebral tissue, due to narrowed or blocked arteries leading to or within the brain.
Ischemic strokes can be subdivided into thrombotic and
embolic strokes [5]. It is estimated that stroke is the second
cause of death after cardiovascular disease and cancer in both
low - and high-income countries [6]. Furthermore, ischemic
strokes constitute approximately 80% of all strokes [7]. Ischemic strokes can be subdivided into thrombotic and embolic
strokes [8]. It is emphasized that pharmacological actions
aiming at limiting the area of damage should also include
maintaining protective functions of neurons and endothelial
cells of vessels composing neurovascular units [9]. Stroke
management changed signiﬁcantly what constitutes natural
course of modern stroke units, better medical care, and more
targeted motor and speech rehabilitation engaged in the early
stage [10]. Increasingly ﬁbrinolytic treatment with recombinant tissue plasminogen activator (rt-PA) and embolectomy
are used [11, 12]. There is no commonly accepted therapy
targeted on neuroplasticity [13]. During the last decades,
researchers searched for indicators of ischemic stroke and
neuroplasticity in order to determine eﬀective diagnostics,
prognostic assessment, and therapy [14, 15]. Interest of
biomarkers has begun since introduction of thrombolytic
treatment possible to administer up to 4.5 h from onset
of symptoms and in individual cases up to 6 h after fulﬁlling inclusion and exclusion criteria towards standards of
management in acute ischemic phase—according to the
American Heart Association (AHA)/American Stroke
Association (ASA) [16].
1.1. Neuroplasticity. The brain is a complex network of various subsets of cells that have the ability to be reprogrammed
and also structurally rebuild [17]. The main point of neuroplasticity is capability of stimulation by a variety of stimuli
for modulation of brain activity [18]. Brain compensates
damages through reorganization and creation of new connections among undamaged neurons [19]. After ischemia
of cells, oxygen deprivation in neurons cascades destruction
in focus of infarction being formed lasts for many hours, usually leading to progression of damage [20].
1.2. Future Approach. Future research will be focused on
markers of brain damage and could aid in understanding
mechanisms disturbing plasticity. One of these may be
inﬂammatory reaction initiated immediately after stroke
leading to neuron damage but also possibly demonstrating
neuroprotective activity [21]. The scientists from the University of California, Harvard University, and Federal Polytechnic in Zurich provided that after injury of the spinal cord
exists the increased expression on genes leading to growth
of damaged axons in mice and rats [22].
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1.3. Focus of Ischemia: Pathology. Ischemic stroke occurs as
a result of two primary pathological processes including
oxygen loss and interruption in glucose supply to speciﬁc
brain regions [23]. Inhibition of energy supplies leads to
dysfunction of neurotransmission [24]. It was observed that
disturbance of neuron functions occurs when cerebral ﬂow
decreases to 50 ml/100 g/min [25]. Irreversible damage
occurs when cerebral blood ﬂow decreases consecutively to
30 ml/100 g/min [26]. The level and duration of decreased
ﬂow are associated with increasing probability of irreversible
neuron damage [27]. In an event of blood ﬂow arrest in
cerebral tissue, neuronal metabolism is disturbed after 30
seconds, whereas in consecutive minutes of oxygen deﬁciency, cascade reaction begins, eventually leading to brain
infarction [28, 29]. Among occurring reactions included
are as follows: local dilation of vessels, circulatory disturbances in vessels, local swelling, and necrosis [30]. Alternations on the neuronal level lead to disturbed functional
activity of cells and their apoptosis [31]. These disturbances
originate from dysfunction of Na+/K+ATPase leading to
depolarization of neuronal membrane, releasing excitatory
neurotransmitters and opening of calcium (Ca2+) channels
[32]. Secondary damage of neurons and cell organelles and
further dysregulation of cellular metabolism occur [33]. In
this case, Ca2+ ions spread intracellularly through channels
gated with potential or receptors that may be additionally
induced by several neurotransmitters in excitotoxicity
mechanism [34, 35]. More delayed processes accompanying
stroke are related to the neuroinﬂammatory process and cellular apoptosis initiated within a number of minutes after
ischemic attack and may last for even several weeks and
months [36]. These events may lead to delayed death of neurons and are subject of vast research concerning neuroprotective theories and agents [37]. Complex background of
events following an ischemic episode hinders successful
design of eﬀective therapeutic strategies. Current research
is directed at neuroprotective and proregenerative therapies
which may aid recovery of lost functions by neurons after an
ischemic episode. Studies have proven that regeneration
after stroke and recovery of lost functions may be assigned
to neuronal plasticity understood as the ability of the brain
to reorganize and rebuild as an eﬀect of changed environmental conditions [38]. It is well known that ischemic stroke
triggers inﬂammatory cascade through activation of numerous cell mediators. Ischemia leads to accumulation of glutamate (Glu) in extracellular space and excitotoxicity [39]. In
ischemic tissue, reactive oxygen species are generated and
blood-brain barrier (BBB) integration is signiﬁcantly disturbed [40]. Microglia are the ﬁrst line of cells reacting on
damage and primary source of proinﬂammatory cytokines
and chemokines [41, 42]. Their release causes local activation of microglia, intensiﬁcation of cell adhesion, and mobilization of leukocytes [43]. Increased oxidative stress and
cytokine activation contribute to further intensiﬁcation of
inﬂammatory process including regulation of matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) from astrocytes and microglia leading
to BBB dysfunction and eventually death of neurons [44].
Ageing decreases capabilities of neurons for functional plasticity in a healthy brain [45]. Regaining lost functions may
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be explained by neuronal plasticity and decreased ability for
reorganization possibly being a signiﬁcant factor causing a
worse functional result in elderly patients [46]. For better
understanding of neuroplasticity, tracking of genetic changes
inﬂuencing it is needed [47]. As many neuronal processes
inﬂuencing neuroplasticity depend on expression of particular genes and genetic diversity possibly inﬂuencing its eﬀectiveness, knowledge on their mechanisms is necessary to
understand this process. Epigenetic mechanisms occurring
after stroke will be brieﬂy discussed in this paper. Background of epigenetic changes is characterized by several
mechanisms such as synaptic plasticity; neuro-, glio-, and
angiogenesis processes; and growth of axon. Each of these
processes is modiﬁed molecularly through DNA methylation, histone modiﬁcation, and microRNA (miRNA) actions.

2. Neuronal Plasticity
Synaptic plasticity is achieved through improvement of communication in synaptic connections between existing neurons and is fundamental for retaining neuronal networks
[48]. Its very important information surrounding the focus
of ischemia is the existing area name penumbra. Immediately
following the event, blood ﬂow and therefore oxygen transport are reduced locally, leading to hypoxia of the cells near
the location of the original insult. This can lead to hypoxic
cell death (infarction) and amplify the original damage from
the ischemia; however, the penumbra area may remain viable
for several hours after an ischemic event due to the collateral
arteries that supply the penumbral zone. As time elapses after
the onset of stroke, the extent of the penumbra tends to
decrease; therefore, in the emergency department, a major
concern is to protect the penumbra by increasing oxygen
transport and delivery to cells in the danger zone, thereby
limiting cell death. The existence of a penumbra implies that
salvage of the cells is possible. There is a high correlation
between the extent of spontaneous neurological recovery
and the volume of penumbra that escapes infarction; therefore, saving the penumbra should improve the clinical outcome [49]. Epigenetic regulation, which involves DNA
methylation and histone modiﬁcations, plays a critical role
in retaining long-term changes in postmitotic cells. Accumulating evidence suggests that the epigenetic machinery might
regulate the formation and stabilization of long-term memory in two ways: a “gating” role of the chromatin state to regulate activity-triggered gene expression and a “stabilizing”
role of the chromatin state to maintain molecular and cellular
changes induced by the memory-related event. The neuronal
activation regulates the dynamics of the chromatin status
under precise timing, with subsequent alterations in the gene
expression proﬁle.
2.1. DNA Methylation. In the study of Levenson and Sweatt
in 2005, they proved that DNA methyltransferase enzyme
family (DNMT) is important for synaptic plasticity [50].
Inhibition of DNMT activity causes long-term blockade of
hippocampus potentiation and leads to decreased methylation of protein promoters called reelin, brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), and other genes participating in
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synaptic plasticity. Increased excitability within the penumbra is associated with dynamic regulation of DNA methylation [51, 52]. One of the most interesting phenomena is the
process of active demethylation of gene promoter regions of
BDNF through growth arrest and DNA-damage-inducible
beta (GADD45B) protein activity. The role of GADD45B as
a key DNA demethylation coordinator is mostly based only
on in vivo experiments; however, it is diﬃcult to distinguish
active from passive demethylation of DNA. N-Methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) agonism is found to induce expression of
GADD45B mRNA and BDNF, at the same time reducing
mRNA expression [53]. Ma et al. in 2009 documented that
BDNF IXa is demethylated by GADD45b in mice [54].
Although there are regulatory diﬀerences between human
BDNF IXabcd and mouse BDNF IXa [55], there also exist
several similarities. In vivo and in vitro human BDNF IXabcd
and mouse BDNF IXa are similarly induced by neuronal
activity [56].
2.2. Histone Modiﬁcations. Histone modiﬁcations protruding
from the nucleosome core are acetylated or deacetylated. It is
an epigenetic mechanism for controlling gene expression. A
very important epigenetic mechanism for controlling gene
expression is posttranslational modiﬁcation of histones. In
that modiﬁcation, the rest of lysine at the N-terminus are
acetylated or deacetylated. The function of histone lysine
deacetylase (HDAC2) is not limited to long-term synaptic
potentiation; it also includes creation of memory in the hippocampus [57]. In anatomical terms, inhibition of HDAC2
signiﬁcantly increases creation of dendritic bridges in neurons of the hippocampus. It is now evident that integration
and regulation of epigenetic modiﬁcations allow for complex
control of gene expression necessary for long-term memory
formation and maintenance. Dynamic changes in DNA
methylation and chromatin structure are the result of
well-established intracellular signaling cascades that converge on the nucleus to adjust the precise equilibrium of gene
repression and activation [58].
2.3. miRNA. miRNAs are endogenous, noncoding RNAs
that take part in the posttranscriptional regulation of gene
expression mainly by binding to the 3-untranslated region
of messenger RNAs (mRNAs). A few of miRNAs which
are isolated from brain play an important role in synaptic
plasticity. They also take important part in learning and
memory function [59].
Activity-regulated cytoskeleton-associated protein (ARC)
gene is an important regulator of synaptic plasticity. Its
expression is decreased in the ischemic cortex and signiﬁcantly increased in the tissue cortex surrounding ischemic
focus shortly after stroke, probably as an eﬀect of Glu release
and activation of neurons [60]. ARC expression is regulated
by multiple miRNAs and ectopic miRNA expression in hippocampal neurons and by inhibition of the endogenous
miRNAs in neurons. Frisén in 2016 proved that during
in vitro neuronal development, there is an inverse relationship between ARC mRNA expression and expression of
ARC-targeting miRNAs. Thus, at DIV10, expressions of
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miR-19a, miR-34a, miR-326, and miR-193a were decreased
while ARC mRNA was elevated [61].

3. Neuro-, Glio-, and Angiogenesis
Taking into consideration that synaptic plasticity is
achieved through improvement of communication in synapses between existing neurons, the terms neuro-, glio-, and
angiogenesis refer to development and formation of new
neurons and blood vessels in the brain [62–64]. Recently, it
has been proved that formation of new neurons is not limited
to the time before birth [65, 66]. However, in order for neurogenesis to occur, one condition must be fulﬁlled, that is,
presence of stem cells and progenitor cell and special types
of cells in the dentate gyrus, in the hippocampus, and possibly in the prefrontal cortex which will become completely
equipped neuron with axons and dendrites [67, 68]. New
neurons can migrate to distant areas of the brain to fulﬁll
important and previously lost functions [69]. Neuronal death
is a strong stimulant for neurogenesis after ischemic stroke
[70, 71]. Ischemic event is followed by increased formation
of cells from these regions and alteration of migration pathways toward damaged area [72–74]. The majority of cells
die and very few participate in this process [75]. Recently,
researchers use the denomination of “neurovascular unit.”
The neurovascular unit involves connection of neurons with
blood vessels and involves growth factors inﬂuencing neurogenesis which indirectly aﬀect angiogenesis [76]. Neurogenesis and angiogenesis occur after ischemic stroke. It is
modulated by DNA methylation, histone modiﬁcation,
and miRNA actions. The formation of long-term memory
involves a series of molecular and cellular changes, including gene transcription, protein synthesis, and synaptic plasticity dynamics [77].
3.1. DNA Methylation. Methylation silences gene expression
in a variety of ways, one of which is recruitment of speciﬁc
binding proteins to an element of promoter [78]. The family
of methyl-CpG-binding domain (MBD) binding proteins
include MBD1-4 and methyl-CpG-binding protein 2
(MECP2). The scientists observed increase of MBD1 and
MECP2 after 24 hours of stroke, and expression of MBD2
increases after 6 h from ischemia [79]. All mentioned proteins have regulatory functions in neurogenesis process
[80]. DNA methylation was recognized in the past as a highly
stable gene silencing method. At present, evidence suggests
that methylation states may be more dynamic than it was
previously assumed [81]. Growth arrest and DNA damage
45 (GADD45) proteins are signiﬁcant elements of active
cytosine (Cys) residue demethylation process [82]. The process is mediated by DNA repair pathway. GADD45 may
function through feedback of necessary enzymatic process
in which demethylation could lead to increased expression
of speciﬁc genes signiﬁcant for neuroplasticity.
3.2. Histone Modiﬁcations. Particular elements of
polycomb-group proteins participate in neurogenesis [83].
Formation of oligodendrocytes is also transformed during
stroke with histone deacetylase. It is already in the acute
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phase of stroke that oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPC)
in the white matter of penumbra demonstrate increased protein expression of HDAC1 and HDAC2 along with increased
proliferation [84]. What is more particular, HDAC isoforms
may have diverse impact on cell maturation [85]. In their
study, Wang et al. in 2012 demonstrated that valproic acid
(VPA), a strong histone deacetylase inhibitor, has impact
on regaining functions after stroke. That acid additionally
increases the density of blood vessels thus improving cerebral
blood ﬂow to the ischemic hemisphere 14 days after stroke
[86]. It was also demonstrated that VPA mediates in regeneration through promoting neuronal diversity in hippocampus
progenitor cells [87].
3.3. miRNA. The role of miRNA was widely recognized as a
regulator in neurogenesis. As previously stated, miR-124 is
important in the acute phase of stroke. This is a ligand Jagged1 (JAG1) targeting as a neuronal determinant in the normal subventricular zone (SVZ) [88]. That miRNA inﬂuences
repair after stroke through regulation of behavior of progenitor cells. In the brain with ischemia, miR-124 is reduced in
the SVZ for 7 days after stroke that corresponds with time
of signiﬁcant neurogenesis [89]. Another miRNA transcript
potentially important for brain repair after stroke is miR-9
[90]. Its loss inhibits proliferation in human neuronal progenitor cells and intensiﬁes migration of these cells after
transplantation to the ischemic brain [91].

4. Axon Growth
The growth of the axon becomes the main requirement for
plasticity and recovery of lost functions. The axon regrowth
depends on several neurobiological modiﬁcations such as
the level of myelination and synapse formation. Despite the
ability of axons to grow by altering the extracellular and
intracellular substances, dediﬀerentiation in which axons
are responsible for recovering functions from those that are
functionally silent is still a matter of discussion. In this case,
the intuitive translation relation between anatomical and
functional regeneration is questioned [92]. In ischemic stroke
as well as in brain injury, the area of brain damage is characterized by the formation of glial scar, in which growth inhibitors are upregulated; preventing the eﬀective regeneration of
this scar is characterized by signiﬁcant upregulation of proteoglycans, preventing the eﬀective regeneration of axons.
In the close proximity to the glial scar, however, there is a
cortical area that is characterized by the expression of many
growth-promoting factors that allow axonal growth [93].
One of the main components of glial scars is extracellular
matrix proteins known as CSPG, which consist of protein
chains and glycosaminoglycans (GAGs). CSPGs are present
in the developing and also adult central nervous system, but
their expression signiﬁcantly increases after injury. Reactive
astrocytes are responsible for the production and secretion
of many CSPGs after injury, and their increased expression
is observed for many months. Two reasons for the failure of
the CNS regeneration are extrinsic inhibitory molecules and
poor internal growth ability [94].
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4.1. DNA Methylation. Descriptions of the mechanism of
DNA methylation in axon growth regulation after stroke
are based on published postinjury models; we do not have
any models of ischemia [95]. Therefore, recreation of ischemic conditions is diﬃcult. An important role in promoting
axon number growth has been recently attributed to
proline-rich protein (SPRR1) released after axotomy [96].
High concentration of SPRR1 is released in the cortex of
ischemic focus in the initial phase of stroke.
4.2. Histone Modiﬁcations. SPRR1 may be induced by
hypomethylating agents and its expression may be modulated by histone modiﬁcation [97]. Similarly to the impact
of 5-azacytidine on keratinocytes, SPRR1 expression is
increased in these cells after treatment with an HDAC inhibitor such as sodium butyrate. Nowadays, we do not have
examinations on the human brain [98]. Growth-Associated
Protein 43 (GAP43) consists of protein related with a growth
cone promoting growth of axons through regulation of cytoskeleton organization with protein kinase C signaling. That
expression is strongly induced in the ischemic cortex after
ischemic stroke [99]. According to Yuan et al. in 2001,
administration of VPA may induce expression of GAP43 as
well as of other growth proteins simultaneously promoting
regeneration of axons [100].
4.3. miRNA. The most important role in the growth of
axon is played by miRNA [101, 102]. The role of miR-9,
whose level is reduced in the ischemic white matter, is best
known. Therefore, miR-9 is released in primary axons of
the neuron cortex of a developing brain. miR-9 replicates
microtubule-associated protein 1B (MAP1B) connected with
a cytoskeleton [103]. That inhibition occurs through RNA
interference resulting not only in a signiﬁcantly increased
length of axon but also in a decreased pattern of branches.
As in the case of two previous processes, the issue of growth
of axon requires further research.

5. Discussion
Neuroplasticity is a widespread phenomenon in the function
of the nervous system. Spontaneous recovery is the norm in
the early poststroke period. Cortical reorganization is common and necessary for postbrain injury recovery. Representations of sensory and motor cortical areas may be
modiﬁed by the inﬂow of environmental stimulation during learning and memory processes. Physiotherapy strategies used during recovery process aﬀect the spontaneous
neuroplasticity. After stroke, the main functional dysfunctions are aphasia and hemiplegia. Regarding the dynamic
changes of a clinical picture of a patient after an ischemic
episode, multiplicity, and diversity of pathology, the doctors, physiotherapists, and speech therapists do not have a
universal procedure or concept.
A correct therapy depends on the actual deﬁcit and
patient necessity [104, 105]. Neural plasticity allows progress
of the central nervous system under the inﬂuence of variable
conditioning environment, learning, and memorization; the
new abilities and adaptation into changes happen inside
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and outside of entourage and activity compensatory process
after ischemia. It happens because of a neuron’s property
enabling overlap indicating changes in the neuronal system
in response to organism’s needs and challenge of reality
[106]. Daily activity, learning, and training have a main inﬂuence on brain function. Developing right connections
through axons, projections, synapse, and chemical transmitter is an ongoing intricate process with diﬀerent intensities all
throughout the human life. His course determines the information written in the DNA. Genetic predisposition is modiﬁed as a result of experience; throughout human life, through
environmental changes, the number of synaptic pathways
can rise. Many new emerging neuronal cells succumb apoptosis—programmed and irreversible autodestruction—and
pruning. The elements of neurons, for example, mitochondria in apoptotic bodies, are removed by macrophages or
absorbed through familiar cells. Overproduction of neurons
is necessary to obtain an appropriate number of synaptic
pathways that kill these cells who cannot create connection
functional active [107].
A properly carried out treatment achieves skills by
allowing rehabilitation to move beyond the walls of the hospital or home, and this contributes to the functional independence of patients.
Researchers and therapists are still looking for a new
possibility of impact of the neuronal system; it will contribute in the future to the functional progress and usage capacity of the mechanisms of neuronal plasticity in the case of
his damage [108].
In many sciences, it was conﬁrmed a fact that in regular
methodical learning, we can considerably increase intellectual capacity and correct memory, concentration, and logical
thinking, and in the case of neurological disorder by targeting
the process of neural compensatory plasticity, we can obtain
signiﬁcant improvement of disturbed performance. The
eﬀects of neural plasticity depends on the clinical factor,
age, intellect, and education of patient. In well-educated people, there exists cognitive reserve of the brain, which may
have an impact on the recovery process [109].
A small group of scientists studied Albert Einstein’s
brain in search of special abilities in the structure of the
neuronal system. They compared with another four brains
from other people who died at the same age. They discovered in the brain of Albert Einstein a diﬀerence in the
cytoarchitecture when compared with brains of other people. They found out a higher ratio of astrocytes to neurons
in the cerebral cortex parietal lobe in the left hemispheres.
Glial cells enable provision of nutritional substances to the
brain through connection with the blood vessel, from which
we conclude that astroglia can be a ground for neural plasticity [110]. Among many methods of streamlining patients
with hemiplegia, we use proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation (PNF), neurodevelopmental treatment (NDT)/Bobath,
constraint-induced movement therapy (CIMT), training
oriented on top of approach task-oriented training, neuromuscular arthroskeletal plasticity (NAP), and occupational
therapy based on the aim with the rule SMART—speciﬁed,
measured, attractive, real, and timely. We must select every
time a therapy which adapts into individual needs and ability
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of patient [111]. Neural plasticity allows progress of the central nervous system under the inﬂuence of variable conditioning environment, learning, and memorization and the
new abilities and adaptation into changes happen inside
and outside of entourage and activity compensatory process after ischemia. It happens because of the neuron’s
property enabling overlap indicating changes in the neuronal system in response to the organism’s needs and challenge of reality [112, 113].
According to the above considerations and analyses, it
should be indicated that an issue of ischemic stroke not only
constitutes individual physical and social impairments but
also represents signiﬁcant ﬁnancial burden for the global
health care systems concerning professionally active people
in productive age [114–116]. Patients after an ischemic episode frequently become dependent on institutional organization [117]. Return to daily living and professional activity is
hindered, often impossible, for these patients, leading to
dependence on the closest relatives [118, 119]. Necessity to
help a disabled person causes dysregulation of social and professional life of careers [120]. Optimally, clinical experience
should be combined with search for new forms of brain functional reserve [121]. Recovery after stroke is a complex phenomenon. In a study of anti-inﬂammatory strategies that
have been eﬀective for recovery in experimental stroke,
Liguz-Lecznar and Kossut described that the most important
aspect of therapies targeting the immune system will be regulating the balance between the neurotoxic and neuroprotective eﬀects of inﬂammatory state components [122]. Clinical
experience, awareness of the scale of the problem, and molecular research may be used in combination with each other. It
may be assumed that combination of new therapies with neurologic rehabilitation could be a new trend in the treatment
of patients after stroke. Another stroke-related issue concerns
the substantial prevention. The stroke prevention should
consist of complex medical and political issues [123]. We
strongly believe that issues discussed in this study should
allow better understanding of physiological background and
other social aspects of escalating problem of stroke indicating
future research directions.
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Fragile X syndrome (FXS) is an inheritable neuropsychological disease caused by silence of the fmr1 gene and the deﬁciency of
Fragile X mental retardation protein (FMRP). Patients present neuronal alterations that lead to severe intellectual disability and
altered sleep rhythms. However, the neural circuit mechanisms underlying FXS remain unclear. Previous studies have suggested
that metabolic glutamate and gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) receptors/circuits are two counter-balanced factors involved in
FXS pathophysiology. More and more studies demonstrated that attenuated GABAergic circuits in the absence of FMRP are
critical for abnormal progression of FXS. Here, we reviewed the changes of GABA neural circuits that were attributed to
intellectual-deﬁcient FXS, from several aspects including deregulated GABA metabolism, decreased expressions of GABA
receptor subunits, and impaired GABAergic neural circuits. Furthermore, the activities of GABA neural circuits are modulated
by circadian rhythm of FMRP metabolism and reviewed the abnormal condition of FXS mice or patients.

1. Introduction
Fragile X mental retardation protein (FMRP) is widely
expressed in neurons and glia in the brain and acts as an
“interactor” regulating ribosome stalling, translational control, and synaptic plasticity in brain circuits [1–3]. FMRP
contributes to cognition, emotions, and memory through
the referred “interactor” role as well. Fragile X syndrome
(FXS) patients are deﬁcient of FMRP due to fmr1 gene silence
caused by a CGG trinucleotide ampliﬁcation on Xq27.3 in
the 5′-UTR on chromosome [4]. According to CGG trinucleotide expansion and clinical symptoms, FM allele mutationrelated syndromes could be divided into FXS (>200 repeats)
and FXTAS (55–199 repeats) during early diagnosis of
FXS. For example, methylation-speciﬁc quantitative melt
analysis (MS-QMA), respectively, identiﬁed methylation
mosaicism in an additional 15% and 11% of patients in
the Chilean and Australian reports, suggesting the presence

of a cryptic FM [5, 6]. Other methods include a variety of
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) techniques, such as high
polymorphism markers for preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) of FXS [7] and two PCR analyses (PCR screening
and PCR premutation) [8]. However, it is diﬃcult to draw a
solid criterion due to diﬀerent inclusive criteria, diagnostic
methods, and sample sizes within each study. Although
frequencies of clinical characteristics were diﬀerent between
ethnicities, especially in Asian and African people, which
provided evidence for genetic counseling [9], FXS is still difﬁcult to be diagnosed on the account of a lack of an obvious
phenotype at birth and during prepuberty in clinic.
Previous studies have illustrated that FXS is caused by
the alteration at multiple levels from mRNA shuttling to
synaptic plasticity and behavioral phenotypes [10]. For
example, FMRP regulated proteins in the modulation of
synaptic plasticity, which maintain spine shape and dynamics [11–13]. The retardation of FMRP leads to abnormal
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group I metabotropic glutamate receptor (mGluR) signaling,
together with the loss of AMPA and NMDA receptors [2],
although recently clinical trials targeting on mGluR1 failed
in FXR patients [14]. Speciﬁcally, the enzymes for GABA
synthesis and degradation, GABA membrane transporters,
and a GABA receptor scaﬀolding protein are downregulated
in the absence of FMRP [15]. Besides, FMRP absence
GABAA receptor α1 and δ subunits were downregulated in
fmr1 gene knockout mouse and Drosophila [15–17]. All these
studies suggest a perplexing, yet not well understood, link
between GABAergic signaling, abnormal neuronal circuits,
and dysfunctional behaviors in both FXS animal models
and patients. Among all alterations of phenomenal function
deﬁcits, dendritic abnormalities are the most evident structural changes in FXS. FMRP regulates neuronal branching
as well as dendritic spine morphology and density [18, 19].
However, it remains unclear whether plastic changes of
inhibitory circuits may cause abnormal spine morphology
in FXS or vice versa. In this review, we summarized mechanisms on the eﬀects of inhibitory synapse alteration from
circuits to molecular interaction.

2. Altered GABA Metabolisms in FXS Animal
Models and Patients
There have been great progresses in the altered GABA
metabolism underlying FXTAS/FXS pathogenesis. Mitochondria provides energy for the cell and the brain using
most of the energy among all organs. There is mounting
evidence that mitochondrial dysregulation systemically
contributes to the decreased cell function, even during the
neonatal period of mice, ﬁrst reported by Rizzo et al. [20].
It is reported that premutated hippocampal neurites contained signiﬁcantly fewer mitochondria and reduced mitochondria mobility at early stage of diﬀerentiation, despite
the presence of appreciable FMRP expression [21]. Together,
similar signiﬁcant deﬁcits of mitochondrial dysfunction,
induced by Zn levels, were observed in the Zn-rich regions
(the hippocampus and cerebellum of premutation carriers),
with some of these eﬀects lasting into adulthood [22, 23].
Particularly, in dysregulated GABAergic circuits, mitochondrial dysfunction plays vital role from the aspects of
mitochondrial structure, number, membrane permeability,
transport, fusion, and ﬁssion [21, 24–27]. It is noteworthy
that abnormality of mitochondrial structure and function is
regulated aberrant expression of microRNAs (miRNA)
[28], while few report functions of miRNAs on GABA
metabolism in Fragile X syndrome. More work should be
needed to illustrate the perplexing role of deregulated
miRNA expression proﬁles within uncommon GABA neural
circuits. In a word, abnormalities of mitochondrial dysfunction induced by FMRP deﬁcits altered GABA metabolism,
contributing to the etiology of FXS/FXTAS.
In addition, glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) or
vesicular GABA transporter protein (VGTA) and vesicular
glutamate transporter protein (VGLUT) consist of two
components of synaptic balance. Increased expression of
VGAT relative to VGLUT expression was shown within the
medial nucleus of the trapezoid body (MNTB) in FXS [29].
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Their mechanisms are necessary to be further explored.
In FXS patients, a reduced release of GABA from the
GABAergic terminals to the presynaptic GABAB receptors
might induce a decreased inhibition of neurotransmitter
spillover, which conversely activated mGluR signaling [30].
One mechanism of modulating GABA release involves the
synthesis and mobilization of endocannabinoids. Activation
of GroupImGluRs enables mobilization of endocannabinoids
in the postsynaptic neuron and negatively modulates GABA
release through a mechanism known as depolarizationinduced suppression of inhibition (DSI) [31]. Therefore, in
consideration of endocannabinoid mobilization in the FXS,
it is reported that alterations in eCB signaling could contribute to the cognitive dysfunction associated with FXS [32]. But
it only demonstrated DHPG-induced eCB-iLTD, without
aﬀecting DSI, at low concentrations. Together, relatively high
concentrations of cannabinoids could aﬀect neuropsychiatric
disorders via inhibition of monoamine oxidase activity [33].
Therefore, the loss of FMRP may selectively aﬀect speciﬁc
inhibitory circuits and more evidence is needed in exploring.
In the developing and mature brain, it is critical for cortical
balance of excitatory and inhibitory neurons to be properly
synchronized at behaviorally relevant frequencies. And thus,
alteration of mGluR signaling and GABA metabolisms in this
speciﬁc type of interneuron is likely to have wide-reaching
eﬀects in developing and mature cortical networks.

3. Decreased Expression of GABA Receptor
Subunits in FXS Models
The anomalous functions of mGluR-dependent synaptic
plasticity have been observed in the hippocampus of
fmr1-KO mice. Activity-dependent synthesis of FMRP in
maintaining forms of synaptic plasticity may be induced by
augmented mGluR-LTD in hippocampal neurons [34, 35],
while the initiation of long-term potentiation (LTP) is a
qualitatively diﬀerent functional consequence of mGluR1stimulated protein synthesis at the synapses of the hippocampus where LTD can be induced. Besides, the mGluR theory
proposes that stimulation of mGluR1 induces local mRNA
translation, resulting in protein synthesis that subsequently
enhances the internalization of AMPA receptors [36]. This
model predicts that in the absence of FMRP, the increased
translation of a subset of mRNAs disturbs receptor internalization dynamics and then exaggerates internalization of
AMPA receptors and weakens the synapse. Interestingly,
GABAB1 and GIRK2 internalization also is reported to cause
rapid and persistent weakening of GABAB-activated GIRKmediated (GABAB-GIRK) currents in FXS [37]. Clearly, the
fate of internalized GABAARs will therefore play a critical
role in controlling cell surface receptor levels and hence the
eﬃcacy of synaptic inhibition. This may suggest that GABA
receptors take internalization process, but its underlying
complicated mechanisms still need to be explored. Furthermore, FMRP absence increased steady state surface levels of
GABAARs, showing a dramatic functional eﬀect of increased
surface receptor number. The mechanism underlying postendocytic GABAAR sorting remains to be demonstrated,
and FMRP’s particular role in this process is also an area of
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active research. The impact of FMRP regulation of GABAARs
was recently shown in the hypothalamus, causing decreased
food intake and loss of body weight [38]. An unresolved issue
is whether FMRP acts to promote recycling of GABAARs or
prevents their lysosomal degradation.
Furthermore, diﬀerent subunit combination leads to
diverse expression patterns of GABAARs at speciﬁc cell surface. Most surface receptor clusters of γ2 receptor subunits
are synaptic, while GABAARs containing α5 or β3 subunit
express higher at extrasynaptic. δ subunit is exclusively
located outside the synapse at perisynaptic and extrasynaptic
locations [39, 40]. For example, it is investigated that tonic
GABAA currents in the subiculum were downregulated in
the fmr1 knockout mouse relative to wild-type animals
[41]. These results were associated with reductions in tonic
GABAA receptor subunits. Furthermore, more speciﬁc
results based on the diﬀerent GABAR subunits need to be
expanded to better identify each function in FXS.
Results from all above pave the way for many interesting avenues of research. First, more work is needed to
illustrate the molecular causes of impaired inhibition in
FXS. In the Drosophila model, limited research available
has demonstrated that a GABAA receptor reduction can
lead to behavioral impairments. However, other research
from FXS models indicated that the mechanism was likely
more complicated and possibly indirect due to not only
variable GABA metabolisms but also regional speciﬁcity
[40, 42, 43]. For example, vision process is modulated by
diﬀerent GABA receptors in spread brain via tonic inhibition, such as temporal cortex, lateral geniculate nucleus
(LGN) of the thalamus, and vision cortex [44, 45], while tonic
inhibition is mediated via extrasynaptic α5- and δ-containing
GABAARs [40, 44]. Future research will examine that speciﬁc
subunits of GABA receptor encode these vision information
computations. And it is also worth noting that the role of
GABA in the developing CNS is dynamic and variable
between brain regions [40, 43, 46]. Another triggering idea
is that impaired inhibition comes from activity-dependent
synaptic plasticity alteration during developmentally critical
periods [43, 47]. Both mouse and Drosophila FXS models
show impaired critical period plasticity, and early activity is
critical for shaping E/I synaptic balance [48–50]. These
ﬁndings indicate that many mechanisms are to be explored
among GABAergic neurons, GABA metabolism, and GABA
receptor alteration in FXS.

4. Impaired GABAergic Neural Circuits in FXS
Dysfunctional mGluR1/5 signaling in excitatory synaptic
circuitry has been considered as one classic mechanism
underlying FXS [51–53]. But a main characteristic of the
impairment is usually attributed to a failure in the inhibition
of the central set or the need for a supervisory system to be
involved in the inhibition of predominant manners. The
increased excitability of hippocampal and neocortical circuits
in FXS, due to dysregulation of glutaminergic neurons, can in
turn disrupt the normal actions of inhibitory GABAergic
neurons [32, 54]. It has long been known that FXS models
also display reduced function in inhibitory GABAergic
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circuits [55–57]. Speciﬁcally, downregulation of GABAA
receptor subunits inﬂuences both the mRNA and protein
levels, which would further increase the excitability of limbic
and cortical circuits [39].
FMRP is widely expressed in GABAergic neurons
[58, 59], and it is also involved in normal interneuron
maturation and function modulation [30, 55, 58]. Recently,
it was shown that there were lower expressions of several
genes involved in GABA metabolism, including gad1, gat1,
and gat4, in the brain of both mouse and Drosophila FXS
models [15, 58, 60]. It is well known that GABAergic neurons
can modulate neurotransmitter release in autocrine or paracrine pattern, via presynaptic GABAA and GABAB receptors
[61–63]. It is indicated that dysfunctional GABAergic
neurons aﬀect balance of inhibitory/excitatory circuits particularly during early developmental critical periods, via the
role of GABA attenuated regulator in FXS models [62, 64].
For now, GABAergic impairments have been reported
in FXS models of Drosophila, zebraﬁsh, and mouse. And
GABAergic signaling is essential for regulating neuronal
migration, maturation, and circuit formation. Therefore,
defects in the GABAergic system are likely to have profound
eﬀects on neuron development and circuit work in FXS.
Currently, a better understanding of early developmental
changes in GABAergic system in FXS would be reckoned as
the key insight into the underpinning of the FXS brain. Also,
the relationship between GABAergic systems and mGluRs
ones, as well as their overlapping plasticity alteration, is taken
as the pivotal basement to strengthen a more comprehensive
cognition of FXS.
Besides the deﬁcits in learning and memory in these
models, one consistent behavioral abnormality they share is
altered circadian rhythm behaviors, which potentially
mimics the sleep abnormalities seen in patients with fragile
X syndrome. Circadian rhythm describes the approximately
24-hour cycles generated by a master pacemaker located in
the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) of the anterior hypothalamus of the mammalians and in the ventral lateral neurons
(LNvs) of Drosophila [65]. Also, the connections between
the SCN and other parts of the system are important for
the control of circadian rhythms in the central nervous
system [66]. Interestingly, it has been shown that the loss of
FMRP and FXR2P results in arrhythmicity resulting from
inappropriate neuronal communication within the central
nervous system [67]. Additionally, the altered expression
of the clock component has been observed in FXS animal
models [67, 68]. The upregulation of FMRP increases
PER1- and PER2-induced BMAL1–NPAS2 transcriptional
activity, suggesting that FMRP is required for regulation of
circadian behaviors. Thus, Drosophila lacking the fmr1 gene
exhibits altered circadian rhythms. Taken together, these
results indicate that fragile X-related proteins might be associated with the induction of abnormal sleep patterns in FXS
due to alterations in circadian genes; they may also play a
critical role in the regulation of circadian output pathways.
Clinical studies have illustrated that melatonindependent signaling pathways can impair vigilance, learning,
and memory abilities and may be linked to autistic behaviors
such as abnormal anxiety responses [69, 70]. Low melatonin
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levels are related with altered GABAergic system [71]. Furthermore, alterations in the circadian clock mechanism due
to abnormal melatonin synthesis can aﬀect the function of
GABA neural circuits [70, 72]. Recently, studies using
animal models of autism have indicated that clock and
clock-related genes may interact in the ASD phenotype and
studies using fmr1 KO mice have implicated clock proteins
in sleep alterations in FXS [73]. Under dysfunctional FMRP
conditions, GABA activity is altered by disruptions in intracellular signaling. Recent studies have proposed the existence
of abnormalities in melatonin secretion and circadian
patterns in individuals with FXS with ASD that are likely to
be due to excessive signaling via GABA [74]. Furthermore,
melatonin is helpful for treating the physical alterations of
axons and dendritic spines [75, 76]. In addition, other
endocrine hormones, such as oxytocin and insulin, participate GABA neuronal function via abnormal biorhythmic
patterns. It is reported that oxytocin-mediated GABA
excitatory-inhibitory shift during delivery is abolished in
FXS model. During delivery and subsequently hippocampal
neurons have elevated intracellular chloride levels and elevated gamma oscillations, which suggests the importance of
oxytocin-mediated GABAergic inhibition during the process
[77]. Similarly, the insulin-producing cells (IPCs) are crucial
for normal insulin release and insulin-signaling in the brain
and are suﬃcient to restore normal circadian behavior in
the Drosophila FXS model [78]. Moreover, IPCs have been
demonstrated to receive inputs from multiple neurotransmitters and hormones, including tachykinin, leptin, GABA,
and serotonin [79]. But the speciﬁc mechanisms deserve further investigation. In brief summary, alteration of GABA
inhibition is not simply linked to ampliﬁed mGluR signaling,
whereas they both are regulated by circadian clock and
circadian genes in depth.
Overall, current issues provide much needed in vivo
evidence for GABAergic circuit impairments in FXS and set
the foundation for future work linking molecular to circuit
level to behavioral changes. Addressing altered GABAergic
circuit function should lead to more eﬀective treatments for
FXS patients.

5. Conclusions
In summary, deregulated GABA metabolism, decreased
expressions of GABA receptor subunits, and impaired
GABAergic neural circuits contribute to abnormal behaviors
in FXS. Importantly, it is noteworthy to be studied that
circadian clock genes regulate substantial life activities of
organism and are related to the process of growth and development in FXS models and patients. Speciﬁcally, GABA
inhibition is modulated via dysfunctional biorhythmic patterns of endocrine hormones and fmr1 gene. And better
understanding of the GABA neural circuits will support
novel therapeutic methods in FXS.
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